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Brief Summary
This is a story about courage. The anti-shipping campaign of the No 2 Group
Blenheims of Bomber Command was at its height during the summer of 1941. It
meant that crews were faced each day with the statistical and very real possibility that
their young lives would be violently extinguished, as they attacked merchant vessels
which were escorted by a large number of destroyers and flakships, all bristling with
fearsome anti-aircraft armament. They would have to fly at 50 feet or lower, in broad
daylight, in an obsolescent aircraft, at a ludicrously slow speed by modern standards.
No wonder Winston Churchill likened these courageous attacks to the Charge of the
Light Brigade.
This book is about one such raid, on the docks at Rotterdam on 16th July 1941. It
was one of the most spectacular raids of the war. In 2 Group terms, it was an
outstanding success, not only because of the tonnage of shipping claimed as destroyed
or damaged, but also because 'only' four Blenheims were lost out of the 36 despatched
to bomb the docks. Hitherto, some squadrons had been virtually annihilated on one
raid alone. Of the Blenheims shot down, nine gallant aircrew lost their lives, including
the young and charismatic leader of the Second Wave - Wing Commander Tim
Partridge, CO of No 18 Squadron. Also lost was my cousin, Sergeant Leonard
Mynott, a Wireless Operator/Air Gunner on No 21 Squadron. After Len's Blenheim,
V6240 (YH:B), had been shot down at 1655 hours, British Double Summer Time, it
crashed into Waalhaven - the largest dock in Rotterdam. The wreckage of the
Blenheim, and the bodies of Len's crew, Sergeant Eric Bevan (pilot) and Pilot Officer
Ralph Slade (observer) were all recovered shortly after the crash, but no trace was
ever found of my cousin, who is thus commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial as
having no known grave.
In 1981, as the 40th anniversary of the raid approached, I felt an overwhelming urge
to find out why Len's body was never found. This was my sole motivation for my
research at that time. After interviewing many survivors of the raid, and learning
much more about the 'Cinderellas' of Bomber Command, and their incredible fight
against overwhelming odds, I decided to commit my research to paper, with strong
encouragement from those veteran Blenheim aircrew. I wanted to know everything I
could about the raid - all the fascinating details. Richard Passmore (Roger Peacock),
an ex-Blenheim Wireless Operator/Air Gunner, kindly perused my typescript and
informed me that my book was not commercially viable, but the RAF Museum would
dearly like to get their hands on it! He was right. The publishers were only interested
if I wrote solely about the raid and excluded all the biographies of the participants. I
felt that this would be unacceptable, and declined their offer.
With the passage of time, I had an attack of conscience, and set to in earnest,
polishing up my typescript for presentation to the RAF Museum. I now know what
successful authors have to go through before a publisher will accept their work!
Though disappointed that I could not get this book published, it has occurred to me
that it could well be read by a much wider audience than a conventional book, which
would quickly disappear off the shelves. My hope is that Mast High Over Rotterdam
will prove a welcome reference for anyone researching those very brave souls who
served on Blenheims in No 2 Group, Bomber Command during the Second World
War.
Rusty Russell
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Cover illustrations Front top: painting by Barry Wallond of 21 Squadron's Blenheim
V6240 (YH:B), my cousin's aircraft, running through Waalhaven just before it
crashed on 16th July 1941. Bottom: Blenheim V5580 (YH:X), the lead aircraft on the
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Foreword
by Air Marshal Sir Ivor Broom KCB, CBE , DSO, DFC**, AFC
On 16 July 1941, 36 Blenheim aircraft were briefed to carry out a daring mast high
attack on ships in the docks at Rotterdam. The date of that raid has always been
ingrained in my memory as on that day I joined my first Blenheim squadron as a very
inexperienced sergeant pilot, and was making a local familiarisation flight in Norfolk
whilst the raid took place.
Rusty Russell, the author of this remarkable story has over 40 years experience as
a pilot in the Royal Air Force and in Civil Aviation, and has spent over 15 years
researching every detail of that famous raid in which a cousin of his was killed.
During that period he has interviewed almost everyone still living who was connected
with the raid, has studied all the historical records, and has thus been able to describe,
as only a pilot could, the techniques used by Blenheim crews when attacking ships
from heights of 50ft or less. These studies have also enabled him to determine the
motivation of the crews and to produce pen pictures of individual crew members who
took part in the raid. He has produced a book which is not only fascinating, but a
tribute to the many Blenheim crews who were killed during low level bombing raids.
He refers to the way in which the Dutch people waved as the crews passed
overhead. I experienced on another occasion the ecstatic waving of the Dutch as we
flew over them. Their reaction certainly aroused great emotion in me. Such raids
were obviously good for their morale - but they also made a great impact on RAF
crews who became very conscious that the Dutch were looking to the day when we
would help to liberate their country. It made it all seem very worthwhile.
The Royal Air Force ordered the Blenheim in 1936 and at that time it was faster
than any of the fighters in service. It was the first multi role aircraft to enter the Royal
Air Force and some 1,000 Blenheims - more than any other type - were in service
with the Royal Air Force throughout the world in September 1939. The first Royal
Air Force operational sortie in World War 2 was flown on 3 September 1939 by a
Blenheim. In all over 6,000 Blenheims were built, but the contribution which this
remarkable aircraft made to the air war in the early days of World War 2 is often
overlooked. During the summer of 1941, the Blenheim was the only bomber operating
regularly in daylight from the United Kingdom, but it was, at that time, rapidly
becoming obsolescent and soon to be replaced by more advanced aircraft. It remained
operational overseas however for most of World War 2.
The squadrons suffered very heavy losses in 1941, but this did not deter the
Blenheim crews who daily carried out effective low level attacks on coastal targets
and on enemy shipping which hugged the continental coast from Norway to France.
There was frequently rapid promotion for those who survived. A friend of mine with
only approximately 200 total flying hours was promoted from Pilot Officer to
Squadron Leader in less than two months in the summer of 1941. One Sergeant Pilot
who took part in the Rotterdam raid rose to the rank of Squadron Leader in ten weeks.
Quite apart from the crews killed in the Rotterdam raid, the book reveals how very
few of those who participated in that raid were still alive in 1945 at the end of World
War 2. This book provides a fitting epitaph to those men who gave their lives flying
the Blenheim aircraft in the demanding low level daylight bombing role in the early
years of World War 2.
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the floodgates opened. I learned that Julian had been organising reunions from 1989
of people who had served at Watton and Bodney (in fact Martin, as Mayor of Watton,
had opened the first Wartime Watton Exhibition on the station in 1989!). Julian had
met over 200 officers and airmen who had served at these two stations from 1939 to
1942. Most importantly, he has created a website dedicated to the memory of all those
who lost their lives whilst operating out of RAF Watton and Bodney. It is
www.rafwatton.info. Julian has kindly furnished me with extra information, and
provided photographs for my book, most of which I have never seen before. You will
see them credited with 'Via Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and
rafwatton.info'. Clearly, we are both singing from the same hymn sheet. We both want
the stories of these incredibly brave Blenheim aircrew to be read by a wide audience. I
have given him permission to publish my biographies of those aircrew on the
Rotterdam raid who served on 21 Squadron. It is my hope that his excellent website
will attract many viewers who, in turn, will be motivated to make the journey to the
RAF Museum, Hendon, to read my book. There is now less chance that it will just lay
there gathering dust!
This last sentence has haunted me ever since I wrote it. What if only a handful of
readers made the effort to go to Hendon? That would mean that the story of this
incredibly daring raid, and of the brave Blenheim aircrew who took part in it, would
largely go unnoticed. In a flash of cognisance (or did I get a very strong feeling that
the real authors of this book were saying to me: 'Come on, Rusty - you can do better
than that!' ?), I knew that I had to put this in electronic form on the web. The only
problem was that I still yearn for the wind-up gramophone, and am very suspicious of
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modern technology (software driving a fast jet - good grief!). But Julian Horn has
spent years in this field. Who better than Julian to do the necessary work involved?
Readers will not be surprised to learn that Julian's website has attracted family
members of those Rotterdam aircrew whom I was hitherto unable to trace! Julian will
add an addendum to the online version of this book, and I shall endeavour to
incorporate any fresh information I am lucky enough to receive. Some of it will
contradict previous versions of events! Aviation historians take this sort of thing in
their stride, but I confess that I find it perplexing in my search for the truth. All I can
do is present the evidence and invite readers to draw their own conclusions!
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Glossary of Terms and
Abbreviations
A/A
A&AEE
AAS
AASF
AC1, AC2
Ack-Ack
AE
AFC
AFDU
AFV
AGI
AGM
AHB
AHQ
AHU
AI
Air Cdre
AMO
AOC
AOC-in-C
AONS
AOS
AP
ASS
ATC
ATCC
ATPL
ATS
AVM
(B)
BAC
BAFO
BAT
BDU
BEF
B&GS
CAACU
CB
CBE
CFE
CFI
CFS
CGI
CGS

Anti-Aircraft (artillery)
Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment
Air Armament School
Advanced Air Striking Force
Aircraftman First Class, Aircraftman Second Class
Anti-Aircraft Fire
Air Efficiency Award
Air Force Cross
Air Fighting Development Unit
Armoured Fighting Vehicle
Air Gunnery Instructor
Annual General Meeting
Air Historical Branch (of the Ministry of Defence)
Air Headquarters
Aircrew Holding Unit
Airborne Interception (radar)
Air Commodore
Air Ministry Order
Air Officer Commanding
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
Air Observer Navigation School
Air Observers' School
Air Publication
Air Signallers' School
Air Traffic Control; Air Training Corps
Air Traffic Control Centre
Air Transport Pilot's Licence
Armament Training School
Air Vice-Marshal
Bomber
British Aircraft Corporation
British Air Forces of Occupation
Blind Approach Training
Bomber Development Unit
British Expeditionary Force
Bombing and Gunnery School
Civilian Anti-Aircraft Cooperation Unit
Companion of the Order of the Bath
Commander of the Order of the British Empire
Central Fighter Establishment
Chief Flying Instructor
Central Flying School (RAF); Civil Flying School
Chief Ground Instructor
Central Gunnery School
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Circus
CIU
CMG
CO
CO2
CPL/IR
CSC
CVO
CWGC
DCO
DNCO
DFC
DFM
Do.
DR
DRO
DSO
DZ
EA
EANS
ECM
EFTS
ETA
E&RFTS
E&WS
FCHQ
FCS
FE
Fg Off
FIDO
F/L
Flak
Flottille
Flt Lt
Flt Sgt
F/O
FR
F/S
FTR
FTS
FU
Fw.
G
G-Force
GC
GCB
GCI
Gear
Gen

An operation against coastal fringe targets, strongly supported by
fighters, designed to lure German fighters into combat
Central Interpretation Unit (Medmenham)
Companion of the Order of St Michael and St George
Commanding Officer
Carbon Dioxide
Commercial Pilot's Licence/Instrument Rating
Combined Selection Centre
Companion of the Royal Victorian Order
Commonwealth War Graves Commission
Duty Carried Out
Duty Not Carried Out
Distinguished Flying Cross (Officers only)
Distinguished Flying Medal (NCOs only)
Dornier
Dead Reckoning (navigation technique)
Daily Routine Order(s)
Companion of the Distinguished Service Order (Officers only)
Dropping Zone
East African; Enemy Action (Aircraft Record Cards)
Empire Air Navigation School
Electronic Counter Measures
Elementary Flying Training School
Estimated Time of Arrival
Elementary & Reserve Flying Training School
Electrical and Wireless School
Fighter Command Headquarters
Flying Control Section; Ferry Control Section
Far East Theatre of Operations
Flying Officer
Fog Investigation and Dispersal Operation
Flight Lieutenant
German Anti-Aircraft Fire
Flotilla
Flight Lieutenant
Flight Sergeant
Flying Officer
Flight Refuelling
Flight Sergeant
Failed to Return
Flying Training School
Ferry Unit
Focke-Wulf
Gravity
Gravity Force
George Cross
Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath
Ground Controlled Interception
Undercarriage
Military slang for General Information
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GM
GMT
GOC
GP
Gp Capt
GRT
Hangar
HE
He.
H/F
HMT
HQBC
HQTC
IAS
IFF
IFR
Jerry
JG
Ju.
ITW
KCB
KIA
Kriegie
LAC
lb(s)
L/Cpl
LG
LMF
LST
Luftwaffe
MAFF
Mae West
Maj-Gen
MAP
MBE
MC
Me.
ME
Met
Mk
MIA
M-in-D
MO
MOD
Morse
MRAF
MREU
MT
MTU
MU

George Medal
Greenwich Mean Time (Zulu)
General Officer Commanding
General Purpose (Bomb)
Group Captain
Gross Register Tonnage
A storage shelter for aircraft
High Explosive
Heinkel
High Frequency (Radio)
His Majesty's Transport (or Troopship)
Headquarters Bomber Command
Headquarters Training Command
Indicated Air Speed
Identification Friend or Foe - to distinguish if an aircraft is hostile
Instrument Flight Rules
Slang for the German forces
Jagd Geschwader (German Day Fighter Wing)
Junkers
Initial Training Wing
Knight Commander of the Order of the Bath
Killed in Action
Prisoner of War (short version of Kriegsgefangene)
Leading Aircraftman
Pound(s) (weight)
Lance Corporal
Landing Ground
Lack of Moral Fibre (unable to face the stress of wartime operations)
Landing Ship Tanks
German Air Force
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Life Jacket
Major-General
Ministry of Aircraft Production
Member of the Order of the British Empire
Military Cross
Messerschmitt (incorrect wartime substitution for Bf.)
Middle East Theatre of Operations
Meteorological
Mark
Missing in Action
Mentioned in Despatches
Medical Officer
Ministry of Defence
Morse Code - dots and dashes representing letters and numbers
Marshal of the Royal Air Force
Missing Research and Enquiry Unit
Motor Transport
Mosquito Training Unit
Maintenance Unit
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MV or M/V
NAAFI
Nav
NCO
OADU
OAPU
OBE
Obs
Oboe
OC
OCU
Op(s)
OM
ORB
OTU
PAFU
Panzer
PAPI
PFF
Plt Off
P/O
Pom-pom
Pongos
POW
PR
Prang
PRO
PRU
QDM
QFE

Merchant Vessel or Motor Vessel
Navy Army and Air Force Institutes
Navigator
Non-commissioned Officer
Overseas Aircraft Despatch Unit
Overseas Air Preparation Unit
Officer of the Order of the British Empire
Observer
Blind bombing aid controlled by two ground radar stations
Officer Commanding
Operational Conversion Unit (post-war)
Operational Sortie(s)
Order of Merit
Operations Record Book (RAF Form 540)
Operational Training Unit
Pilots' Advanced Flying Unit
German tank
Precision Approach Path Indicator
Pathfinder Force
Pilot Officer
Pilot Officer
Naval quick-firing multi-barrelled anti-aircraft gun
Slang name, and derisory term for the British Army
Prisoner of War
Photographic Reconnaissance
RAF slang for crash
Public Record Office (now The National Archives)
Photographic Reconnaissance Unit
Magnetic course to steer (for base, usually) - part of the 'Q' code
Barometric pressure set on the altimeter to indicate height above a
datum - normally the runway threshold
QFI
Qualified Flying Instructor
RAAF
Royal Australian Air Force
RAF
Royal Air Force
RAFVR
Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve
RAuxAF
Royal Auxiliary Air Force
RCMP
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
RC
Reception Centre; Recruits Centre; Red Cross
RCA
Royal Canadian Artillery
RCAF
Royal Canadian Air Force
RD
Recruits Depot
RE
Royal Engineers
Revs (RPM) Rotational speed in Revolutions Per Minute
RFC
Royal Flying Corps
RLG
Relief Landing Ground
RN
Royal Navy
RNZAF
Royal New Zealand Air Force
RRE
Royal Radar Establishment
R&RU
Refuelling and Re-armament Unit
RS
Radio School
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R/T
RTB
RTP
RTR
RW
SAP
Satellite

Radio Telephone; Receiver/Transmitter
Return(ed) to Base
Recruit Training Pool
Royal Tank Regiment
Recruits Wing
Semi-armour-piercing
A dispersal airfield close to the main base, of squadron strength,
intended to afford extra safety in the event of aerial attack
SASO
Senior Air Staff Officer
SBA
Standard Beam Approach
SBO
Senior British Officer
SDL
Special Duties List
S Eng O
Senior Engineering Officer
SFTS
Service Flying Training School
Sgt
Sergeant
SIO
Station Intelligence Officer
S/L
Squadron Leader
S of AC/SAC School of Army Cooperation
SOC
Sector Operations Centre; Struck Off Charge (Aircraft Record Cards)
Squealer
Small enemy ship, usually a trawler, equipped with radio equipment to
report movements of Allied aircraft
Sqn
Squadron
Sqn Ldr
Squadron Leader
Stalag
German Prisoner of War Camp
Stalag Luft
German Prisoner of War Camp for aircrew
SS
Signallers' School; Steam Ship
SSC
Short Service Commission
SWO
Station Warrant Officer
T
Transport
TA
Territorial Army
TAS
True Air Speed
TD
Territorial Decoration or Efficiency Decoration
T.O.O.
Temporary (or Tactical?) Operations Order
TRE
Telecommunications Research Establishment (Great Malvern)
UAS
University Air Squadron
U/C
Undercarriage
U/S
Unserviceable
USAAF
United States Army Air Force
U/T
Under Training
VASI
Visual Approach Slope Indicator
VC
Victoria Cross
VCAS
Vice Chief of the Air Staff
VE
Victory in Europe
VFR
Visual Flight Rules
VGO
Vickers Gas-Operated Machine Gun (mainly early Blenheims)
VHF
Very High Frequency
Vic
Three aircraft in 'V' formation
VIP
Very Important Person
VJ
Victory over Japan
VOR
VHF Omni Directional Radio Range
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Vp
WAAF
W/C
Wg Cdr
W/O
WOM
WOp/AG
WS
W/T

Vorpostenboot (patrol boat/flakship)
Women's Auxiliary Air Force
Wing Commander
Wing Commander
Warrant Officer
Wireless Operator Mechanic
Wireless Operator/Air Gunner
Wireless school
Wireless Telegraphy
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Introduction
My only conscious memories of the war are of lying in bed, listening to the
occasional aircraft flying overhead - a menacing sound which I later discovered was
produced by desynchronised engines - and of sheltering under the stairs one night
when it seemed likely we would receive some attention during a bombing raid on
Torquay. Fighters were vectored to the rescue of the 'Queen of the English Riviera',
and a Spitfire fastened on the tail of a Heinkel He.111 or Dornier Do.17, which
promptly shot off in the direction of Kingskerswell. As the bomber passed over the
outskirts of this sleepy Devon village, it elected to improve its chances of survival by
jettisoning its bombs, which fell into the field adjacent to my home. Luckily, none of
them exploded!
As the years trickled by, I learned that a close member of the family had made the
supreme sacrifice. He was evidently sorely missed by my parents, who
commemorated his loss on 16th July each year without fail. I was told that my cousin,
Len, had been a Blenheim air-gunner and had been shot down during the raid on
Rotterdam docks on 16th July 1941. What particularly grieved my parents was that
the Germans had recovered the bodies of the pilot and observer, but no trace had been
found of Len, and hence there had been no grave to visit after the war.
I learned that Len had been virtually adopted by my mother and father, and that his
own parents had separated many years before the war. By all accounts, Len was a
gentleman - the sort of person who made people proud to be British - and I bitterly
regret the cruel stroke of fate which prevented me from getting to know him; I was
little more than one year old when he was shot down.
Looking through the eyes of a child, I felt somewhat disappointed that my cousin
had been 'only' an air-gunner, and of an aircraft about which I knew nothing - the
Bristol Blenheim. On the credit side, however, the Rotterdam raid had been carried
out in broad daylight and at a very low level; and references to it usually described it
as 'daring'.
In 1962, during a tour in Germany, I visited Rotterdam, more out of respect for my
cousin than by any motivation to discover exactly where he crashed or any other
information on the raid itself. As a result of this, perhaps, and completely unknown to
me, my father wrote to the Air Ministry requesting any further information on Sgt Len
Mynott. The two letters received from the Air Ministry confirmed that Len's body had
never been found, but reflected much conflicting information and a certain lack of
geographical accuracy. I wish I had been privy to this exchange at the time but,
regrettably, my father never mentioned this disappointing response to his enquiries,
and there the matter rested for almost another twenty years. Unbelievably, during my
long service in the Royal Air Force I made no effort to research the raid or learn more
about the Bristol Blenheim, even though I would have had access to a host of
reference books on both subjects.
As the 40th anniversary of the raid approached, I remember sitting at my desk in the
Advanced Flight crewroom of the Oxford Air Training School, and idly thinking
about the raid, when I suddenly realised that I had never seriously asked myself why
my cousin's body had never been found. My interest in the raid itself was immediately
fired and I wasted no time in buttonholing a colleague whom I assumed would be in a
position to offer me some guidance, having researched the Battle of Britain for some
thirty years. Geoff Phillips did not let me down; he magically produced a book
entitled 2 Group R.A.F. - A Complete History 1936-1945 by Michael J.F. Bowyer, in
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which there was an account of the raid on Rotterdam docks on 16th July 1941. I was
astounded, and I knew at that moment that I had been well and truly bitten by the
research bug and life would never be the same again.
I discovered that Len had crashed into one of the docks - Waalhaven - and not in the
sea as the Air Ministry had stated. To add spice to this information, Geoff followed up
by showing me a photograph of Len's Rotterdam aircraft - Blenheim V6240 (YH:B) and then gave me much needed advice on how to research for the information hidden
in the Public Record Office, the Air Historical Branch and many other excellent
sources.
My research was essentially twofold; I wanted to learn as much as possible about
the raid and particularly about the aircrew who took part in it, but I also felt that it was
well worthwhile trying to discover what might have happened to my cousin's body. I
have no doubt trodden the research path many thousands have carved out before me,
perhaps branching off occasionally into lesser-known regions in my thirst for
knowledge. Every little piece of information helped to complete the final jigsaw
puzzle. Without doubt, the most rewarding part of my research was that of tracking
down several of the participants of the raid and of interviewing them, because they
were there, and, in most cases, had extraordinarily good memories. To be able to talk
to the Wireless Operator/Air Gunner of the Blenheim which led my cousin's vic of
three, and discover that he witnessed Len's crash, was unbelievably good luck.
As far as possible, I tried to cross-check all the information I received from the
many sources I tapped. The Operations Record Book for my cousin's squadron - No
21 - was dreadfully inadequate. For instance, no initials were used for the crews,
making the tracing of those individuals extremely difficult; then the bombing debriefs
had been thrown into the pot and ladled out in the form: 'One aircraft bombed a 5,000ton vessel in Dock 12' and so on, making it virtually impossible to match any reports
with individual crews. But, worst of all, my cousin's aircraft was recorded as returning
safely ,with no later corrections to this most regrettable error. I realise that there was a
war to fight, and that the Form 540 (Operations Record Book) did not receive in those
days the attention that it deserved, though I felt that this one was, in this respect, the
worst of all the squadrons which took part in the raid. In marked contrast, in the
modern RAF, the 'secondary duty' of Officer i/c Form 540 is accredited the
importance it deserves and can earn the officer rapid promotion if well performed,
even if the officer's primary task of flying is rated as mediocre.
During my interviews with the Rotterdam veterans, I usually asked a stock question
which ran along the following lines: 'What was it like to get up every morning with
the knowledge that the odds against survival were loaded the wrong way?' I wanted to
know where they found their courage - surely one of the highest qualities that man
can possess - and I often tried to envisage how I would face up to this most stressful
way of life, having never dropped a bomb in anger or been fired at. The most common
reply astounded me: that it was a job someone had to do and you just got on and did it
with all the rest of them, not really thinking too much about the possible
consequences. Many thought that it would happen to someone else and that they, as a
crew, were immortal. A few, however, succumbed to the stress temporarily or even
had to be discharged on medical grounds. There was undoubtedly a stigma attached to
this procedure: not the drastic one of the First World War of being summarily shot for
cowardice, but something nearly as odious - LMF. Lack of Moral Fibre was the
brand, followed by demotion and disgrace, until enlightened doctors realised that
everyone reacts to stress differently. Some people, not many, do not experience fear. I
had thought that Group Captain Leonard Cheshire VC was one such person, but this I
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now understand is not true. How can one assess the courage of the thousands of
aircrew who bravely completed their tours of operations despite being scared out of
their wits?
If I am accused of regarding the many Allied soldiers sailors and airmen who
fought, and died, for my freedom as heroes, then I accept this criticism gladly. A
cursory study of Nazi tyranny is enough to remind one what it would have been like
growing up in this country had we lost the war. A debt of gratitude of such magnitude
needs to be repaid somehow, and I would like to think that this book might go a little
way towards it, concentrating as it does on just one aspect of the entire Allied
offensive. Personally, I enjoy a biography more than any other book, and I have tried
to include biographical information on as many as possible of the participants of the
raid. Inevitably, there were giants in this cross-section of Great Britain and the
Commonwealth; the two waves, for instance, were led by officers of outstanding
ability and personal magnetism - Wg Cdr P.F. Webster and Wg Cdr T.N. Partridge.
Needless to say, I followed the reconstruction of the (first) Blenheim by Graham
Warner and his merry men with acute interest, and was delighted when it made its
first flight in May 1987. I just could not believe that only a month later it was written
off in a crash that was not due to technical failure. My comments on this tragic
accident are best left unrecorded. Like many others with a strong interest in the
Bristol Blenheim, I formed the opinion that the Blenheim Society which emerged a
few months later was primarily aimed at financing the reconstruction of a new
Blenheim. I was wrong. The Society was actually formed independently from a
nucleus of Blenheim veterans, in the tradition of all such societies, namely, to provide
an opportunity to meet and discuss old times, and to provide valuable sources of
research material for people such as myself. However, readers of the Society's
magazine, "Bristol" BLENHEIM, will know that frequent and generous donations are
made by the Society for the sole purpose of helping to maintain the world's only
airworthy Blenheim. A very worthy cause indeed!
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Preface
It was the turn of flakship Vorpostenboot Vp 1107 to be degaussed on the afternoon
of 16th July 1941. This was a necessary, if not boring, procedure that afforded
protection from magnetic mines. The crew would have been nicely relaxed on this
pleasant summer's day as the ship was manoeuvred through the magnetic boom on the
western edge of Waalhaven harbour, the largest dock in Rotterdam. At a few minutes
before 5pm, British Double Summer Time, this peaceful scene was suddenly
shattered. The first wave of Blenheims was about to thunder through. Not more than
one 'Achtung' would have been required to bring the crew to instant readiness. There
was just one problem: it was current policy that when in port the lower calibre
weapons would be kept unloaded to save the springs. But the 88mm gun was ready.
One of the most outstanding guns of the war, this weapon was treated with great
respect by our medium-level night-flying crews and not a few tank crews. Its
effectiveness and accuracy against low-flying aircraft, however, could be compared
with shooting from the hip with an unwieldy Colt '45. Unbelievably, on this occasion,
it caused the demise of Blenheim V6240 (YH:B) which plunged into the harbour with
my cousin on board.

A 'Vorpostenboot' packed a frightening array of anti-aircraft artillery, which included
an 88mm flak gun, 20mm multiple pom-poms and high-calibre machine guns.
The feeling of elation amongst the crew of Vp 1107 must have been curtailed to
some degree when, a minute or so later, another wave of Blenheims appeared on the
scene, discharging their bombs at ships which were anchored uncomfortably close. By
now, the guns of other flakships scattered throughout the docks were loaded and ready
for action. Although caught off guard by the element of surprise of the first wave, the
flakship crews had recovered in time to unleash a withering hail of flak at the second
wave. Three more crews were blasted out of the sky, all suffering different fates. Wg
Cdr Tim Partridge crashed in the Noordsingel, in the northern part of Rotterdam, and
he and his crew were all killed instantly. Sgt Ronald Rost staggered on as far as
Ypenburg, before crash landing, though the crew all died later in hospital.
Miraculously, Sqn Ldr Eric Sydney Smith pulled off what must have been one of the
most skilful crash landings of all time. Slapping Z7362 (XD:V) right in the middle of
Rotterdam, 'Bill' Smith and his crew all survived with only minor injuries and became
POWs for the duration.
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The 88mm flak gun - one of the most successful German weapons of the Second World
War. Even though Vorpostenboot Vp 1107 was caught by surprise by the First Wave,
this gun was brought to bear on my cousin's Blenheim and shot it down into
Waalhaven dock.

The 20mm multiple pom-pom flak gun. By the time that the Second Wave thundered
through, all the Vorpostenboots in Rotterdam had them manned. They accounted for
the demise of three of the crews.
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Four Blenheims were lost out of a total of 37 despatched, which equates to a loss
rate of just less than 11%. By 2 Group standards, this was a magnificent achievement:
some squadrons had suffered loss rates of nearly 100% in one raid, and the life
expectancy of a Blenheim operator in those days was distinctly shaky. In addition to
this relatively low casualty rate, a huge tonnage of shipping had been claimed as sunk
or damaged beyond repair - a much-needed morale booster for both the British and
the Dutch: the former being starved of any substantial victories since the Battle of
Britain, and the latter having just endured their first galling year under the German
occupation.
On 16th July 1941, we were no longer fighting alone. Hitler, less than four weeks
previously, had decided that it was time to create some more Lebensraum in the east,
and had launched his attack on Russia. Operation Barbarossa, in the opinion of
eminent historians, was the greatest single factor that led to Hitler's defeat. Without
the support of Russia, the Allies would almost certainly have lost the war, even after
the USA entered the conflict at the end of 1941.
This, then, was the right time to show some tangible support for our new ally and to
mount some spectacular operations in the west to try and take the sting out of the
Nazis' eastward Blitzkrieg. In Round the Wicket, cricketer and ex-2 Group stalwart
Bill Edrich recalls the pep talk Winston Churchill gave them in a hangar at Swanton
Morley on 27th June 1941: 'The Russians are being heavily outnumbered in the air,
and it is our job to attract as many German fighters to the west as possible.' This
would mean that No 2 Group would be scheduled to penetrate into enemy territory
and attack important targets from low altitude, in daylight if necessary. 'I am relying
on you', the PM added quietly.
During this phase of the war, Bomber Command possessed a motley array of
aircraft, few of which had the capability of delivering much of a punch to the enemy,
let alone find the target at night with the current standard of navigational equipment
and techniques. If accuracy were the main criterion, then a daylight raid was required.
With the protection of cloud cover not available, such a sortie would require a large
fighter escort to avoid the risk of annihilation.
In order to pack a concentrated punch, it was therefore necessary to position a large
number of aircraft over the target, and one type of aircraft that Bomber Command was
not short of was the Bristol Blenheim. In 1936, the Blenheim's speed must have
seemed the answer to a maiden's prayer, and far-sighted planners finally reached a
decision to place firm orders for the mass production of this revolutionary machine.
Unfortunately, fighter development took a quantum leap forward and by the outbreak
of war the poor old Blenheim was already obsolescent. However, as already indicated,
it was available in large numbers and had to be used.
The current employment of No 2 Group, in July 1941, was in the anti-shipping role
and against selected coastal and fringe targets. Successful raids against shipping in the
docks of Le Havre and Cherbourg on 10th July must have swayed the planners in
Bomber Command to go for the big one. The decision to attack shipping in the docks
at Rotterdam shortly afterwards appears to have been a swift one, leaving no time for
a detailed Operation Order to be compiled and distributed. None of those extant is
really sufficient to cover all the intricacies of the massive raid Command had in mind.
The concentration of shipping in the docks, which emerged from a detailed analysis of
the photographs taken by a Spitfire of No 1 PRU on 11th July, demanded an
immediate response. Mass briefings were held on the day of the raid at the two
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departure airfields of Watton and Horsham St Faith to substitute for the lack of a
suitable Operation Order.
The nature of the target - individual ships in the large assortment of docks in
Rotterdam - required a very low-level attack , not only for accuracy but also to
preclude as far as possible any casualties to the friendly Dutch population. Nearby
Coltishall would provide the vital fighter umbrella. No 2 Group was about to embark
on one of its most spectacular raids of the war.

RAF Watton on 26th August 1940, after German bombing. Clearly the attempt at
disguising the aerodrome was to no avail! Note that it was a grass airfield in those
days (Via Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)
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Part One - The Raid
Chapter 1

The Briefing
The No 2 Group 'SECRET IMMEDIATE' signal received by the nominated stations
on Tuesday 15th July 1941 might have caused the odd heart tremor. Blenheim
squadron commanders would have soon grasped the idea that this raid was a different
kettle of fish to its predecessors. A mass briefing! What was so different about this
one, such that Operations Order No 47 could not cover it, as it had done on the raids
on Le Havre and Cherbourg? Close scrutiny of the signal would have provided the
answer - this was a big one, perhaps on a par with the Bremen raid of 4th July, when
those aircraft that managed to return to base looked like pepper pots. Was this another
VC job? Most normal people would rather stay alive than receive posthumous 'gongs',
though Wg Cdr Hughie Edwards managed to stay in this world to win his VC, a
notable achievement.
Perhaps the need for secrecy was of paramount importance (Rotterdam lay in an
area classed as 'heavily defended'); no one would argue with that philosophy. Or
maybe the operation itself was extremely complicated and required a preliminary gettogether of all the affected squadrons in order to avoid casualties other than those
caused by enemy action. Whichever way they interpreted this change in the normal
procedure, the squadron commanders, accustomed as they were to the horrific loss
rate sustained throughout the Group, must have harboured not a few misgivings about
the next day.
At No 2 Group Headquarters in Huntingdon, Air Vice-Marshal Stevenson and his
staff would have taken several factors into account before compiling the signal. Top
of the list was the current anti-shipping campaign, a policy designed to put the
squeeze on the Germans in a similar way to what they were doing to us in the Battle
of the Atlantic. Initiated by Winston Churchill himself several months previously, the
campaign had been reinforced personally by the Prime Minister when he addressed a
2 Group gathering at Swanton Morley on 27th June. He also took this opportunity to
emphasise how important it was to render every assistance to our new allies, the
Russians. This, he explained, would be achieved by attracting as many fighters to the
west as possible, to take the pressure off the Russian Front (see Preface).
The Air Officer Commanding No 2 Group could justifiably claim to have fully
employed his Blenheims in the anti-shipping role to date, though at no small cost to
his aircrew. As for providing fighter bait, he had fulfilled the wishes of the Prime
Minister by laying on several Circus operations. The Blenheims, of course, were the
bait, and a fighter escort of one hundred Spitfires and Hurricanes did not necessarily
guarantee a safe voyage. The American fighter ace, James A. Goodson, flew as escort
on several such Circus operations. He recalls: 'When the flak started, we moved aside
out of the way, and I remember watching those poor Blenheim guys as they just
ploughed on into the flak on their bombing runs.'
But why Rotterdam tomorrow? AVM Stevenson would no doubt have been swayed
by an encouraging piece of hot gen. The sorties flown by No 1 PRU (Photographic
Reconnaissance Unit) on 3rd and 5th July, duly interpreted by the CIU (Central
Interpretation Unit) at Medmenham, provided continued evidence of a high
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concentration of merchant shipping in Rotterdam. However, the sortie flown by Fg
Off Acott in Spitfire X4497 on 11th July, interpreted the next day, showed an increase
of 11 merchant vessels over 200 feet in length. A large force of Blenheims flying at
very low level could cause havoc amongst these sitting ducks and provide a muchneeded morale booster at this stage of the war. It would certainly convince our new
allies that we were doing our bit towards the war. Tomorrow's weather forecast was
favourable - no time to compile and distribute a lengthy Operations Order (or was the
Officer i/c Writing Operation Orders For The AOC on leave?) - so despatch this
message:
SECRET IMMEDIATE
NOT W/T
TO: WATTON, WATTISHAM, WEST RAYNHAM, HORSHAM, SWANTON
MORLEY, POLEBROOK, MOLESWORTH
FROM: 2 GROUP
OPS 884 DATE 15/7 ORDERS FOR 16/7/41
36 AIRCRAFT REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT LOW LEVEL ATTACK ON
SHIPPING IN DOCKS AT CC 42. FIGHTER ESCORT WILL BE PROVIDED
TO COVER WITHDRAWAL. OPERATION EXPECTED TO TAKE PLACE
ABOUT 1600 HOURS. AIRCRAFT TO BE PROVIDED BY FOLLOWING
STATIONS: WATTON - 2 BOXES OF 6, WATTISHAM - 1 BOX OF 6,
HORSHAM - 2 BOXES OF 6, SWANTON MORLEY - 1 BOX OF 6. THE 6
AIRCRAFT FROM WATTISHAM ARE TO BE AT WATTON BY 1130 HOURS,
AND THE 6 AIRCRAFT FROM SWANTON MORLEY ARE TO BE AT
HORSHAM BY 1130 HOURS. THE OPERATION WILL BE CARRIED OUT BY
2 WAVES OF 18 AIRCRAFT, OPERATING 3 BOXES OF 6. FIRST EIGHTEEN
WILL START FROM WATTON, AND BE LED BY WG CDR WEBSTER.
SECOND 18 AIRCRAFT WILL START FROM HORSHAM, AND BE LED BY
WG CDR PARTRIDGE. ALL LEADERS OF BOXES AND SIO OF EACH
STATION TO REPORT OPERATIONS ROOM WATTON AT O9OO HOURS
ON 16/7/41 FOR CONFERENCE ON THE OPERATION. BOMB LOAD
4 X 250LB SAP 11 SECOND DELAY PLUS INCENDIARIES.* ALL AIRCRAFT
TO LAND BACK AT PARENT STATION ON COMPLETION OF OPERATION.
(Signed)
T.M. WILLIAMS
Group Captain

T.O.O.

* SAP: Semi-Armour-Piercing. Incendiaries: 4 x 25lb.
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Tony Aldridge, an observer on No 18 Squadron, astride 4 x 250lb SAP bombs (Tony
Aldridge)
At 0900 hours on Wednesday 16th July 1941, RAF Station Watton was treated to an
unfamiliar sound. Instead of the usual dulcet tones of twin Bristol Mercury XV
engines, there came the throaty roar of a single Rolls-Royce Merlin, as Sqn Ldr
Howard Peter 'Cowboy' Blatchford DFC taxied into dispersal in his Hurricane IIC,
Z3088. He was the new CO of No 257 Squadron, having taken over command from
the legendary Bob Stanford Tuck just 12 days previously. It was his task to lead the
fighter escort of 15 Hurricanes, which would have placed him high in the popularity
stakes amongst the Blenheim pilots assembled for the conference in the Operations
Room. Hosting the conference was the Station Commander, Gp Capt Laurie Sinclair
GC DSO, himself a Blenheim pilot of great distinction, having won the DSO for his
leadership of No 110 Squadron during 1940. The later award of the George Cross was
gained for courage displayed during the rescue of a trapped air-gunner at Wattisham
in September; this was after two of the four 250lb bombs on board had exploded.
Welcoming the visiting aircrew, Gp Capt Sinclair, although mindful of the strategic
importance of the raid, was only too aware of the flak potential of Rotterdam. His
concern for the safety of his crews was reflected in these words: 'Gentlemen, the
heavies hit Rotterdam the night before last, so we should catch the defences with their
trousers down!'
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Gp Capt Laurie Sinclair GC DSO - Station Commander RAF Watton

Gp Capt Laurie Sinclair, addressing a parade during War Weapons Week, at Watton
High Street 1941 (Via Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)
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Other than the Station Commander and his Operations Staff, the conference would
have comprised:
Wg Cdr Peter Fitzgerald 'Tom' Webster DFC & Bar, 21 Sqn - LEADER
Wg Cdr Thomas Noel 'Tim' Partridge DFC, 18 Sqn - LEADER SECOND WAVE
Sqn Ldr Owen Cecil 'Daddy' Kercher, 226 Sqn - BOX LEADER
Sqn Ldr Eric Sydney 'Bill' Smith DFC, 139 Sqn - BOX LEADER
Flt Lt Denis Graham-Hogg, 21 Sqn - BOX LEADER
Flt Lt Bryan William Smithers, 105 Sqn - BOX LEADER
Oddly enough, Sqn Ldr George Edward Goode DFC, who would provide
navigational guidance for the fighter escort, did not attend the conference. Sqn Ldr
'Cowboy' Blatchford would, no doubt, have been satisfied with a promise! Flt Lt
Charles Russell Tunks, Station Intelligence Officer, would have been joined by his
counterparts from the other stations nominated in the signal, and the Senior Met
Officer would have been more than pleased to pass on a favourable weather forecast.
With this line up, Gp Capt Sinclair must have felt quietly confident that he was
fielding his first team, and consequently would have looked forward to a good result.
The conference lasted not much more than one hour: long enough to thrash out the
best route to catch the enemy defences unawares, where to concentrate the main thrust
of the attack, heights and speeds to fly, formation keeping, avoidance of civilian
casualties and damage to non-military Dutch installations wherever possible, the
fighter escort, the need for R/T discipline and, above all, secrecy - the 'need to know'
principle. One 'squealer' would have had a disastrous effect on the success and safety
of the operation.
At 1020 hours, Sqn Ldr Blatchford departed Watton on course for Coltishall, while
the nucleus of the second wave repositioned at Horsham St Faith in preparation for
their individual main briefing. By 1130 hours, 21 Squadron personnel, based at
Watton, would be joined by the 226 Squadron contingent from Wattisham, forming
the first wave; 18 Squadron Horsham St Faith would become the second wave on
being joined by elements of 139 Squadron from Oulton and 105 Squadron from
Swanton Morley.
Sgt Jack Onions DFM, 226 Squadron, found this a memorable day for more than
one reason. He explains: 'The preliminaries are rather interesting. 226 Squadron
arrived at Watton mid-morning, so the NCO aircrew had to hang around the
Sergeants' Mess for some time before lunch. Briefing was arranged for 1230 and
normal lunch time was 12 noon. However, when lunch time arrived, a very unpleasant
loud-mouthed Warrant Officer informed the visiting aircrew (226) that they could not
go into lunch until the permanent staff at Watton had had lunch and we could have
what was left (if anything). As the senior regular pilot (since 1936) I took issue. Harsh
words were exchanged and I was placed under Open Arrest. We did manage to get a
slice of corned beef and a couple of spuds so as not to meet our maker on an empty
stomach...The preamble about the lunch must have started the adrenalin flowing as
the raid itself can only be described as exhilarating.'
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Sqn Ldr 'Daddy' Kercher - Leader of the 226 Squadron Box (Bob Carey)
In fact, the spadework for this confrontation had already taken place earlier in the
day. Sqn Ldr Kercher's WOp/AG, Sgt Bob Carey, had even more time on his hands.
'Immediately after landing at Watton at about 0730 hours', Bob recalls, 'the NCO
aircrew proceeded to the Sergeants' Mess for breakfast. On entering the dining hall,
we were confronted by the Station Warrant Officer (W/O 'Buck' Taylor) who refused
to let us eat, as we had not brought with us our "unexpired portion of rations for the
day".' Bob Carey and his observer, Bryn Evans, accepted the situation and duly
repaired to the Mess ante-room. Bob continues: 'In the process of scrounging a cup of
tea [later] from an obliging WAAF corporal who was passing with a tea urn, the SWO
and his entourage appeared in the dining hall entrance way. All hell broke loose - I'll
never forget! Jack [Onions] was so confident. He got up and walked over to the
telephone, and Buck Taylor said: "What are you doing, Sergeant? One thing I don't
like is sprog sergeants!" Jackie had a brand-new battledress tunic on with no medals he didn't even have his wings on! So Jackie picked up the phone and asked for the
Officers' Mess. Taylor said: "Cool down, Sergeant!" Sqn Ldr Kercher came to the
phone. Jackie very calmly said: "Sir, we forgot to bring our unexpired portion of
rations with us..." Sqn Ldr Kercher, in a deep resonant voice, replied: "Is that all the
problem is? I'll give him credit - ask him to come to the phone." "Warrant Officer
Taylor, sir!", stamping to attention at the same time. And then it started! No one dared
laugh out loud, though they found it very hard not to. "Yes, sir! Yes, sir! Yes, sir!
Unexpired portion of rations, very good, sir! Right away, sir!" We could plainly hear
the conversation as the SWO, whose visage, as he stood surrounded by smiling
aircrew, passed through all the spectral colours. He was livid - he would have killed
us if we had said anything.'
Plt Off Gilbert Lowes, 21 Squadron, spent the time before briefing in a more
conventional way. He remembers: 'We were standing by, or whatever the expression
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was at that time. And we just sat outside the crewroom, played cards, talked, or
sunbathed, but we were ready to go at very short notice - not obviously as short as a
fighter - and we got a call to go into the crewroom, and then we were told we were
going to Rotterdam.'
Over at Horsham St Faith, Plt Off Tony Powner, 18 Squadron, remembers having
'the inevitable bacon and egg pre-flying scratch lunch', adding that 'they seemed to be
able to do those at any time!'
Sgt 'Scotty' Scotney, 18 Squadron, recalls that: 'There was an awareness that the
impending raid was something special, and there was much speculation before the
briefing. The weather, as far as I can remember, was nice, sunny and gorgeous. I
remember us lolling around, waiting to go into briefing - you wouldn't have had the
faintest idea what was going on in terms of target, obviously, for security reasons and while we were waiting to go into briefing, I can remember Wg Cdr Partridge's
air-gunner sitting on the grass verge outside the briefing room. He was not the Wing
Commander's regular gunner, who had been called home, either for a death or a
serious illness in his immediate family. The replacement was doing a "one-off" trip.
There was an atmosphere of repressed excitement - anxiety, perhaps - and we were all
a bit nervous, I think. But I remember him being quite calm, and reassuring, really. I
don't know if he was an experienced air-gunner or not.' Flight Sergeant John Oscar
Noel Smith DFM was, indeed, very experienced, but apparently had no premonitions
about his imminent death.
Some time after lunch, and at least one hour before take-off, crews were called in to
their respective briefings at Watton and Horsham St Faith. It must be emphasised that,
at this stage of the war, the Strategic Bomber Offensive initiated by Air Marshal Sir
Arthur Harris was several months away, and so also were the incredibly detailed
briefings of those latter years of the war. Memories, therefore, of the briefing on 16th
July 1941 are somewhat vague, but a reasonable attempt can be made, from the scant
information available, to reconstruct the general format, helped by the occasional
vivid recollection. Essentially, the two briefings were, and should have been,
practically identical. I shall, therefore, just concentrate on the one taking place at
Watton.
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PRU photo of Waalhaven taken on 1st September 1941- similar to that taken before
the raid on 16th July 1941 (Published by the Ministry of Defence.  Crown copyright
1941. Reproduced under the terms of the Open Government Licence:
http:/www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-governement-licence/version/2/.)
Group Captain Sinclair welcomed the crews and repeated his reassuring words
about the heavies having hit Rotterdam two nights ago. In fact, just six Wellingtons
had carried out a minor raid on the port, but the morale-booster softened the blow for
what was to come. He then handed over to the Intelligence Officer, probably Flt Lt
Charles Tunks, whose address would have run along the following broad outline:
'Gentleman, our most recent photographic coverage of Rotterdam indicates the
highest concentration of shipping loading and unloading in the various docks for
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several weeks. Most of this is lying here, in the largest dock - Waalhaven - but the
biggest ship, the Baloeran, is actually moored across the river to the north, here, at
Lloyd Kade. These enlarged PRU photographs have been highlighted to indicate
where the largest targets lie, so that box leaders can have some idea what they might
expect to see.

The New Waterway, Maashaven, Katendrecht Haven I & II, and Rijnhaven, 1st
September 1941 (Published by the Ministry of Defence  Crown copyright 1941.
Reproduced under the terms of the Open Government Licence:
http:/www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/2/.)
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A word about enemy defences. I don't need to tell you this coastline is well
defended, or that the whole area on both sides of the New Waterway from the coast to
15 miles inland is classed as an area of heavy flak concentration. We therefore
recommend that you coast in here, at Overflakkee [I doubt if anyone was in the mood
to see the pun] and out here, just south of The Hague. Furthermore, an approach to the
target from the southeast should catch them unawares. Secrecy, of course, cannot be
overstressed. The docks themselves will have fixed flak emplacements scattered
around, on tall buildings, towers, bridges and any rising ground, so be wary of these.
In addition, the PRU evidence shows a total of 15 "probably-armed trawlers" in port,
no doubt on rest and recuperation, but do not underestimate these vessels - they are
always manned and maintained at a high state of readiness. On 11th July, they were
dispersed as follows: nine in St Jobshaven, four in Schiehaven and two on Lloyd
Kade - in other words, all within the immediate vicinity of the Baloeran.
A word about enemy fighters. I think the raid should be fast enough for you not to
be greatly worried by them, but you'll have to be on your vigil on the way out, and
particularly after you've crossed the enemy coast. Your Hurricane escort cannot be
with you from take-off, due to their limited endurance, but rest assured that they will
be in position just off Hook of Holland to cover your withdrawal. We think it unwise
and unnecessary to ask them to venture inland, unless required, of course. Lastly,
many of you will no doubt have noticed that your aircraft have had an interesting
modification incorporated recently. These cable-cutters fitted to your leading-edges
are designed to make short work of any balloon cables, and we believe that you may
well encounter an extensive balloon barrage over the target. Finally, I shall not
apologise for repeating myself in stressing the importance of secrecy in this operation.
You must catch these formidable defences unawares. Good luck, gentlemen!'
It would be a fair assumption that this delivery was met by a stunned silence. A lowlevel attack against a target absolutely bristling with flak emplacements, probably
protected by a balloon barrage, and with no fighter escort inland to shelter behind, any normal being would now begin to experience that butterflies in the stomach
feeling, had he not already done so.
The vacuum was immediately filled by the leader of the raid, an officer whom AVM
Sinclair later described a 'one of the finest squadron commanders in the history of 2
Group.' Wg Cdr 'Tom' Webster briefed the attentive crews in his normal quiet voice.
Reconstructing from memories and salient points, it probably sounded something like
this:
'Gentlemen, for those of you who enjoy formation flying and for those of you who
find low flying exhilarating, then this had got to be your raid! Our task is to sweep 36
Blenheims across the docks, at very low level, in as short a time as possible, so that
the Germans will not have any opportunity to retaliate. This will be achieved by
splitting our effort into two waves of 18 aircraft apiece, separated by approximately
one minute. I will lead the first wave, and the CO of 18 Squadron, Wg Cdr Partridge,
will lead the second, departing from Horsham St Faith. My aim is that the two waves
should be in a position to set course from the rendezvous point over Wattisham at
1600 hours, so I shall be taking off at 1525 hours to allow following crews sufficient
time to form up. As you will see from the formation sketch, our wave has been subdivided into three boxes of six aircraft apiece. Box leaders, please note that the basic
formation is in vic initially. Each box is then sub-divided into two vics of three, in
stepped down line astern formation.'
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The diagram would have looked like this:
BOX 1 (Wg Cdr Webster)
┼
┼

┼
┼

BOX 3 (Flt Lt Graham-Hogg)
┼
┼

┼
┼

┼
┼
BOX 2 (Sqn Ldr Kercher)

┼

┼

┼

┼

┼
┼

┼
┼

Wg Cdr Webster continued: 'Take-off will be one at a time - wait for the aircraft in
front to get airborne before commencing your own take off. This will avoid wake
turbulence. I will lead the first vic then expect the second vic to slot in behind to form
our box of six. Box 2 will then follow, joining me in echelon starboard. Finally, Box 3
will slot into my echelon port. I will enter a gentle climbing turn to port after take-off
and circle the aerodrome at 2,000 feet, to allow you all to get settled into your
respective formation positions'.

RAF Watton in 1940, with 82 Sqn Blenheims. In July 1941, they were dispersed
around the airfield to minimise any damage from enemy action (Via Julian Horn,
Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)
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The Route - No 2 Group raid on Rotterdam docks 16 Jul 41
He would then have added: 'When I am happy that you are all tucked in, we will set
course for Wattisham to rendezvous with the second wave. When we have picked up
the second wave, I shall initiate a slow descent to 500 feet, and aim to coast out at this
point, just three miles to the north of Aldeburgh. On coasting out, we will continue
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descent to about 50 feet over the sea to keep below enemy radar cover, and will set
course for the mouth of the Haringvliet here. Box leader, please spare a thought for
your following vic, who will be in stepped-down line astern behind you. They would
like a little spare room between your slipstream and the sea! The wind should whip
the surface up enough to make height adjustment straightforward - but stay awake.
We don't want any bent propellers, please! We will continue down the Haringvliet as
far as Numansdorp, and then turn north-eastwards for a short while before settling
onto our final north-westerly track for the target. After coasting in, I would like you to
form echelon port - still in your box formation - to be in position for the final turns I
have just mentioned. I will make these turns as gentle as possible, as the inside men
will have their work cut out in keeping the rest of the formation in sight while keeping
one eye on the ground and the other on the already low and falling airspeed under
increased "g". I do not intend to teach grandmother how to suck eggs, gentlemen, but
this is a loaded manoeuvre, so please take care. [In a 60º banked turn, the basic
stalling speed for straight and level flight - the one quoted in Pilot's Notes - would be
increased by 41%. The Blenheim Notes also state that no warning can be relied on.
i.e. aerodynamic buffeting felt through the control column, and, with any throttle
setting above idle, the aircraft will flick (enter a spin). Hence the caution!].
Our final attack heading might fool the enemy into thinking we are friendly [a
Blenheim could appear very much like a Junkers Ju. 88], for just long enough to
complete our business and get the hell out of it. Once we have completed the final
turn towards the target, I will break R/T silence and call you into line. All I require
here is that trailing vics should form echelon port on their box leaders, and a general
loosening up of formation keeping to leave some room for manoeuvre when targets
are sighted.
Speed will be increased on the final run to about 220mph so that we are over the
defended area for the shortest possible time. One word of warning: if you fall too far
behind, the guys in front are dropping bombs with 11-second delay fuses, so move
aside if necessary. Our wave will cover the target area from the eastern edge of
Waalhaven - just by chance that lines me up with the Baloeran - and as far west as
this dock, Koningen Wilhelmina Haven. The following wave will cover the area
between the bridge at Willemsbrug and the western edge of Waalhaven. I will leave
individual box leaders to brief their crews on what sort of shipping they should
encounter on their selection of the target area. As you can see from the PRU photos
there should be enough ships for everybody without requiring any significant change
of heading. Don't veer violently to your left or right, but try to look ahead and pick a
boat - the bigger the better - as near directly ahead as possible. Don't do a sort of
swerving approach, because you'll only get in someone else's way.
Now, a few words about our Dutch friends. They've had to endure the hardships of
the German occupation for over a year now, so don't let's make their lives any more
miserable. You are not to loose off at any glasshouses for instance or anything else of
purely Dutch interest. However, German communications of any sort are legitimate
targets, and if we have to smash Dutch harbour installations because the Germans are
using them, then that must be accepted. But no more than that - I do not want any
Dutch casualties caused by indiscriminate bombing or machine-gunning on this raid.
After you have completed your bombing run, try and formate on the chap you were
with before. If you can't, then formate at your discretion. [The barely disguised hint
that a high casualty rate was expected did not go unnoticed by the crews].
I will start a gentle turn to port, easing up to 500 feet or so to cross the Dutch coast
at this point, a few miles to the north of Hook of Holland. From here on, it should all
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be plain sailing as we'll have the undivided attention of our fighter escort all the way
back to the English coast. We'll aim to coast in where we started from, north of
Aldeburgh, at which point Sqn Ldr Kercher will peel off with his box for Wattisham.
The rest of us will head for Watton, and the Hurricanes will return to Coltishall.'
This would have been the bare bones of Wg Cdr Webster's briefing. In addition, he
would have covered other routine details, such as deputy leaders of vics in the event
of aircraft unserviceabilities and/or enemy action, and the method of rejoining the
circuit at Watton, before handing over to the met man.
In order to put the stamp of authenticity on the met forecast for the raid, I gave the
Met Office at St Mawgan the task of reconstructing the brief. Armed with photocopies
of the Air Ministry Weather Reports for 16th July 1941, obtained from Bracknell,
Mike Durrant produced the following:
'Gentlemen, the low over Scotland will continue to move north. The cold front now
lying from Lincolnshire to London will clear the Suffolk coast around 1800 GMT, to
be over the Zuider Zee at midnight. So for us at Watton/Horsham, the cold front will
pass around 5 o'clock, bringing a spell of rain with a small chance of a crack of
thunder. Cloud bases in the rain may lower to around 1,200 feet, but should generally
be higher than 2,000 feet. Visibility in rain may fall to three miles but generally will
be ten miles. Therefore, you will be followed by the front across the North Sea, so
that the surface wind on return will be 280º at about 15 to 20 miles per hour. Ahead of
the front it'll be 220º at 10 to 15 miles per hour.'
Gilbert Lowes, however, remembers the met briefing at Watton as running along the
following lines: '...and then the met man came on, and didn't have much to say: you
know, it would be a fair afternoon - that was one of the reasons they picked it. He did
little more than confirm that.'
Gilbert was rather more complimentary about Wg Cdr Webster's observer, Fg Off
'Robbie' Robertson DFM: 'The briefing was longer than we had on many of the raids
and Robertson was the leading navigator; and he told us exactly what he was going to
do. And he had these things marked out, and told us to map read very carefully rather than anything else - because that was the thing that was going to help most; but
take note of the sort of courses we'd have to lay if we were separated, or had to come
home on our own, and to make sure we knew where we started from, and this sort of
elementary thing. But over there, there was no point in worrying too much about the
refinements of navigation: it was map reading and the co-operation of the navigator
and the pilot, and particularly if anything happened...'
Robbie's attention to detail does not surprise me, as it is largely thanks to his kind
help, and the loan of his wartime 1:500,000 North Sea aeronautical chart, that it has
been possible to retrace the route so clearly.
I would think that it would be safe to assume that Wg Cdr Webster's highly
experienced WOp/AG, Flt Sgt Bob Hunter DFM, would have given the briefing for
his aircrew category, even though he was outranked by two officers. Scotty Scotney,
who was on the second wave, had this interesting comment on the briefing for
WOp/AGs: 'Now, I don't remember the briefing at all, because, you see, air-gunners
weren't terribly important at the briefing: it was the pilots and navigators. They were
quite interested in what you'd seen, when you came back; and, of course, you always
had codes and things. But the important people were the pilots and navigators, and in
particular, obviously, the navigator.'
The other two crew members whose lives were saved by a W/T-produced magnetic
heading to steer to base (QDM) - particularly in foul weather - or by a high degree of
alertness when an enemy fighter was spotted in time to duck into cloud cover, or even
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by shooting down a Messerschmitt Bf 109 (a not uncommon occurrence, as Scotty
himself had done) would readily disagree with Scotty's modest evaluation of the
importance of a WOp/AG.
Bob Hunter's brief would have covered the usual format, viz. codes, colours of the
day, R/T discipline, testing of guns and so on. But on this particular day, some of the
WOp/AGs were given a new toy - a hand-held Leica camera - to record the raid for
posterity (from my point of view, anyway!). Selection of the lucky recipients may
well have been made on the time-honoured basis of asking a leading question such as:
'Hands up all those who think they can take better snaps than Cecil Beaton!' Most
likely, it was just a question of asking for volunteers, though difficulties could arise
here as one of the first things one learns on joining the RAF is never to volunteer for
anything! It should be mentioned here that the observers were not to be outdone, and
some would shoot off some fine photographs with their hand-held cameras. I could
find no evidence that the pilots got in on the act!
Astute WOp/AGs soon realised that they could not take photographs and fire their
twin-Brownings at the same time. For Scotty Scotney, the choice was quite simple: it
was the camera for him, and he would take some of the most evocative photographs
of the raid. He reasoned that using his machine guns against ground targets may well
have resulted in Dutch civilian dockworkers becoming victims of indiscriminate fire.
Scotty remembers that the Leica was 'a very good slim and compact camera with one
or two things to do' but essentially easy to operate. At a very late stage in the
compilation of this book (22nd September 2015) I learned that Bob Hunter indulged
in some photography. In his freehand notes to a Mr Bob Kirby, dated 8th March 1970,
he writes: 'As we climbed out over the ship & sheds and turned over the town to head
out to sea I got some good pictures with the "Leica" camera which some of us carried
and some short time later I was sure I recognised my photographs, blown up, adorning
the centre pages of the London Illustrated news magazine or some such name.'
The remaining briefing time would have been gainfully employed by box leaders
taking their pilots to one side, and finalising formation positions and tactics, and by
studying the PRU photographs for likely targets; at the same time, the navigators
(observers) would, as always, be commandeering every available space to spread out
their charts, to draw and measure tracks, distances and all the rest. One of these
navigators, or observers as they were then known, made the following interesting
comments on the briefing: 'It had obviously been very carefully planned by some
experienced officers, not only on the squadrons but also at Group', Gilbert Lowes
recalls. 'There were some good photographs, and we were given one of those green
target maps - they used to look like a blotter, and they used to be in green - they
claimed that's how it looked when you looked down on a town from an aircraft. They
weren't much help on this particular type of raid anyway. But they were rare for us to
have; they were used mainly by the high-level night bomber crews, because the shape
of the town came out in the built-up area: that part was done in a dirty darkish green.'
Over at Horsham St Faith, the briefing for the second wave more or less mirrored
the one taking place at Watton, but with one important exception. The tail-end
Charlies of the raid soon realised that it would be their lot to fly through the enemy
defences after they had been well and truly alerted by the first wave. Without the
element of surprise, they would be faced with a hornets' nest. Add this fear to the
natural anxiety caused by the explanation of why cable-cutters had been fitted to their
aircraft, and it would be a brave man who did not, at this moment, look deeply into his
soul and ask himself what the hell he was doing here.
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Fate can deal out some strange hands. Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith, 139 Squadron, could
have had cause for complaint (though I never heard a peep from his own lips) about
suddenly appearing on the Battle Order. He had just finished a full tour of operations which included a nerve-wracking Malta detachment - was stood down, and was
calmly waiting for an imminent non-operational posting. A wonderful feeling, as any
aircrew in this situation would readily admit. So what had gone wrong? At first
glance, it would appear that 139 Squadron were in dire straits and were just able to
scrape together four of the crews required for their box of six. But it could be argued
that as the satellite airfield of Oulton was not specifically mentioned in the signal,
then the responsibility was entirely Horsham St Faith's, and that it was 18 Squadron
who had to go cap in hand to their neighbours to constitute the second box.
Furthermore, the two squadrons had swapped locations just three days prior to the
raid! I think that there would have been a gentleman's agreement to provide a box
each, and it would seem, after all, that 139 Squadron failed to meet the demands of
the Group. Confirmation that this was the case is that the leader of the 139 Squadron
box - Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith - found himself with a totally scratch crew who had not
all flown together before. So, from a 'home and dry' situation, 'Bill' Smith was
suddenly catapulted into a distinctly unhealthy predicament: lesser mortals would
have suffered a sense of humour failure.
Bill Smith's special guest appearance WOp/AG, Flt Sgt Ted Caban DFM, could also
have had cause for a moan, as his Terms of Reference as the Squadron Gunnery
Leader emphasised that it was essentially a ground tour. The RAF had spent a lot of
time and money in training Ted up to this standard, and they did not want to lose him
on operations. Training details were allowed, but no operations unless specifically
sanctioned by Group. That Bill had asked him to come along was good enough for
Ted. In the middle of the briefing, Ted was called away to the telephone. It was Flt Lt
Baker, the Group Gunnery Officer: 'Caban,' he thundered, 'if you go on this raid,
you'll be court-martialled when you get back!' After this, as with Jack Onions,
anything that followed would have to be an anticlimax. A few hours later, Ted
Caban's Blenheim slid to a halt amongst the rubble that used to be the centre of
Rotterdam. Ted had avoided his court-martial, but what a price to pay!
The most common recollection of the briefing was undoubtedly the explanation for
the incorporation of the latest modification to the Blenheim - the fitment of cablecutters to the leading-edges of the wings to cope with the anticipated balloon barrage.
No one that I interviewed had any confidence in them whatsoever. Scotty Scotney
recalls: 'This seems at the time (and still does) a particularly futile exercise: I was sure
that if we hit a cable strong enough to tether a balloon, at something like 200 mph, our
wing would be torn off.'
Plt Off Tony Aldridge, an observer on 18 Squadron, has vivid memories of this
modification: 'A few days before this operation,' he explains, '(there was no hint about
the operation, by the way) there was a frenzied amount of work going on, modifying
our Blenheims, fitting cable-cutters. Now these cable-cutters were explosive, with a
chisel, and a sort of 12-bore ballast-type cartridge. The cable-cutter was like a hook
on the leading-edge of the wing, and there was a trigger at the back of it, which, as the
cable went in - it was meant to touch the trigger - fired the cartridge, which had a
sharp chisel on it, and this exploded and chopped and severed the cable. And also, as
part of the modification, they had to put armour-plating on the leading edge of the
wing, so that the cable wouldn't go straight through it. There was enough sweepback
on the [leading edge of the] wing, and incidentally, of course, if you hit a cable, there
was a tendency to pivot around, so it would make it easier for the cable to slide back.
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As for the number, there was one close in to the fuselage, and then there was only a
short distance between them of about two or three feet. Then the next pair were backto-back, until you got to the last one, which was a single towards the end of the wing,
i.e. there were quite a few! But there were vulnerable positions: for instance, there
was a gun-port which was not protected, of course, and there was a landing-light in
the wing, which wasn't protected.' Tony remembers well the considerable anxiety
which swept around the briefing room when they were told about the balloon barrage,
and hence the reason for fitting the cable-cutters. He continues: 'No one really
believed in them; they had never been used before. What we did know, was that one
unfortunate LAC was missing his courting finger on his right hand. Apparently, he
was one of the airframe fitters, and forgot that cable-cutters had been fitted; and was
lying on the wing, which was a fairly normal thing to do, and when he put his hand on
the front end of the wing to pull himself forward, he put his finger in the cable-cutter.
And that was the end of his courting finger! And from then on, when cable-cutters had
been fitted, on the ground they fitted little metal sleeves which went over the jaws of
the cable-cutters, with a long red ribbon hanging down from them. So each cablecutter, as soon as the aircraft was in dispersal, had got to have these safety covers put
over them. From memory, I don't know when we took them off. This was the only
time we had any use for them.'
From the foregoing, it would be reasonable to assume that cable-cutters had only
just been developed. Not so. Well before the outbreak of World War Two, a civilian
test pilot at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, conducted a series of hairraising tests on a Fairey P40 - a smaller version of the Battle - during which he flew
through wire suspended from barrage balloons. In his book The Dangerous Skies
(Cassel & Co Ltd, 1964), Air Cdre A.E. Clouston DSO DFC AFC devotes all of
Chapter 4 to the subject. A photograph of a half-severed wing clearly shows how
lethal balloon barrage wire could be. He concludes the chapter as follows:
'Special cutters were fitted into the wing tip. As the wire ran along the leading edge
it slipped into a slot where an automatic knife, fired by a cartridge, severed it. When
the war did come, it gave me considerable satisfaction to know that those months of
flying into the wire had contributed to the plans for the balloon barrages around the
major towns and cities of the United Kingdom. The experiments also led to the fitting
of barrage-balloon wire-cutters to the wings of our Lancasters and other bombers for
low-level raids on Germany.'
None of the aircrew whom I interviewed had any inkling of this exhaustive and
successful test programme; even if they had, I believe that the vast majority would
have still harboured grave reservations about the efficacy of these cutters. All,
perhaps, except Sgt John Wotherspoon, a pilot on 21 Squadron, who, together with
his crew, found the dangers of operational flying wonderfully stimulating. Now here
was something new to try out. It cannot be pure coincidence that John Wotherspoon
pulled off the only successful cable penetration during the Rotterdam raid. And during
the entire war? The Bomber Command Association Newsletter No 16 (February 1991)
published a photograph sent by Snr Antonio Jové 'of what appears to be a cablecutting bolt and Ely Kynoch cartridge.' Readers were asked for further information on
this device. The deluge of replies received, some of which were printed in Newsletter
No 18 (October 1991) included a detailed sketch of a cable-cutter (single version),
sent by Harold Mason Esq. Not one letter, however, mentioned the successful
(airborne) operation of a cable-cutter or even that any had been fitted to the Bristol
Blenheim!
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On 22nd September 2015, I received a letter from Bob Hunter, son of Sqn Ldr R.E.
Hunter DFM. He included the following extract from his father's freehand notes to a
Mr Bob Kirby, dated 8th Match 1970: 'Quite some time prior to [the Rotterdam raid
of 16th July 1941] there was a sudden decision to fit all A/C with Balloon Cable
Cutters which, of course, gave rise to all sorts of speculation. Just as suddenly and
again without reason it was decided to remove them, and at the time of this sortie only
one A/C in the Squadron was still fitted. That A/C hit a crane cable [Wotherspoon's]
and proved that the cutter worked by coming back to tell of it.' An historian's
dilemma!
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Cable-cutting Bolt and Ely Cartridge (Snr. Antonio Jové)

Martin Cartridge Cable-Cutter - Single Version (Harold Mayson Esq.)
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After the briefings were over, crews prepared themselves for flight. Some would
avail themselves of the compete array of flying gear that the RAF had to offer. The
Mae West (a lifejacket which, when inflated, bore a remarkable resemblance to the
bosom of that delightful film star) was a 'must'. Some would also don their Sidcot
flying suit, mindful of the protection that this would offer them if they were
unfortunate enough to ditch. Others, perhaps more optimistic (or reckless?) would go
in just shirtsleeve order. Apart from a final check to see that their individual lucky
charms were safely stowed on their persons, aircrew had another important function
to perform to prevent the enemy gaining a head-start on them during initial
interrogation as Prisoners of War. This procedure also incorporated a popular spinoff, as Tony Aldridge explains: 'You had to empty your pockets of all personal
belongings, and put them in a bag, with your name-tag on. When you came back, you
collected them. We had an agreement among the 2 Group squadrons, where any cash
was put in a separate container; and if you didn't come back, then those that did had
the loose cash, and had a piss-up in your memory. Good-bye my friends! This was the
accepted thing, and particularly forced on us when we had very heavy losses, and a
jug-up on your lost friends was the normal thing.' Tony also confirms that they were
all meticulous about wearing their identification dog-tags, normally hanging like a
pendant around their necks.

The waiting game. Half an hour before take-off at Watton, on 4th July 1941,
American-born pilot Sgt Lawrence Maguire and a 21 Sqn observer - NOT Sgt E.R.
Bangor-Jones, his brother states ( International Center of Photography/Magnum
Photos)
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Sgt William Taylor, a pilot on 21 Sqn, Watton, stuffs his fluffy cat mascot under his
'Mae West' prior to departure on 4th July 1941 ( International Center of
Photography/Magnum Photos)
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21 Sqn crews on board their transport ('Garry') to be taken to their Blenheims parked
around RAF Watton on 4th July 1941. Sitting on the left (nearest) is American Sgt
Lawrence Maguire, and standing in the centre (with sunglasses on his forehead) is
possibly WOp/AG, Sgt Albert Derrick, and possibly with his pilot, Sgt John
Wotherspoon, sitting to his left. The only identification I can be certain of is the
American! ( International Center of Photography/Magnum Photos)
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The lead Blenheim on the Rotterdam raid. Sgts Taylor, Newman and Spriggs climbing
aboard V5580 (YH:X) at Watton prior to a raid on 4th July 1941( International
Center of Photography/Magnum Photos)
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Chapter 2

Departure

My cousin's Blenheim - V6240 (YH:B) - doing an engine run (and possibly a compass
swing) at Watton, circa May 1941 ( Central Press/Getty Images)
At about 1500 hours at Watton, and some 15 minutes earlier at Horsham St Faith,
transport, in the form of 3-tonner trucks, arrived to take crews to the various
dispersals scattered around the airfield on which were parked their own personal
Blenheims. It was, rightly, considered sound policy at that time to keep crews with the
same aircraft, so far as battle damage and unserviceabilities would permit. The
obvious advantage of this scheme was that crews got to know all the idiosyncrasies of
their very own aircraft, and hence were of great assistance to the poor overworked and
underrated groundcrew. These unsung stalwarts, like the average GP, were often
expected to work miracles with only the bare minimum of information, e.g. 'The
starboard engine sounded a bit funny today, Chief!' Aircraft continuity resulted in a
far more detailed diagnosis of a particular 'snag', and hence led to much-improved
aircraft maintenance and repair. Not only that, but crews became sentimental about
'their' aircraft, especially when it had brought them safely through all that the enemy
had to offer, often in a distinctly unairworthy condition. The aircrew/groundcrew
relationship did not suffer one iota when these mangled Blenheims were brought back
on line in record time by tradesmen working around the clock.
Julian Horn has had the great privilege of meeting many of the Watton groundcrew
contemporary to the Rotterdam raid, and has singled out 'Paddy' Woods as a legend.
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Paddy is the giant airman pictured in the second colour photo of the Orme crew (see
their biographies), taken on 18th August 1941 at RAF Watton. Apart from his size, he
looks somewhat different to the other airman, as Julian explains:
'Paddy is wearing a World War One battle dress because it is kind of vented in the
back to give more room when you flex your arms.
He told me when he used to lift his arms up to load anything on to the AC - he was a
fitter and armourer - he would split his jacket! So they gave him WW1 issue.
At several reunions 21 Sqn pilots told me if Paddy had signed the Form 700 you
didn't worry about the AC.
He originated from Southern Ireland, where he had worked in the quarries. Never in
my life have I met such a skilled and learned man as him - a real joy to be in the
company of. He lived near Watton all his life and was a very good gunsmith.
I once walked with Paddy along the peri-track in front of the hangar line late one
evening and I asked him how he remembered the crews. He described how some
would leave the ready rooms and walk to their AC vomiting with fear as they
approached their AC and yet still climbing on board and doing the job.
It made a big impression on me.'
Yet again, we learn the definition of true courage. How lucky we were to have such
brave souls holding tyranny at bay during World War Two.

Groundcrew of No 21 Sqn, RAF Watton, watching for the return of their 'charges'
after a raid on 4th July 1941 ( International Center of Photography/Magnum
Photos)
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Paddy Woods in the late 50's or early 60's - a legend amongst the Watton groundcrew
in 1941(Via Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)
Most people know that the Americans had personal names for their aircraft, such as
Sally B and Memphis Belle, but how many are aware that the phlegmatic British
likewise indulged in such understandable sentimentality? Tony Powner, referring to
his diary of that period, recalls: 'We decided to call our 'plane Reilly-Ffoul: you
wouldn't remember that cartoon character? He featured in the Daily Mirror along with
Jane and the rest. [I remember only Jane, Garth, Belinda and The Flutters!]. He was a
wicked-looking character in evening dress, long pointed nose, and an evil-looking
moustache: Captain Reilly Ffoul - they used to spell it the wrong way round. He used
to have various expressions like "Stap me!" and "He was a cad!"'

'Cock O' The Walk' - the emblem on Sgt Ronald Scott's Blenheim (via Stuart R. Scott)
Sgt Ronald Scott of 105 Squadron named his aircraft Cock o' the North, and more
romantically, Flt Lt Shaw Kennedy of 226 Squadron named his trusty steed Jane,
after his wife. Jane, of course, also featured on the most popular page of the Daily
Mirror. This delightful lady would somehow manage to lose her clothes and appear
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naked at least once a week! That Shaw was referring to his wife, and not the cartoon
character, should be evident after reading his biography.
After Gilbert Lowes had clambered out of the transport, and was strolling over to
his Blenheim, he was abruptly reminded of one aspect of the briefing: the need for
secrecy, which was vital in the interests of achieving a low casualty rate. At this point,
Gilbert recalls, one of a group of civilian workmen shouted over to him: 'Good luck,
sir! I hear that you are going to Rotterdam!' Gilbert felt, at the time, that this
exhortation had the opposite effect on his morale to that which was obviously
intended.

Captain Reilly-Ffoul, who featured on Tony Powner's Blenheim (Mirror Group
Newspapers plc)
Wartime aircrew (and not a few peacetime ones?) were a superstitious lot. Many
carried the inevitable lucky charm or mascot. One such guarantee of a safe return
features in two contemporary photographs, most probably taken on the same day - 4th
July 1941. In one, the fairly large fluffy black cat mascot has pride of place on the
debriefing table; the other photograph appeared in Illustrated magazine on 26th July
1941, and shows the cat about to be stuffed under the Mae West of its owner. The
magazine implies that the lucky person is Sgt Jack Haskins, WOp/AG to the hero of
the feature, American-born Sgt Lawrence Maguire. At the eleventh hour, I learned
from Ben Nunn, a WOp/AG on 21 Squadron at the time, that the cat's owner was pilot
Sgt William Taylor. Not surprisingly, Bill Taylor was one of the few Blenheim
operators to survive the war.
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There were other strange habits adopted by crews in an earnest attempt to
circumvent fate in the form of inclusion on the next Casualty List. Once initiated, woe
betide any crew who failed to perform this ritual before launching off on a raid. Scotty
Scotney vividly recalls the ritual adopted by his pilot, Sgt 'Jeff' Jefferson (see also the
biography of Wg Cdr Tom Jefferson): 'The last thing Jeff used to do before every
single raid was to urinate on the tailwheel. Now, I can't remember if we used to do it
with him, but he never missed. And when we were at Horsham, we were parked down
the side of the road on more than one occasion, and I often thought of the houses, with
people living in them! In fact, urinating on the tailwheel was an old and revered
custom: only aircrew were permitted to do it, and it was said to bring luck.' As stated
later, Group Headquarters had to issue an Order to try and stop this practice because
the Engineering Branch complained about the excessive tailwheel corrosion!
There were other, more conventional pre-flight checks to be completed before
climbing aboard: the usual walk-round to ensure that all locks and bungs had been
removed - not forgetting the recent additions to the leading-edges of the wings - and
generally that the aircraft appeared in all respects 100% airworthy. The final
responsibility always rested with the pilot, not the groundcrew, to ensure that
everything was 'hunky-dory'. A sloppy 'kick the tyres and light the fires' attitude could
and frequently did result in tragedy. A brief reassurance from the groundcrew that the
Blenheim in their charge was fighting fit, a check of and signature in the Form 700
(Aircraft Technical Logbook), and crews were ready to climb aboard.
Pilots and observers would enter by way of a few footholds near the port wing-root,
over the wing surface, and in through a sliding hatch in the cockpit canopy.
WOp/AGs would make use of the same footholds, but enter via an inward-opening
hatch in the roof, forward of the gun turret, before climbing down a short ladder
inside.
Pilots usually found it easier to lower their fixed-seat type parachutes into the
bucket seat before getting in, while observers and WOp/AGs would strap on their
parachute harnesses beforehand and carry their detachable chest-type parachutes, to
be stowed in convenient containers and ready for immediate use.
On this raid, which would be conducted at extremely low level, parachutes would be
superfluous to requirements.
Pilots' preliminary checks, on entering the cockpit, were:
1. Hydraulic selector DOWN and U/C operating lever DOWN.
2. Switch on U/C ind. lts. and check U/C locked - 2 greens.
3. Check contents of fuel tanks (140 gals/side normal load, 234 overload)
4. Test movement of flying controls.
5. Carburettor air to COLD (Sir Ivor Broom admitted to me that he forgot to check
this on his first Circus operation, against Le Trait shipyards. In HOT air, he
steadily got left behind!).
6. Gills fully open.
7. Propellers set to FINE PITCH.
Observers had the choice of two seats: one beside the pilot and the other in the nose
compartment, next to the chart table, where a prone position could also be adopted.
The 'normal' escape route, as quoted in Pilot's Notes, was via the forward hatch in the
lower nose area. As this, more often than not, had been bunged up by the chin blistergun modification, sensible observers would opt for the position nearest the alternative
escape route - the roof above the pilot - for the loaded manoeuvre of take-off.
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WOp/AGs, having made themselves 'comfortable' in their cramped turrets, had one
important function to perform before leaving terra firma - that of testing their twinBrowning .303 machine-guns. The following accounts by two air-gunners on the
Rotterdam raid nicely catch the flavour of those days. The first is submitted by Scotty
Scotney, with reference to his dispersal point down the side of a road at Horsham St
Faith: 'And I'll tell you something else that used to happen.' he confesses. 'And this is
the God's own honest truth. Do you know how I used to test my guns? I used to
depress them where we were - by these houses, by this road - and fire a burst into the
ground! That was accepted practice! Now, it was stupid, but we did it. In the end,
some of the ricochets went through some of the windows, as you can imagine, and
there was a great kerfuffle. Then it was stopped.'
Bob Carey remembers an incident which took place at Watton, shortly after the
Rotterdam raid, when his pilot had just taken command of 21 Squadron: 'Always, just
at the last moment,' Bob recalls, 'I would check my guns, against the ground, and this
day I had just asked Wg Cdr Kercher permission to check guns. He said: "Go ahead."
At the time I pressed the trigger - at that precise instant in time - a hand touched the
horizontal stabilizer, a body leaped around and tried to get into the aircraft. I hadn't
seen the Jeep drive up, and it was Buck Taylor, the Station Warrant Officer. As he
came round, the tracers were virtually flying straight at him. How he stopped, I don't
know - it must have been sheer force of psychic or something - but he just froze in
mid-air! He looked up; fortunately I had my goggles on! He had a message for
Kercher. I got on the intercom and said: "Warrant Officer Taylor, sir." Kercher cut
back on the throttles a bit, and Buck climbed up and got inside. He dived down into
the cockpit. He was ashen. I'd nearly sliced him to pieces. It was the closest I'd ever
been to killing someone [Bob obviously meant other than the enemy!]. Well, he
should never have done what he did. He should have known the drill. At every
dispersal pan, there was some point at which the gunner checked his fire with a two or
three second burst. If he hadn't frozen, he'd have been a dead man!'
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Chocks away! V5580 (YH:X) at Watton on 4th July 1941 - the lead aircraft of the
Rotterdam raid just 12 days later ( International Center of Photography/Magnum
Photos)
Engines were started about ten minutes before planned take-off time: the less time
spent on the ground the better, as the Bristol Mercury XVs had a nasty habit of oiling
up when the throttles were at idle. Tom Jefferson recalls: 'I didn't actually have a fire
on start-up, but it wasn't always easy to start. And with radial engines, the bottom
plugs would oil up. You didn't want to stand around! So you started up, ran up, just
before you taxied out, and that was it! And you tried to get off as quickly as you
could! Now, when you see the flames coming out of the exhaust stubs, they ought to
be a deep clean bluey-white: if they were getting a bit yellowy, that was a worry. And
you often got a cut with an engine like that. You would stop and try to clear it - by
running the revs up very high.' Pilots soon learned that adherence to the recommended
starting procedure earned them the undying gratitude of the groundcrew. With the
trolley-acc plugged in, and the fuel cock control wheels selected to inner tanks, the
groundcrew were instructed to prime the engines and switch on the starting magnetos.
Cold engines would require between six and eight full pumps of the primer, and only
two or three when hot. Throttles were set to half an inch open: any further would
cause fuel to be pumped into the air intake with the risk of fire. Many an airman's
forage cap was sacrificed in the cause of dousing the flames that leaped out of the air
intake, before less valuable items were substituted. Main magneto switches ON and
press the electrical starter button for no more than ten seconds. A characteristic puff
of white oil-smoke as the engine bursts into life. Spitting back through the carburettor
required the throttle being pulled right back, then slowly opened up to give a fast tickover, which was maintained until the engine had warmed up to the minimum
requirements for the power check, viz., an oil temperature of +5ºC and a cylinder
head temperature of 100ºC. During this time, the groundcrew were instructed to
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switch off the starting magnetos; and the operation of the engine-driven hydraulic
pump (fitted only to the port engine) was checked by lowering and raising the flaps.
Power checks were then completed, checking the static RPM at boost settings of
+5psi and +9psi, with oil temperatures and pressures normal, throttling back to
+3½psi boost to check each magneto in turn. At this stage, the oiled-up plugs should
have been burned clean, and the mag drop should not exceed 100 RPM, with no rough
running. Tom Jefferson admits he accepted a mag drop of 150 RPM!

This right-handed airman is seen giving the thumbs-up after engine start on a
Blenheim of 21 Squadron Watton on 4th July 1941 ( International Center of
Photography/Magnum Photos)
Hopefully, 'your' Blenheim was now purring like a pussy-cat. The last thing that any
crew wanted at this stage was to have to up-sticks and manhandle all their gear into
one of the spare aircraft, with all the checks to complete afresh, and well aware that
the formation leader would be champing at the bit, waiting. Corners would be cut as
flight safety took second place to operational requirements.
One pilot on the Rotterdam raid unlucky enough to have to swap aircraft right at the
last minute was Tony Powner. He and his crew were reluctantly forced to desert
Reilly-Ffoul (Z7495, WV:Q) for another machine: but which one? Tony's logbook has
V6395 recorded in it, but the 18 Squadron ORB places him in V6497 (WV:U) - a
discrepancy which, Tony adds, frequently occurred as a result of these last-minute
changes.
Both waves were up to strength when it was time to taxi out. Armed with a note of
formation positions allocated to aircraft letters, carefully copied down at briefing,
pilots could slot themselves in accordingly: a sensible precaution, though it was not an
uncommon occurrence to join the wrong formation - most embarrassing! Just before
taxiing out, the groundcrew would remove and hold up for inspection the
undercarriage safety locks; the procedure was left until this late stage to minimise the
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chances of inadvertent retraction of the landing gear. Trolley-acc removed, chocks
away, brake pressure 100psi, and now ready to taxi.
Steering was achieved by means of applying pneumatic brake pressure via a lever
on the control column differentially to either wheel by appropriate selection of the
rudder pedals.
At the holding point, pilots would run through their Pre-Take-Off Vital Actions,
based on that laid down in AP 1530B (Blenheim Mk IV Pilot's Notes). The days of
'challenge and response' (navigator or AEO reading, pilot answering correctly) were
yet to be born, so it was a question of plodding through a carefully constructed
mnemonic. Sir Ivor Broom informed me that the first aircraft in which he used a
challenge-and-response check-list was a Canberra. For the early jets he used the basic
mnemonic TAFFIO.
Pilot's Notes list these checks under the heading: 'FINAL PREPARATIONS FOR
TAKE-OFF', adding in small print: The drill of vital actions is as follows:' In later
years, the emphasis was changed and the drill was elevated to the full status of 'PRETAKE-OFF VITAL ACTIONS', the word 'vital' intending to convey that nonobservance of any one action could (and very often would) result in the aircraft
crashing. For example, in the Blenheim, failure to close the gills (radiator shutters or
cowl flaps) before take-off usually led to the total 'write-off'' of a perfectly serviceable
aircraft before the enemy had the chance to fire a single shot. Mnemonics, and the
means of remembering them, varied slightly from pilot to pilot. In Test Pilot at War
by H.A. Taylor (Ian Allen, 1970), one pilot relates that his pre-take-off mnemonic,
HTMPFG, became 'Hot Tempered Member of Parliament Flaps his Gills'! Another,
more uncouth, version was 'How To Make Potty Fucking Führer Growl'!
The drill was:
H - Hydraulic selector - DOWN.
T - Trimming Tabs - Rudder Neutral; Elevator slightly nose-heavy (At normal load,
indic. about 3/4" below neutral).
M - Mixture - Normal.
P - Pitch controls - FINE.
F - Fuel - Check contents and cock settings.
F - Flaps - UP (15º if short field or more than 14,000lb AUW. NB Richard
Passmore assures me that 15º flap was always used!)
G - Gills - Closed for take-off at +5psi boost.
Pilot's Notes add the position of the Boost Control Lever (UP at normal load,
DOWN for overload). Some pilots added:
G - Gyro.
A- Altimeter.
P - Pneumatic pressure.
Each to his own, but with some letters doubling up, a prudent pilot would surely
have a knee-pad reference to fall back on, and hence avoid a costly accident (not one
Blenheim pilot whom I interviewed admitted such a thing!).
Checks complete, both waves were now ready to launch off from the grass airfields
of Watton and Horsham St Faith. Recorded take-off times vary somewhat, depending
on the source of information: the Watton wave appears to have launched about 1535
hours, while the Horsham wave, with a little further to go, took off about 1515.
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Having briefed for departure in vics of three, formation leaders would also have
stipulated how this would be done. A nice close vic formation take-off would have
looked very impressive from the ground. But, bearing in mind that many crews on this
raid were relatively inexperienced, that the surface was rough, and that each aircraft
carried a bomb load of 4 x 250lb SAPs and 4 x 25lb incendiaries, an alternative
departure in the form of a stream take off would seem the better choice! Tom
Jefferson clarifies this for me: 'We took off singly. You waited until the aircraft in
front was becoming unstuck - so that his slipstream wouldn't really upset your takeoff - then you would start your run.'

Take-off of 21 Sqn Blenheims from RAF Watton on 4th July 1941 - a bit closer
spacing than the veterans told me that they normally adopted! ( International
Center of Photography/Magnum Photos)
Take-off was fairly straightforward in the Blenheim though there appear to be some
variations in technique. All sources agree that smooth application of the throttles was
essential, moving from idle to fully open in not less than two to three seconds. Most
pilots, in fact, took somewhat longer, pausing with the throttles in the half-open
position to clear the bottom plugs, which would have had time to oil up again! This
unfortunate characteristic of the Bristol Mercury engine led to a healthy respect for
roller landings ('touch-and-goes' in modern parlance). With the propellers of both
engines rotating anticlockwise, there would have been a tendency to swing to the right
during the take-off run. In Test Pilot at War, by H.A. Taylor: 'The Blenheim went
quite straight without any throttle differential', while Pilot's Notes state that the slight
swing to the right can be easily overcome by use of the rudder. Ron Gillman agrees
with the latter, in his excellent book The Shiphunters (John Murray Ltd, 1976), while
another pilot I interviewed categorically stated that he used differential throttle and
even a stab of brake to correct the swing! The next problem was to raise the tail and
position the aircraft in a suitable take-off attitude. Ron Gillman again: 'One was
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always conscious of having a 1,000lb bomb load in the belly, and the stick had to be
pushed hard forward to get the tail up.' Pilot's Notes state that at a constant attitude,
with the tail set below the flying position, the aircraft will fly itself off. Ron Gillman's
assessment varied with the mark of Blenheim. On the short-nosed Mk I he recorded:
'A gentle backward pressure on the control column brought a clear response from the
aircraft. It lifted smoothly.' Contrast this with his comments on the Mk IV: 'As the
needle of the airspeed indicator quivered towards the seventy-five mark, I eased back
on the control column, and then further in a positive pull. The aircraft sagged
sluggishly into the air.' It must be added that this particular Mk IV was fully laden and
was being coaxed off the runway at Luqa, Malta, where the molecules of air are not
packed so tightly together! In Chasing After Danger (Collins, 1990), Terence O'Brien,
departing from St Eval, in Cornwall, uses +9 boost and eases his Mk IV into the air at
90 mph. No wonder he survived the war!
Once airborne, brakes on/off, undercarriage and flaps up, and accelerate as quickly
as possible to the single-engine climbing speed of 120 mph, by flying level just above
the ground, obstacles permitting. Engine failure during this transitional phase of some
45 mph claimed the lives of many aircrew.
Change to coarse pitch, ease into a gentle climb, aiming for 150 mph; perhaps a
request from the WOp/AG for hydraulic pressure to operate his turret, actioned by the
pilot placing the hydraulic selector in the UP position. Better start concentrating on
some tidy formation keeping...

Nothing to do now except hope and pray that they all come back safely. A trio of 21
Sqn groundcrew at RAF Watton on 4th July 1941. ( International Centre of
Photography/Magnum Photos)
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Air Traffic Control personnel on the Watch Tower at RAF Watton, monitoring the
progress of a 21 Sqn raid on 4th July 1941( International Center of
Photography/Magnum Photos)
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Chapter 3

Formation and Low Flying
It would be convenient at this stage to expound the two main ingredients of the raid
on Rotterdam, namely, formation and low flying, and thereby give some idea of the
complexity of the whole operation.
Formation flying is an exhilarating yet very exacting skill, and takes years of
practice and determination before reaching the standard achieved by the Royal Air
Force Aerobatic Team - The Red Arrows. Many of the pilots on the Rotterdam raid
would have had but a mere handful of hours formation experience, and deserve much
praise for averting collisions. Even an old 'hairy' like Jack Onions, who was the most
experienced pilot on the raid, has this to say: 'The raid went very well, though the
close formation low-level steep turns were a far greater hazard than enemy
action...One strange outcome was that after three hours tight formation flying, my left
hand palm had a blister the size of a halfpenny on it.' (The old halfpenny was about
the size of the modern 2p piece.) If Jack was finding it demanding and having to
constantly 'pump' the throttle levers, then what price the newcomers?
Tony Aldridge has vivid memories of formation flying in those days: 'Our usual
formation was vics of three, in stepped-down line astern: it didn't matter how many
aircraft we'd got, we still put them in vics of three stepped-down. Now, it got a bit
dodgy for the last ones, especially over the water - more than dodgy - and there were
accidents because of this. [I have to say that this would have been lethal for the
Rotterdam raid - six vics in stepped-down line astern - and so I must disagree on this
occasion!] The formation flying was reasonably good. I recall one character on 114
Squadron, with a name that he lived up to completely. He was a flight sergeant, and
so superlative at all his flying: he was so damn good, it just wasn't true - or so he
thought! In formation one day - this was fortunately on the way out, from Thornaby, I
think - he'd got his port wing well inside the trailing-edge and the tailplane of his
leader; and as we banked to go into a left-hand turn, he managed to stick the wing
straight in through the side of the lead aircraft, and tore off about five or six feet of
wing. He managed to break free and both aeroplanes landed OK. But it just gives you
an idea of what could happen.'
Referring to his departure from Horsham St Faith on the Rotterdam raid, Sqn Ldr
Sydney Smith recalls the following: 'I remember very vividly that we on 139
Squadron were on the left-hand side of the total wing, and when the others in
formation came to join us, they all swung into a wide left-hand turn, which left me
throttled right back, losing speed, and just hanging onto the lower inside of the whole
formation. In that memory is the idea that we had Horsham St Faith and Norwich
beneath us.'
In a similar vein is this recollection by 'Arthur' Asker, of 226 Squadron, concerning
the final turn before the run-in to the target: 'On the inside of the turn, we were down
to 80 mph. I think that there was one aircraft to the left of us on the inside of the turn.
I remember we were right the way down, and old Kennedy [his pilot] was chewing his
moustache like fury! I thought we were going to drop right out of the sky!'
Research can be very rewarding. It can also be very frustrating. A major stumbling
block proved to be the method employed to change from boxes of six aircraft, in
overall vic formation, to the final configuration - whatever that was - of each wave as
it sped through the target. Contemporary accounts of the raid speak of each wave of
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18 aircraft running through in 'line-abreast'. For instance, Bombers Battle by A Wing
Commander (Duckworth, 1943) states this unequivocally. In theory, this would have
been a wonderful way of ensuring that each crew had a reasonable slice of the cake.
Formation leaders wisely discarded this unworkable and highly dangerous
configuration (very poor field of view due to high engine mountings) and settled for
something more conventional. But what? In order to reconstruct this part of the raid as
accurately as possible, several factors had to be considered. The best evidence by far
was provided by the photographs taken at the time. The superb shot of 21 Squadron
overflying the windmill-village of Nieuw Beijerland shows a well-spaced vic of three,
while the one taken between the masts of the Oranjefontein depicts Blenheims
running through Waalhaven in well-spaced line-astern. Perhaps the best evidential
photograph is the one in the 21 Squadron collection held by the Air Historical Branch.
Unfortunately, due to copyright restrictions extant until the squadron is reformed, I
was unable to obtain a copy. The photo was taken from an aircraft of the second
wave, by a 105 Squadron crew, and confirms my deepest suspicions. It depicts aircraft
of the first wave on the horizon, during the final run-in, and clearly shows an
interesting jostling for position, with aircraft going in all directions at heights various.
A picture is worth a thousand words!

Author's impression of photograph in 21 Squadron's Scrapbook. V6453 (GB:E), flown
by Flt Lt Bryan Smithers, leading the 105 Squadron box in the Second Wave, en route
for Rotterdam on 16th July 1941. Note 21 Squadron (First Wave) on horizon, jostling
for position, and now well spread out.
Next in importance in this reconstruction is the evidence provided by the crews
themselves, because they were there. What a pity that much of this is contradictory
and therefore inconclusive. Reasoning that formation or box leaders probably had a
better idea of what was happening, I was more swayed by their reminiscences than by
those who were mainly engrossed in just trying to find some space in which to slot in.
Finally, some mileage was gained from studying the bombing assessments made by
the various crews. However, there were more setbacks to come: the intelligence
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officers had allocated numbers to the numerous and unpronounceable docks in
Rotterdam. Unfortunately, not one single compiler of any of the Operations Record
Books - squadron, station, group or command - had the foresight to attach a key to
these numbered docks! I found this a great disappointment and a major setback.
Knowing where crews were placed in the formation, as they ran through the target,
would, of course, help in the reconstruction of the key to the dock numbers - a
veritable 'chicken and egg' situation. This was further complicated by erroneous
bombing reports: for instance, two crews who bombed adjacent ships recorded wildly
different dock numbers.
The years rolled by, and I eventually reached what I would consider to be a fairly
accurate assessment of what happened. Basic logic proved the stumbling block - I just
could not find any!
I have dwelt at some length on the formation aspect of this raid for a very good
reason - that of my utmost admiration for the pilots, many of whom were young and
inexperienced, who somehow managed to avoid hitting each other or the 'deck' with
so little room for manoeuvre.
Here, then, is a summary of the part that formation flying played in the attack on
Rotterdam docks on 16th July 1941. The respective wave leader would launch off on
his own, followed by the other two of his vic once preceding aircraft had got airborne.
The next vic of three would then follow, and after joining up as a vic, would slot into
line-astern position, thus forming the leading box of six. The number two box leader
would then make a similar departure and form-up, slotting his box of six into echelon
starboard on the wave leader, who would be in a gentle left turn to facilitate join-up.
Box three would eventually slot into the echelon port position on the wave leader. The
final configuration was boxes of six aircraft apiece in overall vic formation, a
relatively comfortable state of affairs when well clear of the ground.
With all his crews nicely tucked in - a fact best confirmed by the WOp/AG from his
grandstand position - the respective wave leader would set course for the rendezvous
point overhead Wattisham. On sighting the approach of the second wave, Wg Cdr
Webster, the overall formation leader, would set course for a point just to the north of
Aldeburgh, and start a gentle descent to around 500 feet. On coasting out, a further
descent was necessary, to about 50 feet, to avoid detection by enemy radar. At this
point of the narrative, I would like to come back to Tony Aldridge's statement that 2
Group practice was to fly in vics of three, each in stepped-down line-astern behind the
vic in front (line-astern is, of course, always stepped-down to avoid slipstream effects
while keeping the leaders in sight at all times). I would contend that, at 50 feet or less,
this could be done with no more than two vics, for obvious reasons! Blenheims could
ricochet off the sea and survive; they could also stagger on with bent propellers, but
their usefulness as bombing platforms would come to an abrupt end.
The sea transit, therefore, was flown in a large vic formation of three boxes of six:
most of the aircrew whom I interviewed agreed on this point. The versions of what
happened after coasting in at the mouth of the Haringvliet differed so radically that I
began to doubt my ability to crack the case. The following recollections may help to
illustrate my dilemma.
Arthur Asker, an observer on 226 Squadron, states that the formation went into lineabreast about 15 to 20 miles from the target, and that the final left turn was a lineabreast turn. This memory was no doubt reinforced by the experience of nearly falling
out of the sky on the inside of the turn.
Tony Powner, a pilot on 18 Squadron, has this intriguing statement to make: 'What I
can't recall now is this funny shuffle that we did. I've got a feeling that somebody else
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led until we got to this change point, until we turned the formation round. Then we
did this twist round. I started on the right, and should have finished up in the middle,
but, because there was nowhere to go, I had to go right out onto the extreme left. That
was the only place I could go.' Tony's vivid description of a bridge, guarded by a gun
emplacement, helped me to trace his cross-country via the Spijkenisse bridge over the
Old Maas - quite a detour.
Robbie Robertson, the 21 Squadron observer who led the entire raid, provided me
with a plausible explanation on which to base my hypothesis. He was quite certain
that vic formation (in boxes) was held after coasting in, and that after the left-hand
turn for the final run-in, his pilot, Wg Cdr Webster, transmitted the following: 'Come
up into line and pick your own targets.' On that command, Robbie recalls, 'Each box
of six aircraft simply spread out into rough line-abreast, or, put another way, into
loose vic - almost line-abreast - comprising three aircraft spaced 30-60 feet laterally
with three more abeam. Each pilot selected a target, spaced out from adjacent aircraft.
Six aircraft bombed simultaneously. The following six aircraft had fallen back
slightly, I think [not surprisingly, considering the speeds quoted by pilots on the
inside of the turn!], and came in at least 15 and up to 30 seconds later to avoid debris
from the first bomb bursts. They were also able to pick different targets as soon as
they saw the bombs of the first six explode.'
Robbie's description bears no resemblance to the long-held notion of 18 aircraft
bombing simultaneously in line-abreast, and is backed up by photographic evidence.
However, he does not explain how the formation changed from boxes of six in vic,
into something approaching echelon port, which, after studying all the evidence
available, is what I would judge to be the final configuration of the bombing run. I
must stress that this is the nearest equivalent that I can find to what certainly finished
up as a 'free for all'.
The sequence of events, concerning the formation changes, was probably as
follows. Shortly after coasting in, each wave would have formed echelon port,
whereby the number two box dropped back, eased across to the left, and formated on
the left of the number three box, like so:
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This would explain Arthur Asker's statement that they formed line-abreast 15-20
miles from the target, and would certainly cause the inside box to lose a fair amount
of speed in the left turn. Vic to echelon port is a straightforward manoeuvre when
only three aircraft are involved and with adequate ground clearance. Number two box
was not a singleton but comprised no less than six aircraft, and the terrain clearance
was not exactly generous. The box had to descend in order to avoid slipstream effect
as it moved across behind the rest of the formation. Climbing was out of the question,
not only because of enemy radar considerations but also because of the cardinal rule
of never losing sight of the guys you are trying to formate on. Add to this the
predicament of the pilots holding the number three positions in the two vics, who, in
turn, would have had to descend in order to keep their respective leaders in sight - no
wonder that there were reports of aircraft returning adorned with such things as sticks
of corn!
The final, left turn for the run-in must have been a formidable test of flying skill,
with the inside box hanging on their propellers, and all pilots trying desperately not to
hit something hard, such as an adjacent Blenheim or a piece of the Dutch countryside.
The turn completed, on command of the leader of the wave, the formation would have
spread out to the left, converting echelon port in boxes to echelon port in vics of three.
The first wave appears to have achieved this change with no major problems, but the
second wave suffered a cramping of style. As will be explained later, Tony Powner
was not the only pilot who found he had 'nowhere to go.'
Join-up after the target went much as planned, though the second wave had
regrettably lost its leader as well as another box leader. Finesse at this stage was no
longer the order of the day; in its place was a strong feeling of 'let's get the hell out of
here'.
And now to the other major ingredient of the raid, viz., low flying. The peacetime
RAF pilot can be court-martialled if it can be proved that he has consistently flown
below 250 feet above the surface. Only on very rare occasions is he authorised below
this height: normally on Research and Development work. In wartime, the rules are
different: in fact, there is only one rule and that is to refrain from 'bending' your
aircraft. The gloves are off, and pilots need no encouragement to make the maximum
use of this heaven-sent opportunity. Several pilots on the Rotterdam raid held
reputations for being the lowest flyers in the RAF, a qualification not quite so easy to
establish as the Fastest Gun in the West. There is no doubt that a few such reputations
were enhanced on safe return to the home airfields. Apart from sticks of corn,
contemporary reports also spoke of aircraft bringing back telephone wires and brick
dust from grazed chimneys! Small wonder that the Blenheim Boys were considered as
mad as hatters by the rest of the flying fraternity - and not without a grudging
admiration either. 'Low' meant late detection by radar, and a good possibility of
catching the defences off guard. It also greatly improved one's chances of running the
gauntlet of flak installations unless unlucky enough to fly right over one. Pilots
developed techniques for flying below mast height, slapping their bombs into the side
of a ship and then just easing over the top. The photograph taken between the masts of
the Oranjefontein is a variation of this technique and not to be recommended for the
faint-hearted. Arthur Asker, on being shown this photograph, commented: 'Now this
one really worries me!' It may have been taken by the observer or WOp/AG on Frank
Orme's crew, whose unconventional method of attack will be covered later.
Low flying is by far and away the most exhilarating aspect of any pilot's career.
Flying at 'nought' feet, however, is what the insurance companies would term 'high
risk'; in fact it was and still is downright dangerous. But when you are in your late
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'teens or early twenties it's fun and a challenge, so why not make the most of it? Come
to think of it, in this particular context, if not in many others, pilots never grow up!
There is no doubt that the adrenalin produced by flying at 'nought' feet went some
way towards overcoming that nasty feeling in the stomach as the flak whistled by too
close for comfort.
At this stage, I trust that readers will have some idea of the degree of complexity
and skill required on this raid, without even having tackled the problem of slapping 4
x 250-pounders into the side of a suitable ship. We can now return to the departure
airfields and trace the progress of the two waves.
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Route flown by Wg Cdr Webster: 16th July 1941
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Chapter 4

The Transit
Initially, all went well with the first wave, and Wg Cdr Webster formed up overhead
Watton and set course for the rendezvous point at Wattisham. As formation leader, his
was the most demanding and responsible position of all; but Robbie Robertson, his
observer, recalls that the Boss remained his normal calm unruffled self from start to
finish. In marked contrast, in his immediate vicinity were 17 sweating pilots, with
muscles as tense as piano wire, all 'pumping' the throttles like mad.
One pilot had even greater problems to contend with. Canadian Flt Lt Frank
Campbell-Rogers, of 226 Squadron, explains: 'I was leader of my vic, and was on the
right-hand side of the formation. My memory is very clear on one thing. I was
steadily being left behind, unable to keep up with the formation because my
undercarriage was trailing in a half-down position, creating a serious drag. Sincerely,
I reluctantly had to abandon the mission and return to Wattisham. Technical and
maintenance personnel carried out probing and searching tests of the undercarriage
and hydraulic system and confirmed that the hydraulic system was indeed faulty. I
turned back approximately 30 miles off the Great Yarmouth coast. A map may
indicate the track to be about 105º (True). If the Operations Record Book is correct, it
is possible that we may have steered an initial heading north-eastwards as a diversion,
to a hypothetical point out at sea before manoeuvring directly to the target to confuse
enemy coastal radar detection units.'
In fact, as is often the case, the Operations Record Book was not correct, and '30
miles north-east of Great Yarmouth' should read '30 miles south-east of Great
Yarmouth'. Inevitably, this error was faithfully reproduced in Station, Group and
Command ORBs. Frank did not have the chance of correcting the error at the time;
just one week after the Rotterdam raid, he followed the well-trodden path of Blenheim
operators and was shot down into the sea off Ostend, mercifully to become a POW.
Meanwhile, over at Horsham St Faith, Wg Cdr Partridge managed to assemble a
fully fit team, and likewise set course for Wattisham. At 1602 hours, Tom Webster,
seeing the second wave bearing down on him, departed the rendezvous point on
course forThorpeness, and descended to 500 feet. Robbie Robertson recalls: 'The
crossing point on the coast was the river estuary at Thorpeness. We pinpointed the
village of Aldringham, setting course over the river mouth three miles north of
Aldeburgh. Wg Cdr Webster called over the R/T (rather primitive TR9 equipment
with very limited range): "Setting course now" as we crossed the coast out, and the
leader of the second formation (of 18 aircraft) timed his departure from the coast (I
think) three minutes later. We set course to make good a track of 105º (True)
descending to below 50 feet so as to keep below enemy radar cover. True Air Speed
180 mph.'
Robbie estimates that the coasting out times were 1612 and 1615 respectively. The
sea transit was not without additional hazard. A sea bird hitting an aircraft at 180 mph
could have an unfortunate effect, and not only on the poor bird. It could snuff out an
engine, shatter the Perspex and injure the crew, or, at the very least, alter the
aerodynamic properties of the wings or fuselage. Hitting a flock of birds could easily
prove fatal. Over the open sea, however, birds, who are always looking for food, do
not tend to congregate in large numbers except where an easy meal looks apparent,
such as around trawlers - or what they think are trawlers. Fishing is a hazardous
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occupation in peacetime; but, in time of war, the sight of an aircraft meant rather more
to a trawler skipper than the possibility of being caught carrying out his business
where he ought not to be. The penalty then was harsher than a fine and confiscation of
catch, for the simple reason that any trawler would be assumed to be either a flakship
or a 'squealer', both veritable nasty pieces of work and deserving of attention. On this
raid, none was encountered on the sea track: the pukka trawler would have increased
the bird-strike risk, the flakship would have disrupted the formation to a considerable
degree, and perhaps worst of all, the 'squealer' would have correctly guessed the
intentions of the raid and alerted the defences in Rotterdam.

North Sea transit height was circa 50 feet. V6431 (WV:N) of No 18 Squadron, was
crewed by Sqn Ldr Don Smythe, Plt Off Tony Aldridge and Plt Off 'Junior' Welch.
Don Smythe took command of 18 Squadron after Tim Partridge was killed on 16th
July 1941 (via Mrs Diana Smythe)
Other areas where birds congregate in their search for food, as any bird-watcher will
tell you, are estuaries and mud-flats. At least one aircraft suffered a contretemps
during this stage of the raid. 'Warmy' Warmington, an observer on 226 Squadron,
recalls: 'What I do remember, and it's strange how these things happen, the number of
sea birds flying out in droves, as we went in over Holland, very low. And Bryn Evans,
who was a great friend of mine - we joined up together, Brynmor Granville Evans was flying here with 'Daddy' Kercher, as we called him. We don't know how it
happened, but because there was such a mass of birds - it was pretty hairy, you know a seagull, or some bird or other, smashed through the Perspex and hit him on the side
of the face. And he had one big swollen face and black eye: it was incredible.' It is
interesting to note that the aircraft was back on operations well before Bryn Evans!
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Depicted here is a realistic and comfortable loose formation for the low-level sea
transit - certainly not the stepped-down line-astern mentioned by one Blenheim
observer! This looks like V6437 (WV:C) which was flown by Sgt Matt Dunham of 18
Squadron, on the Rotterdam raid of 16th July 1941. If V6339 (WV:C), this aircraft hit
the surface of the sea moments later, on an anti-squealer patrol off Texel on 16th
September 1941, killing all the crew (via Tom Jefferson)
Robbie continues the story: 'Landfall on the Dutch coast was near the western end of
Overflakkee island (south of Voorne-Putten) at about 1644 hours.

The distinctive tower at Brielle, on Voorne-Putten, viewed just after the Blenheims
coasted in. Note the 'astonishing flatness' of the Dutch countryside ( National
Archives AIR 37/47)
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We continued on course, passing Hellevoetsluis and the canal running up to
Rotterdam. I am quite certain of this because I had some discussion with Tom
Webster as to our exact position and whether we should continue on course for seven
or nine minutes after crossing the coast. Wg Cdr Webster started climbing to about
200 feet and turning to the north very soon after this (which was 7½ minutes after
crossing the coast and near Numansdorp). The climb was initiated to get a better view
of the target area and enable the attack to be made in a slight dive at about 220-240
mph. [More importantly, perhaps, the extra height may well have saved half the
formation from splashing into the Haringvliet!]. Almost immediately we saw the
docks and built-up area of Rotterdam some miles ahead.'
As stated, the transit down the Haringvliet saw the formation change from boxes of
six in vic into boxes of six in echelon port, prior to the turn near Numansdorp. Gilbert
Lowes, an observer on 21 Squadron, quite happy with the way that the navigation was
going, found time to indulge himself in less warlike pursuits. 'I'm pretty certain,' he
recalls, 'that it was on the tip of this island [Overflakkee]. Somewhere here, about one
of these little places, there were a lot of girls swimming. They were in swimsuits, and
one of them was sort of drying her arms, and that, and she more or less dropped her
towel, and gave a wave to us, and one of them waved to us with her towel. Very
friendly country, as far as the locals were concerned.'
In fact, the most likely place that the girls were seen would have been on the beach
at Hellevoetsluis. (After I wrote this, I was surprised and delighted to discover that
Hellevoetsluis Way forms part of the Torbay By Pass, a few yards from where I was
born!). The coast, which bristled with gun emplacements and barbed wire, was
usually verboten to the general public.
One of the photographs taken on the raid shows the distinctive church tower of
Brielle (on Voorne-Putten) in the distance, again proving that some crews were
relaxed enough to take pretty pictures for posterity.
Bob Carey, a WOp/AG on 226 Squadron, also remembers this part of the raid: 'I
vividly recollect entering the Haringvliet as a diversionary tactic, our wing-tip about
on the level of the north bank, and Dutch women wheeling prams waving to us,
practically face to face!'
The feint completed, it was now time to reveal the raid's true objective and turn
towards Rotterdam itself.
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Chapter 5

The Attack
Having covered all the problems that the pilots had to face in the final turn, the
question of the exact attack heading must be established. Robbie Robertson, leading
the first wave, and, indeed, the entire raid, remembers that the intention was to
approach from the southeast and thereby create the impression that the bombers were
friendly. By doing so, valuable time may have been bought, with most beneficial
effects on the integrity of the Blenheim formation.
But even the best-laid plans... Here was the classic case of pilot versus navigator,
both experts in their own field: in fact, a very evenly matched contest. The final
responsibility, however, would always rest with the pilot, who, in those days, was
invariably the captain of the aircraft - not like the dreadful situation nowadays when
any crew member with the right number of leadership points may qualify for that
position.
So, on Tom Webster's shoulders rested the ultimate responsibility for not only his
own aircraft but the entire formation. There is no doubt that he won the 'seven or nine
minutes?' discussion and turned rather earlier than Robbie would have liked.
Realising this, after spotting Numansdorp, Robbie suggested a north-easterly course
for three minutes before turning north-westwards for the target. Photographic
evidence suggests that the final attack heading was slightly east of due north, so what
happened? I think the answer lies in Robbie's statement that almost immediately after
climbing in the left turn 'we saw the docks and built-up area of Rotterdam some miles
ahead.' It would appear most likely that Wg Cdr Webster simply pointed his aircraft at
the target - classic low-level navigation technique - and no doubt much relieved by the
early visual acquisition.
The final attack heading of the second wave is even more intriguing. Again, on
photographic evidence, Wg Cdr Partridge is maintaining a course well to the east of
north, of about 030º (True), so what may have been his reasons for deviating from the
plan? I suggest that we look no further than the following two possibilities. Firstly,
mindful of the fact that the first wave would seriously affect the element of surprise
for his crews, Tim would have wished to reduce the distance between the two
formations and probably cut the corner well before Numansdorp. Secondly, on seeing
the bomb bursts of the preceding wave, and recognising the huge dock of Waalhaven,
Tim would have attempted to the best of his ability to cover the docks as far to the
east as the Willemsbrug bridge, as he himself would have briefed back at Horsham St
Faith. It was his great misfortune that the New Waterway to the east of Waalhaven
was bristling with flakships manned by alert gunners, and that this change of direction
would result in the loss of his life: sadly, one of the many 'ifs' that occur in wartime.
Just after the final turn onto the attack heading, Tom Webster made his R/T call to
'come up into line and pick individual targets.' Robbie recalls that Tom's matter-offact voice had a calming effect on the rest of the formation. On the executive
command, the first wave spread out to loose vic in echelon port, or an approximation
of such. One thing is for certain: as luck would have it, the spread-out to the left was
just far enough to cover the massive dry dock of Wilton Fijenoord, wherein lay the
first prize - the 17,001-ton liner Baloeran. This piece of hot gen was not known to the
formation, as the Germans had only just moved the liner for 'safety' reasons from her
previous long-term berth at Lloyd Kade, just across the river to the north of
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Waalhaven. The photograph of 21 Squadron aircraft overflying Nieuw Beijerland, a
few miles to the south of Waalhaven, shows how well spread out the first wave were;
not for them the reduced manoeuvrability experienced by the following 18 crews.

No 21 Squadron Blenheims in loose formation (V5595, YH:P nearest, crewed by Sgts
Kemp, Goold and Soal) passing Nieuw Beijerland on the run-in of the First Wave to
attack Rotterdam docks on 16th July 1941. Two days later, this crew in the same
aircraft was shot down by a flakship off Gravelines during 'Channel Stop', and
survived their ditching to become POWs for the duration ( IWM, C. 1953)
The cramping of style in the second wave appears to have been caused by the failure
of the 105 Squadron box to move far enough to the left to allow the 139 Squadron box
to spread out. This orange pip effect caused the virtual disintegration of the six
Blenheims led by Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith. As already related, Plt Off Tony Powner, a
pilot on 18 Squadron but on special guest appearance with 139 Squadron, found that
he had nowhere in which to spread out and consequently had to proceed to the far left
of the formation. Canadian Sgt George Menish, of 139 Squadron, not wishing to
savour the blast effects of the preceding aircrafts' bombs (or did he shrewdly assess
the devastating effect the flak was having on three of these aircraft?) zoomed smartly
up to 1,700 feet. If the bombing reports can be relied upon on this occasion, Sgt John
Gibbs of 139 Squadron joined Tony Powner on the far left of the wave, and Sgt John
Stewart Wood of 18 Squadron (also on special guest appearance with 139 Squadron)
went to the far right. This left Sgt Bob Hatton of 139 Squadron just enough room to
ease to the left and bomb the eastern edge of Waalhaven. Meanwhile, the leader of the
original 139 Squadron box, Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith, maintained heading straight into
the jaws of the waiting flakship.
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The wreckage of V5595 (YH:P) of 21 Squadron. Sgts Kemp, Goold and Soal did well
to survive this crash off Gravelines on 18th July 1941, just two days after the
Rotterdam raid (Via Kelvin Youngs, Aircrew Remembered)

Senior officers of the Chilean Armed Forces conversing with two of the 'Rotterdam'
aircrew at RAF Watton on 4th July 1941. I think that they may be Sgts Goold and
Soal ( International Center of Photography/Magnum Photos)
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Tony Powner's excursion to the far left of the second wave remains vivid in his
memory: 'I was on the left-hand edge, and I was squeezed into this bridge, very, very
close. I can see it as clear as a bell: it was like a miniature Forth bridge - a sort of steel
superstructure, and probably a swing bridge. I remember that we came over the
buildings, and then, bingo! There was the river, a fairly straight piece of river and
relatively narrow, and then there was this sort of bridge across, and all hell let loose! I
remember that the bridge was big enough to have a gun turret, or gun emplacement on
it; and I saw the gunner - he seemed as near as that ruddy dustbin - he swung round to
have a go at us, and Freddie [Daniels, the WOp/AG] had a go, but whether we got
him or not, I don't know. It all happened very quickly.'
I am reasonably certain that, after reconstructing Tony's attack heading, the bridge
that he encountered was the road bridge over the Oude Maas at Spijkenisse. My good
friend and Dutch contact Wim Knop kindly did some research, and sent me this
sketch of the old bridge at Spijkenisse, the present one having been rebuilt since the
war:

Fairly conclusive evidence I would say. There is one of a very similar design
spanning the River Tees at Middlesbrough, which was designed by Mott Hay &
Anderson, and built by Dorman Long.
Before covering the attack itself, I would like to pay tribute to the considerable
impact that the Dutch welcome had on the morale of the aircrew, whose adrenalin
level after coasting in needs no elaboration. The gentle countryside could not disguise
the fact that the flak and balloon barrage had yet to be encountered. The welcome, in
fact, lost none of its warmth even amongst the civilian dock-workers who experienced
the full effect of the hail of bombs cascading down on their heads. Crews reported
civilian workers in dungarees, and peasants all waving to them excitedly: some
throwing their hats up into the air, others holding their thumbs up and waving from
balconies, both before and after the bombing runs.
Gilbert Lowes, the relaxed 21 Squadron observer, continued to indulge himself after
his pleasant encounter with the bathing girls, and captured some evocative
photographs. 'But coming along', he recalls, 'I took a photograph across the chart
table, looking into a Dutch home, with people on the balcony waving. I remember
those girls waving, quite definitely, and that one was particularly pretty. And I took
another one, going more downwards, of a duck pond and a man on a bicycle looking
up at the aircraft. I do remember him so clearly, but I couldn't quite see the whites of
his eyes! They were all looking out and waving, and terribly excited that we were
there.'
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Questioned as to how he managed to see this at some 230 mph, Gilbert replied:
'Well, I thought there wasn't much to do at that moment, so why not take some
photographs? At least two of my photographs were published, but I'm not sure about
the third.'

'I took a photograph across the chart table, looking into a Dutch home, with people
on the balcony waving. I remember those girls waving, quite definitely, and that one
was particularly pretty!' (Gilbert Lowes, 21 Sqn) ( National Archives AIR 37/47)
Bob Bennett, a WOp/AG on 139 Squadron, adds a touch of aestheticism in his
tribute to the Dutch: 'The first thing I noticed a short time after crossing the Dutch
coast was the mass of colour unfolding below us. The tulips were in bloom and the
large beds, interspersed with small canals and the odd windmill made a magnificent
picture. Then Dutch workers tending the crops stopped work when they heard the roar
of our engines and, recognising the RAF aircraft markings, gave us a friendly wave.'
Reports from crews that harvesting was in progress, and that plenty of horses and
cattle were seen, indicate that the Nazi grip had not yet totally choked this delightful
country, and that the 'Hunger Winter' of 1944/45 was still some way off.
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'And I took another one, going more downwards, of a duck pond and a man on a
bicycle looking up at the aircraft. I remember him so clearly, but I couldn't quite see
the whites of his eyes!' (Gilbert Lowes, 21 Sqn) ( IWM, C. 1954)
Perhaps the best-known recollection of that part of the Rotterdam raid from coasting
in to the commencement of the bombing is the one which was broadcast to the British
people and recorded in the HMSO pamphlet We Speak From The Air (HMSO, 1942).
under the highly-appropriate title Mast High Over Rotterdam. The originator, Plt Off
John Welch - a WOp/AG on 18 Squadron - beautifully encapsulates the flavour of the
day with the following extract:
'The first I saw of Rotterdam was a sky-line of high cranes over the docks. Climbing
as high as the cranes were fat columns of black smoke to mark the shipping that had
already been successfully bombed. I was in the second formation of Blenheims to
attack.
I had watched the leading squadron cross the Dutch coast only a few feet above the
sandy beaches, where people waved us on, and I wondered if they had noticed the
RAF unconsciously giving the 'V' for Victory sign as we flew over in vic formation.
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There was the astonishing flatness that I had expected and only occasionally could I
feel the aircraft lifted up to miss windmills, farmhouses and villages; but most of all I
was delighted to see that the country Dutchmen really do wear baggy trousers and
vivid blue shirts. Cows galloped nervously about as we came hedge-hopping over the
fields. Nearly everyone we saw gave us some kind of cheery gesture: but one man,
evidently alarmed, was crouching against a telegraph pole.'
I doubt, somehow, that the significance of the individual vics made any impact; but
even those scoring low marks in aircraft recognition could not have failed to notice
the distinctive RAF roundels as the Blenheims swept past them.

'Nearly everyone we saw gave us some kind of cheery gesture.' Dutch civilians waving
to the crew of a Blenheim as it flies over one of the many polder dykes vital to this
area of the Netherlands. ( National Archives AIR 37/47)
Other pre-attack recollections were not so pleasant. A column of German troops was
seen on the march on the island of Overflakkee: the temptation to reduce the overall
complement of the Wehrmacht was sensibly resisted on this occasion due to higher
priorities such as avoidance of collisions during changes of formation. Concentrated
small-arms fire can easily bring an aircraft down, but, luckily on this occasion, the
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element of surprise caught the Germans flatfooted. The Luftwaffe was similarly
caught unawares, as reflected by the official records. The Bomber Command ORB
states: 'No less than 12 Me.110s were seen taking off from Waalhaven airfield, but
they were too late off the mark...' The Bomber Command Intelligence Summary
records: 'Two Me.109s heading west over the island of Overflakkee, a Ju.88 with
black undersides flying south-west over Rotterdam and flashing white dashes with his
Aldis lamp, and, north of The Hague, a single-engined aircraft heading south.' The
Summary records the activity at Waalhaven airfield (immediately to the south of the
great dock) as: 'An He.114 on the ground with engines running, and a Dornier Do.17
on the ground, with another flying fast. The 12 to 15 twin-engined aircraft observed
taking off were not seen again.'
Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith recalls: 'I remember very well the run-up to Rotterdam
docks, a bright sunny, windy day with occasional people waving at us, and an Me.109
on some satellite airfield taxiing out for take-off, a rather unpleasant sight.' When I
interviewed Bill Smith in June 1982, he also recalled that strange juxtaposition of
normality and war, when he saw a young couple lying in the grass, and rather envied
them!
And Bob Carey recalls: 'I distinctly remember a solitary Ju.88, on a reciprocal
course and same altitude flying completely through our formation, on the port side.
We could not fire for obvious reasons and I detected no fire from him. If we were
surprised by this incident, the Ju.88 crew must have been astounded!'
In his book 2 GROUP R.A.F.: A Complete History 1936-1945 (Faber and Faber Ltd,
1974), Mike Bowyer records the close encounter with the Luftwaffe experienced by
Flt Lt Shaw Kennedy, a pilot on 226 Squadron. Shaw recalls that: '...en route we flew
under a Do.17 Flying Pencil. I was tempted to pull up and have a squirt - I'll swear he
never even saw us!'
Warmy Warmington, an observer on 226 Squadron, did not have to delve too deeply
into his memory bank for the following anecdote: 'What I do remember is that we
flew over an aerodrome: you know, you couldn't avoid the things, going low-level.
You were going like dingbats and as we were going over it, we almost collided with
an aircraft taking off: a biggish aircraft - I can't remember what it was - I think it was
a Dornier or something like that.'
Enough activity, it would seem, to make the crews grateful for the strong fighter
escort which was hovering nearby, waiting to assist them should the need arise. Sqn
Ldr George Goode DFC, a veteran pilot on 105 Squadron, concisely recalls his
contribution to the day: 'My particular task on this raid was to lead the fighters from
Coltishall to a point three miles from the mouth of the river which leads to Rotterdam
docks. Here the fighters orbited sea markers and smoke as they waited the arrival
from the target of the Blenheim bombers.'
The composition of the 15-strong fighter escort is a splendid example of that longestablished principle, RHIP (Rank Hath Its Privileges). The more-effective, cannonequipped Hurricane IICs all went to the officers, while the lesser-effective machinegun equipped Hurricane IIBs were allocated to the sergeants, except in the case of Plt
Off Henman, whose reason for drawing the short straw was not recorded in the 257
Squadron ORB (perhaps he had failed to pay his Mess Bill by the 10th of the
month?).
Frank Harbord, who was George Goode's observer, adds the following details to his
pilot's account: 'We flew to Coltishall and landed there', he recalls. 'We did have a
discussion of flight plans etc. with the fighter pilots. They were interested in knowing
where the sea marker would be, as if they failed to see the returning Blenheims, they
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would have to find their own way back to Coltishall. It was agreed we would cross the
coast at a certain point (I can't now remember it). We would check the wind between
Coltishall and the coast, and from crossing the coast onwards we would not change
course, and that was what we did. I can't remember any times: it must have been
during the afternoon we took off [1615 hours]; the Hurricanes came up and we set off.
At the appropriate spot, we dropped the sea markers: we dropped two aluminium
powder sea markers (not smoke). As soon as we dropped the sea markers, we made
one complete circuit around them, as had been agreed, and we set off back to
Coltishall and landed there. We saw no enemy fighters. We did suffer some anxiety
while waiting for the Hurricanes to come back. After a while, they came back and
landed, and from them we learned that all had gone OK as far as they were concerned.
They were satisfied with the arrangements. After we had made our circuit over the sea
markers and come away, they made another one or two circuits, and had then seen a
wave of Blenheims heading back to England and passing about a mile north of the sea
markers. The Hurricanes then escorted the Blenheims back to England and returned to
Coltishall. After the Hurricanes landed at Coltishall and we learned their interception
had gone well, tension was relaxed. To improve their marksmanship, the fighter pilots
had a clay pigeon shooting site at Coltishall, and after the tension was released, they
invited us to try our hands at it; which we did, and returned to Swanton Morley in the
evening.'
The 257 Squadron ORB is even more succinct than Sqn Ldr Goode. The whole
effort is summed up with the following words: 'The squadron escorted home
Blenheim bombers which had raided Rotterdam in the afternoon - there was no action
as far as the squadron was concerned.'
We must now return to the raison d'être of the raid, namely the bombing of ships
moored in the assorted docks of Rotterdam. The anti-shipping campaign had already
been in operation for several months, and 2 Group had formed well-established
techniques for achieving maximum destruction from their minute bombs. The load on
this raid was 4 x 250lb SAPs and 4 x 25lb incendiaries; in order to achieve any
significant effect on the shipping, it was desirable that most, if not all, these bombs
should hit their targets. Medium-level bombing was normally in the hands of the
observer who, by suitable permutations on the 'Mickey Mouse' selector and a keen
eye through the prone-positioned bombsight, could expect to achieve some damage on
a reasonably large ground target. At low-level, against a relatively small target such as
a ship, it was up to the pilot to put the bombs in the right place. Though individual
bombs could be dropped, most pilots opted for a near-simultaneous release of all four.
Arthur Asker, an observer on 226 Squadron, explains his crew's technique: 'Operation
of "Mickey Mouse" bomb release - both pilot and observer did it, in case one did not
work, especially as the flak started to come at you! Both hands on the trigger rather
than neither: that was our crew's policy, anyway. You could set a time delay on the
"Mickey Mouse" - there was a handle with a selection of contacts: we set about one
tenth of a second to ensure that the ship was straddled. Or you could have a time
device of about one second, operated by a clutch. You could let it go as you were
approaching the side of the ship, or, if you were dead level and no mast, you could let
it go and bounce it on in a ricochet. I think we bombed more or less level. We were
skipping round over gantries and things: we weren't really down on the docks - had to
watch out for the big cranes.'
The excursion of pilots into the field of responsibility normally reserved for other
crew members was not without its hazards. Jack Onions remembers getting too
excited about the bomb-release button on the control column, with the net result that
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he cut his finger on the guard! It literally gushed with blood, and as the other crew
members had noticed the incident, he felt obliged to report to the MO, expecting him
to say that he'd soon have it patched up with a suitable application of sticking plaster.
Not so. Instead, the MO put more bandages round his hand and placed his whole arm
in a sling. Jack was given 48 hours off and remembered that he slept for most of
them! Over 41 years later, Jack still had that scar on his finger.
Questioned as to whether it was better to bounce the bombs off the water and into
the side of the ship, or aim to put them straight into the ship, Gilbert Lowes replied:
'Well, you could do either. It was better to be premature rather than late. The chances
were that they would bounce and go in through the thinner plating just above the
water line - that was a good shot: you usually got the engine room then. Or, if they
were a little bit later, and they didn't have time to bounce, they were more or less on
the water line, or just below, and that was a good shot.'
Tony Aldridge added the following comments on the technique of bombing: 'The
idea was to try to be below mast level, and drop the bombs so that they'd not have
time in their parabola to go nose down; and with the 11-second delay, of course, they
stuffed into the side of the boat. 4 x 250lb SAP, tail-fused: we'd got nose and tail
fusing which you had to select. The nose was instantaneous - always - so any delay, it
had to be tail-fused. By the way, we didn't use the sight: we used common sense about
when to drop the bombs. We tried all sorts of different gadgets for low-level bombing,
but the best thing was the human computer.
The Blenheim bomb-doors were not conventionally operated by hydraulic pressure
(perhaps a good thing considering the vulnerability of the hydraulic system) but were
held closed by rubber bungees or rubber bands. The bombs made a terrible noise as
they went, as they crashed through the doors. And not only that, of course, the doors
would crash back on these very strong bungees. The bombs dropped out and the doors
went "thwang"! Just as if you had been hit. Releasing the bombs helped, because
taking 1,000 pounds off the weight, which was more or less at maximum load, the
next thing was the pilot had to yank the stick back to clear the masts. As soon as you
were over the top, then you had to push the stick hard forward. Now this created a
phenomenon that you had to get used to. In this jump, which had a hell of a lot of
positive 'g' to start with (I was on my belly, in the prone position in the nose, nasty
place!), the next thing is the stick being pushed forward again, which, of course, put
everybody into space. And this was a difficulty: you'd go up into the air and float. But
there was a deadly silence in the midst of all this holocaust [Tony had passed through
the highest flak concentration in Rotterdam] because the engines always stopped due
to fuel starvation to the carburettor under negative 'g'. There was a ghastly silence:
everything stopped in time. You were suspended in space, not only physically as a
spaceman but with the dead engines as well, and you seemed to hover, while all hell
was let loose: all this tracer, and though it seemed a long time, it was only seconds,
and the engines would roar back into life, and you were away.'
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Waalhaven aerodrome and the largest dock in Rotterdam, taken a few weeks before
the German invasion in 1940 (KLM)
As mentioned earlier, Wg Cdr Webster's technique was to climb slightly, before the
target, and release his bombs in a shallow dive at 220-240 mph.
Now that the mechanics of formation flying, low flying and bombing techniques
have been covered, it should be easier to identify with the Blenheim crews as they
bore down on the vast docks at Rotterdam. The moment of truth had arrived.
For the first wave, which was well spread out, it was just a question of selecting a
nice fat target without having to swerve too much and maybe hit a neighbour. It
would not have gone unnoticed that the expected balloon barrage failed to materialise.
The only problems that remained were those of dodging the flak, avoidance of
crashing into cranes and other dock-related obstructions, and an understandable desire
that a good target would appear on the nose and receive four direct hits to make it all
worthwhile. How disappointing it would be to not be in a position to make a
successful attack and have to carry one's bombs back to base.
At approximately 1655 hours (British Double Summer Time), as Wg Cdr Webster
led his wave of 17 Blenheims across the vast expanse of Waalhaven dock, the crew of
flakship Vp 1107 were no doubt making the most of the fine weather whilst
performing the routine task of manoeuvring their ship in and out of the degaussing
apparatus on Pier 8. They were about to receive a nasty shock. As always, the first
reaction must have been disbelief, followed a microsecond or two later by an
overpowering urge to do something about it. Tragically for my cousin and his crew,
the flakship's reactions were swift and effective, and the first casualty of the raid
plunged into Waalhaven.
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Waalhaven at 1655 hrs on 16th July 1941
In my quest to discover the exact circumstances of my cousin's death and in the
hope that the information so gleaned might throw some light on his strange
disappearance, I eagerly sought out eye-witness accounts of the crash.
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The first report came from Hans Onderwater, a Dutch schoolteacher, who had been
busy researching various Allied raids on Rotterdam and had just completed his book
En Toen Was Het Stil (And Then It Was Silent) when I met him for the first time in
September 1981. The meeting took place in the house of Ray Aveyard, who was the
chairman of No 600 (City of London) Squadron Association. Hans had been made an
honorary member of the squadron for his work in tracing the graves of the missing
crews shot down in their Blenheim fighters during the courageous low-level daylight
attack on Waalhaven airfield on 10th May 1940 - the day the Germans invaded the
Netherlands. Hans had managed to trace a Dutch policeman, who was on duty on 16th
July 1941, and had seen a Blenheim crash into Waalhaven. I remember as if it were
yesterday listening to Hans as he related the information passed on to him by the
policeman, a Mr Van Strien. My cousin's aircraft, he said, had run into a hail of flak
coming from a flakship, had caught fire, quickly becoming a firestorm; it had then hit
a crane, causing it to explode - presumably as the bombs detonated - with a yellow
flash, followed by black smoke, before plunging into the harbour and causing
fountains of water. No one, he said, had baled out.
This was, for me, an electrifying experience, listening to the first account of my
cousin's crash. Yes, it was hearsay, but it was a start, and since Mr Van Strien was
still alive, I eagerly awaited an opportunity to meet him. I therefore jumped at the
chance of accompanying Ray Aveyard and Association members on a nostalgic visit
to Rotterdam in November of that year, during which Hans would launch his book.
Regrettably, the opportunity to meet Mr Van Strien during this whistle-stop visit did
not present itself, and I returned home somewhat disappointed. Just three weeks later,
Hans wrote to me, informing me of the death of Mr Van Strien eight days after our
visit.
Reasoning that there must be other eye-witnesses of my cousin's crash, I felt that my
best hopes lay in trying to track down survivors of the raid, particularly if they had
been on Len's squadron - No 21. As the squadron ORB places Sgt Bevan, Plt Off
Slade and Sgt Mynott in trap 2, it would seem logical to assume that anybody on Wg
Cdr Webster's crew should be in a position to pass on some valuable information. Sqn
Ldr Charles Millett, Hon Sec of No 2 Group Officers' Association, kindly passed me
the address of one of his members - Sqn Ldr J.B. Robertson MBE DFM - whom he
knew had served on 21 Squadron. With no initials listed in the squadron ORB, I
tentatively wrote to Sqn Ldr Robertson enquiring if, perhaps, the lead observer on the
Rotterdam raid was a relative of his. His reply, on the last day of 1981, was more than
I dared hope for: 'Regarding the raid on Rotterdam on 16th July 1941, I was the
observer with Wg Cdr Webster, who led the formation in Blenheim V5580 on that
raid...'
Robbie's contribution to the reconstruction of the raid was second to none, but it
soon became apparent that Len was not nicely tucked into the number two position of
the leading vic (i.e. on Robbie's immediate right) as I would have assumed from the
batting order. He was somewhere else in the formation, and not so easy to observe. 'I
did see a Blenheim crash as you described', Robbie recalls, 'but at the time we did not
know which aircraft it was. It was some distance away, and at the time there was
some flak coming from the docks. Subsequent checking of time and casualties
confirmed that it was Sgt Bevan's aircraft.' Pumped for further information, Robbie
added: 'The explosion and crash seemed almost instantaneous. It was difficult for me
to see (Wg Cdr Webster had a better view). We were somewhat ahead and Wg Cdr
Webster turned slightly to the left to see how other aircraft were doing...'
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Robbie was quite certain that my cousin's aircraft was on his left-hand side and
further back, which all helped in the final assessment of positions during the attack.
But somewhere there must be a crew member who was closer to Len and had a
grandstand view of his crash.
In July 1983, I managed to trace another 21 Squadron survivor of the raid, Gilbert
Lowes, and eagerly awaited the opportunity to give him the third degree. It was an
excellent interview, but disappointing when it came to relating Len's last moments. 'I
didn't see your cousin crash', he regretted. 'I'd heard that somebody had seen Bevan's
machine hit the crane, and it went in and hit the mole [the stonework of a jetty], and
went straight into the drink. He apparently hit a crane first.' We were back to hearsay
again!
By April 1984, I had tracked down, without the help of the Mounted Police,
Canadian Bob Carey. Actually, I could be taken to task for this assertion, as the
person who kindly helped me - Sqn Ldr Frank Campbell-Rogers - was an ex-member
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police! Bob had been a WOp/AG on 226 Squadron,
and had been near enough to my cousin to be able to make the following contribution:
'As I crossed the dock [Waalhaven] and on our bombing run, aircraft appeared to be
milling around everywhere, and I remember briefly seeing one Blenheim in obvious
difficulty heading directly towards one of the cranes.' After that, unfortunately, Bob's
attention had been drawn to a flak installation. Then a month later, Bob added the
following: 'Although I said in my earlier letter that I had seen a Blenheim in obvious
difficulty, I refrained from mentioning it "hitting a crane" as I had only a brief and
horrific glimpse of the incident, and under the circumstances I thought it better
perhaps to mention it later, or to you personally when we eventually meet. We were
extremely pleased Rusty, to read that you are contemplating coming over for a while.
We have a lovely little chalet in the country some 15km from Montreux
[Switzerland]. If you want to do a spot of writing it's an ideal environment...' The
Swiss encounter took place in September of that year, and Bob, true to his word,
added a new dimension to his previous account: 'We were flying at about 150 feet', he
told me, 'and saw this Blenheim well below going sideways - sideslipping to the right
so obviously the left engine had been hit. This would have caused a lot of drag and
loss of power, resulting in yawing to the left and sideslipping to the right. It went right
into a crane - not a floating one, but a crane on the quay: a large one - and the right
wing was shaved off. I didn't exactly see the aircraft splash into the water, because at
that time, I became aware of being fired at by a gun emplacement on the land, in the
city, and started firing at it...'
Bob's grasp of aerodynamics helped paint a more lucid impression of the immense
difficulties that Eric Bevan, just 19 years of age, had to suddenly cope with. The more
I tried to reconstruct those vital moments, the sadder I became.
I had been most fortunate to assemble these various accounts of the crash, and did
not expect to be able to add anything to them. But I was wrong: my luck held, and by
the end of that year I had made contact with another 21 Squadron veteran, WOp/AG
Jim Marsden. This time it was the jackpot. Jim's pilot, Denis Graham-Hogg, had led
the second box of six in 21 Squadron, and Eric Bevan had been his number three in
the vic, i.e. a mere wing-span away. Taking Jim's account from the start of the
bombing run, it reads: 'As I looked forward, the dock installations appeared to get
larger, and large cranes stood out against the sky. I don't recall any anti-aircraft fire at
this stage, although I turned the turret to direct my machine-gun fire at a large ship's
superstructure which rose above the dockside. This ship, I think, was the Hamburg [I
came to a dead end trying to trace this one!]. Graham-Hogg took the aircraft up just
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enough to pass over a crane; as we lifted I stopped firing, turned the turret through
180º and immediately saw Sgt Bevan's aircraft with some four feet of his starboard
wing severed from the outer tip. Sgt Bevan's aircraft was just past the crane and a
little lower than ourselves. From my recollection, both propellers were functioning as
normal, although the port wing, that being the good one, rose up almost to the
vertical; the aircraft out of control veered off under our nose - in fact, almost hitting
us - plunging into the dock. At the time, I was of the opinion that the starboard wing
was severed by a crane cable, as was my pilot and observer. Anti-aircraft fire really
started as we crossed the dock. Personally I would rule out the 88mm shell as this
type of gun is unwieldy against low-flying aircraft.'
The commander of Vp 1107 should now be given the opportunity to state his case.
The following translation from an extract from the Rotterdam War Diaries is headed
Report By Vp 1107. It reads: 'On the 16/7/41, Patrol Boat 1107 was in Rotterdam, and
with the assistance of a tug, was carrying out a boom patrol in the Waalhaven through
the magnetic boom. When, at 1707 hours [unusual inaccuracy by German standards],
the boat, on a turning manoeuvre, was at the eastern end of the boom, a number of
low-flying aircraft were suddenly sighted in a south-westerly direction, and were
almost immediately recognised as Bristol Blenheims. Alarm! At this moment the
aircraft began to open up with machine-gun fire. 1107 immediately opened fire on the
first wave with 8.8cm and 28mm machine-gun C/34, and somewhat later also with the
two 2cm A/A guns 0/30, as, in accordance with instructions, their magazines had been
emptied in port to save the springs. After flying over the boom, one aircraft of the first
wave received a direct hit from the 8.8cm on 1107, and crashed immediately into the
harbour basin.'
Much later, in November 1990, I managed to trace Sqn Ldr Ben Nunn, who had
been a WOp/AG on 21 Squadron and had taken part in the raid. He added yet another
dimension to the circumstances of my cousin's crash. 'I remember the cable-cutters,'
Ben informed me. 'They would only take a certain width, and I can't remember what
the width of the cable was. I remember one of the aircraft on this particular raid hit
this cable, and there was a lorry on it: they were hoisting a lorry up on this cable. And
I'm not sure, because of the speed we went off, whether the cable was cut. I know the
aircraft swung round and it obviously went in.'
Two fresh thoughts: the size of the cable that the cutters on V6240 were unable to
slice through, and the rigidity afforded by the weight of the lorry. Once more, I started
to preface my thoughts with the word 'if''...
At a very late stage in the compilation of this book, I received yet another report of
my cousin's crash. It was included in a letter to me, received on 22nd September
2015, from Bob Hunter, son of Sqn Ldr R.E. Hunter DFM (WOp/AG to Wg Cdr
Webster, the leader of the raid). This recollection, extracted from the lead WOp/AG's
freehand notes to a Mr Bob Kirby, dated 8th March 1970, reads: 'As I recall it was a
particularly successful attack with a lot of damage and little or no opposition. The few
minutes we were actually running into the docks were a bit frightening and gave one a
feeling of claustrophobia. There appeared to be low flying Blenheims all over the
place with cranes and ship superstructure hemming one in on all sides. The only
casualty on our side that I recall is a very vivid picture of a Blenheim (our No 2
probably) even lower than ourselves, and we were at deck height, sliding in from
starboard and obviously with his sights on the same big ship tied up at a wharf as we
were going for. I estimated that he would be directly under us when he let go his
bombs and pulled up, and I badly wanted to yell "climb climb climb" to Webster but I
didn't - either too petrified or hesitating to spoil our bombing run at that late stage.
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Then to my astonishment and horror he just rolled on to his back and dropped into the
dock. To the best of my knowledge there was no firing going on and I have always
wondered whether at the last moment he glanced upwards, saw that he wouldn't be
able to climb before hitting the ship and tried for a screaming turn starboard and
somehow lost control. Anyway, it was all very quick for them.' The 21 Squadron
ORB places V6240 (my cousin's aircraft) below Wg Cdr Webster in the order of
battle, so for years I had assumed it had been No 2 to the Boss. Only after receiving
reports that YH:B was further back was I convinced that this was not correct. Today's
letter stirs things up again! However, I would ask readers to judge for themselves, and
then read the Epilogue, wherein, I believe, lies the correct answer to the exact
circumstances of the sad demise of my cousin and his crew.
I was to spend many long hours sifting through these reports of my cousin's crash in
an attempt to try and establish why no trace was ever found of his body, even though
the wreckage of YH:B and the bodies of the pilot and observer were later recovered
from the dock. But more of that quest later. In the meantime, we must return to the
progress of the first wave, as individual pilots selected worthy recipients for their 250pounders and incendiaries.
Facts and figures are best relegated to appendices, for the perusal of those stalwarts
who like the complete picture painted. This I have done as far as possible, but an
occasional lapse is necessary, and hopefully will not spoil what is intended to be an
impressionistic narrative.
Reconstruction of the bombing reports submitted by the crews of 21 Squadron was,
as has already been intimated, a daunting task. With no names attached to the reports
and no key to the dock numbers, it is difficult to allocate the credit for the more
spectacular successes. Wherever possible, with the odd clue and a following wind, I
have been able, with a fair degree of certainty, to attribute at least some reports. The
rest have, of necessity, to be placed in the hat under the overall description of 'team
effort', in the best traditions of the Royal Air Force.
Wg Cdr Webster, as formation leader, would have felt that the responsibility was his
to smash the largest recorded vessel in the docks: the MV Baloeran. His track would
have placed him in an ideal position to attack the liner moored at Lloyd Kade - had it
still been there! As soon as he realised that it had gone, Tom Webster must have felt
the pressure mounting to find another target quickly, before the docks went by
without his ever having touched the bomb-release button.
Fortunately for him, if not for the ship, he found one moored at a river quay on the
north-eastern mole of Waalhaven. The 5,000-ton merchant vessel received three direct
hits amidships and was claimed destroyed. The other bomb had undershot into what
the CIU later described as 'piles of light-coloured material, possibly road metal,
conspicuous on the north-eastern quayside of Waalhaven.' The bombing report stated
that the undershooting bomb had produced a 'white shower like flour or cement', and
emphasised that the three that had not missed had caused the eruption of large
columns of smoke. Robbie remembers seeing quite clearly several large oil storage
tanks or gas holders to the left of Waalhaven during the run-in, and described his
target as 'a normal M/V [Motor Vessel or Merchant Vessel] moored alongside a jetty
or pier.' Other than stating that Tom Webster was extremely adept at low-level
bombing, Robbie's memory could provide no further elucidation of the bombing
report. The same ship was also hammered by another 21 Squadron crew, who claimed
two direct hits amidships.
Reading the transcript of my interview with Gilbert Lowes, who was Plt Off Philip
Ashby's observer on 21 Squadron, I get the uncomfortable feeling that I pressed him
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rather hard to divulge all the information he could remember about the raid. Once I
managed to steer him, albeit reluctantly, away from his favourite recollection - the
pretty girls - then the gen really started to flow. I am grateful for his patience and
application to the task in hand, but, with an eye to posterity, I don't really regret my
relentless questioning. In part, it ran as follows:
(SELF) 'Do you remember anything about the ship you attacked?' (GILBERT) A
bloody great coaster, it looked like - a freighter, definitely.' (SELF) What sort of
tonnage was it?' (GILBERT) 'I really wasn't very clued up about the size of ships. I
seem to remember that we claimed it was a 6,000-tonner, and I never heard it
disputed. I think it was a bit more than a coaster, but I doubt if it went as far as the Far
East, somehow. It looked like it went round European ports. I would say from what I
know about ships now that it was a 5-6,000-tonner.' (SELF) Did you claim any hits or
damage?' (GILBERT) 'Well, we put our bombs right in it, and they couldn't have
missed, the way they went in. You know, they go down and bounce on the water, and
I reckon they all went in all right: I'm sure of that - absolutely positive.' (SELF) 'Was
the ship in Waalhaven, or in the river?' (GILBERT) 'I wouldn't like to take an oath on
that, but I think that it was lying against the jetty here [the southern part of
Waalhaven's north-eastern mole] and we were flying straight up...[I fumbled for the
photograph of the Knute Nelson at this point]. I never lived by the sea, so I didn't
know a great deal about ships. We had the usual recognition training and all the rest
of it. It wasn't exactly guesswork: they took us on exercises around Oban...[I now
showed him the photograph of the Knute Nelson]. Well, that's the sort of thing she
was: she had one funnel, definitely. It was a freighter, and if you told me that she went
round the Baltic and the Dutch ports, and down to France and the Mediterranean, I'd
say that that's what she was built for. Not very new - a bit old-fashioned.' (SELF)
'Was that the sort of colour you saw?' (GILBERT) 'Yes, I think so. You see this thing
and you say: "That's for us", and you're in and out before you know what's happened.
Even at the speeds we flew at, which, I suppose, are laughable to you today!... Now,
that was exactly the sort of ship it was - the Knute Nelson. Now, I can't say that that
was the ship: I don't remember the Norwegian flag, but then, she may not have been
flying it. No, I didn't see the name on the side.' (SELF) 'Or was it the one next to it?'
(GILBERT) 'It could have been that. Was the Knute Nelson in the place that I said we
attacked?' (SELF) 'Yes - exactly.' (GILBERT) 'I don't think it was that one [Knute
Nelson] - I think it was that one [to the immediate right of the Knute Nelson, with an
illegible name], as I don't remember it having a funny funnel like this. And it was a
big long mole, an I'm sure that there was room for two ships, end to end, nose to stern,
so to speak. And I'm more inclined to back this one. This is too modern a nonsense
here. It had a stack. It's that sort of thing - a rather slightly old-fashioned look about it.
It might have been a slightly higher superstructure than that [looking at a photograph
of the Merwede], but it was that sort of set-up of the ship that made me think that it
was something like 6,000 tons, and that it was probably not a world-wide freighter. If
you told me it was about 4,500 tons, I wouldn't be at all surprised!'
In fact, Gilbert's comments have all the hallmarks of the 'fourth aircraft' bombing
report in the squadron ORB, which claims three direct hits on a 4,000-tonner. As in
the case of Robbie's attack, the bomb that missed produced spectacular results, viz:
'The overshooting fourth bomb hit and set fire to a warehouse leaving a clear view of
the attacked ship as the aircraft proceeded northward!'
John Wotherspoon and his crew must have been bitterly disappointed when they
realised that the much-heralded balloon barrage was a figment of someone's
imagination and that the chance of testing out their new toys - the cable-cutters - was
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no longer a viable proposition. Until, that is, John spotted the inviting cable which
was dangling from a 70-ton crane... Sergeants Wotherspoon, Buchanan and Derrick
could find barely enough excitement and challenge from war - even from the
unhealthy environment of Blenheim daylight low-level operations against shipping.
They were forced to supplement their unquenchable thirst for danger by confronting
the law on each and every occasion that they were off duty and were constantly
having to be bailed out by their squadron superiors, who pleaded with the authorities
that these three were valuable contributors to Britain's war effort. But more of that in
the biographical section...
John Wotherspoon sliced through the mighty cable like a knife through butter,
sustaining only minor damage to his wing leading-edge. For good measure, he also
scored three direct hits on a 2,000-ton M/V, claiming it as destroyed, damaged a
wharf with his fourth bomb, and machine-gunned a factory.
Perhaps the most spectacular attack was the one executed by Canadian Plt Off Frank
Orme, which appeared in most of the contemporary accounts of the raid. It was
described thus: 'The captain of one bomber, a Canadian from Ottawa, found that the
best way to get to the Baloeran was by way of a path between a high wireless aerial
on the quayside and the liner's mast. 'I had to bank to port,' he said, 'to get between,
and then, while still at an angle of 45 degrees, we threw our bombs at the ship's side.
One at least hit the ship with a smack and from the stern white smoke rose to 200
feet.' An adjacent aircraft also claimed direct hits on the Baloeran.
It was understandable that, in the heat of the moment, the 10,547-ton cargo-liner
Oranjefontein, which was moored inside the large magnetic boom on Waalhaven's
Pier 8, should be mistaken for her larger cousin, the Baloeran. Several crews flashing
across Waalhaven were to fall into this trap.

The 10,547-ton Dutch cargo-liner 'Oranjefontein', docked in the larger degaussing
boom to the north of Waalhaven's Pier 8. Understandably, many crews mistook her
for her larger cousin, the 17,001-ton 'Baloeran' (renamed 'Strassburg' by the
Germans). Rotterdam 16th July 1941. ( National Archives AIR 37/47)
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The view across Pier 8 of Waalhaven dock, Rotterdam, from the southwest corner,
16th July 1941. Note the 'Oranjefontein' on the north side of the Pier, and the parallel
booms of the smaller degaussing apparatus to the south - recently vacated by flakship
'Vp 1107', which shot down my cousin ( National Archives AIR 37/47)
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'Now this one really worries me!' Less than mast height over the 10.547-ton cargoliner 'Oranjefontein' - possibly shot from the Blenheim flown by Plt Off Frank Orme
of 21 Sqn. Note flakship 'Vp 1107' middle right. ( National Archives AIR 37/47)

The first of four consecutive photos of Waalhaven, taken from the same aircraft,
showing results of bombing on 16th July 1941. Note the huge coaling crane on the
northeast mole, and smoke emanating from two of the victims of this raid - the Dutch
cargo-liner 'Oranjefontein' (top left) and the Danish collier 'Hafnia' (middle right).
( National Archives AIR 37/47)
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A few seconds later. As the aircraft passes over the northeast mole of Waalhaven (the
coaling quay), the WOp/AG who took this photograph might have noted the
following: 'Piles of light coloured material, possibly road metal', the heavy coaling
cranes, flakship 'Vp 1107' (middle left) and the 'Oranjefontein' (middle left of centre).
(Via AVM Sir Laurence Sinclair).
Other 21 Squadron crews claimed varying degrees of success against merchant
vessels ranging from 1,500 tons to 15,000 tons, and the infliction of much damage on
a range of quayside buildings, warehouses and factories.
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And a few seconds later... ( IWM, C. 1952)

And finally... The 11-second delay bombs dropped by this aircraft are probably just
exploding. 'Very difficult to make a claim... long way away... difficult to see which
bomb was which...' ( IWM, C. 1950)
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Wilton-Fijenoord from south of the New Waterway ( National Archives AIR 37/47)
Simultaneously, and nicely spread out on the left of the first wave, were the
remaining five Blenheims of the 226 Squadron box; two of these crews were in for a
surprise. Lurking in Number 4 Dry Dock at Wilton-Fijenoord was nothing less than
the 17,001-ton liner Baloeran - the real McCoy this time - but in such a strange livery
that no one identified her at the time.
As fate would have it, the honour of attacking the 'first prize' fell to the most
experienced pilot on the raid, Sgt Jack Onions DFM, a veteran of some 185
operational sorties. 'I had decided prior to take-off', Jack recalls, 'to do my own bomb
release rather than leave it to Warmy [Warmington, Jack's observer] to use the
Mickey Mouse release. The run-up to the selected target was ideal. We flew below the
level of the masts and dockside cranes, pulling up at the last minute while releasing
the bombs by the column button. However, the outcome was not so good. My airgunner in the past (Flt Sgt Morton) was supposed to take photographs but always
seemed to cock it up. This time we got a beauty as we flew over the top of a lovely
white ship displaying a RED CROSS! It was, it appears, in dry dock being prepared
for Hospital Ship duties - not my day!'
Jack remembers Warmy looking round at him in consternation, and he asked his
observer what he should do. Warmy simply replied: 'Forget it!' No such luck. Jack's
colleagues eagerly pounced on the incriminating photograph, the red cross standing
out well, had it enlarged and stuck it on the crewroom notice board. Jack came in for
some considerable leg-pulling!
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The first prize of the Rotterdam raid on 16th July 1941 - the Rotterdam-Lloyd liner
'Baloeran' (renamed 'Strassburg' by the Germans). Jack Onions, of 226 Sqn, the only
pilot who bombed this ship, did not see the red cross until after he had released his
bombs... His WOp/AG, Butch Morton, captured this incriminating evidence, which
resulted in Jack coming in for considerable stick from his colleagues! ( National
Archives AIR 37/47)
Warmy's recollection of the attack helps explain his pilot's uncharacteristic faux pas.
'Do you know', he told me, 'I can actually see it now. I can see us coming in over the
docks, and I can see the rear of that vessel, which we bombed, which I think was the
one with the red cross. But it was stern on, if I can remember correctly, so it was
impossible to see. I think we came in this way [correct], and it seemed to be in a dry
dock. Yes, I remember it well out of the water. We could only see the stern. It was
only when we went away... Is that the photograph taken by the air-gunner? [Correct].
It was end on, so it didn't present too big a target. I mean, one ought to have been
able to hit it, because low-level bombing is pretty accurate, and we used to get low. I
mean, we were high up there!'
The bombing report reflects a fair degree of confidence that some if not all of the
bombs had found their target, and the liner was claimed as damaged.
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The two docks hit by 226 Squadron - First Wave
Flt Lt Shaw Kennedy had the luck of the Irish, not unnaturally, having been born in
Northern Ireland. His successful sidestep is related in Mike Bowyer's 2 Group
R.A.F.: 'I saw a large ship ahead,' Shaw recalled, 'and at the last moment I saw that it
was a Red Cross ship. I avoided it and bombed a 7,000-ton ship alongside...'
Shaw's WOp/AG, Sgt Johnnie Brett, claims some of the credit for this: 'Don't go for
that one - it's a hospital ship!', he shouted at his pilot. 'So we pulled off to the left and
bombed a large freighter', Johnnie adds.
The bombing report claimed all their bombs as direct hits, and that the red-funnelled
vessel had been destroyed.
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The view across Nos 27 and 28 (graving) Docks, in the southwest corner of WiltonFijenoord, on the far left flank of the Rotterdam raid on 16th July 1941, as seen by a
Blenheim crew of 226 Sqn (First Wave). ( National Archives AIR 37/47)
Plt Off David Smith found himself in a rather unenviable position, having fallen
behind Shaw Kennedy and Jack Onions by a time slightly in excess of 11 seconds! He
barely had the time to attack two small M/Vs in Wilton-Fijenoord before the
preceding aircraft's bombs detonated, encouraging him to swing to port for safety.
Because of this, he had been unable to drop his last bomb, or be in a position to
observe the effectiveness of his other three.
Mr Jacob Aarnoudse, a retired manager of the Wilton-Fijenoord shipyard, has vivid
memories of the raid: he was on board a small trawler moored alongside No 4 Dry
Dock - the temporary home of the Baloeran - and received first-hand experience of
this, the first attack on the yard of the Second World War. The bomb pattern he
describes is more conveniently placed in the chapter dealing with the assessment of
damage during the raid.
Sqn Ldr 'Daddy' Kercher, leader of the 226 Squadron box, and Sgt 'Jock' Paton both
appear to have attacked smallish M/Vs in the adjacent dock to the east, namely
Wilhelminahaven. Sqn Ldr Kercher claimed the destruction of two merchant vessels
of 2-3,000 tons and Sgt Paton one of 1,800 tons. The description of the funnels of
these ships - black, with a single white stripe or ring - suggests a group of Swedish
vessels, and reflects credit on the crews for their professionalism in noticing such
recognition features amidst all the other distractions of the attack.
'Daddy' Kercher's WOp/AG, Sgt Bob Carey, fell prey to one such distraction, just
after he had seen my cousin's aircraft hit a crane. 'At this point', he recalls, 'there was
some light flak, and as we banked steeply to port [no doubt causing those on his left to
suddenly fan out even further westwards!] I fired a short burst at a mobile anti-aircraft
gun with a seated crew of two or three, located at a street intersection. Dutch civilians
were standing literally around the gun, waving, making further firing impossible.'
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Wilton-Fijenoord Dock in 1950, fully operational after extensive war damage. The
Holland-America Line's flagship, the 36,667-ton 'Nieuw Amsterdam', is seen moored
in the 46,000-ton Floating Dry Dock (in the top right of the picture), the position of
the 'Baloeran' on 16th July 1941. (KLM)
The first wave was through; by and large it had caught the enemy defences unawares with the sad exception of V6240 - and left in its wake a liberal scattering of calling
cards in the form of huge columns of black smoke. The second wave, some 1½
minutes behind, was about to encounter the full force of the highly efficient and now
fully alerted German flak defences of Rotterdam. More precisely, in addition to
having to run the gauntlet of the fixed defences, in which it was all too apparent that
any and every tower or high place in Rotterdam was adorned with a gun
emplacement, the second wave drew the short straw in the form of the moored
flakships. No less than 11 Vorpostenboots were moored between St Jobshaven (a
favourite haunt) and Westerkade, all of them brought to action stations by the sound
of gunfire coming from their colleagues on Vp 1107 in Waalhaven. In the parlance of
Westerns, the gunners were real mean and had itchy trigger fingers. The Vorposten
Flottille reports give some idea of the withering hail of flak that was sent up. Every
calibre of weapon on every boat seemed intent on a slice of the action and, naturally,
most of the patrol boats claimed the credit for the direct hits scored. It amazes me how
many of the Blenheim crews managed to survive this holocaust intact.
Bullets do not discriminate between personalities or, generally speaking, degrees of
professionalism of individual crews. The leader of the second wave, Wg Cdr Tim
Partridge, was not only an exceptional pilot but also an extremely popular squadron
commander. His crew, observer Sgt George Dvorjetz, and WOp/AG Flt Sgt John
Smith DFM made a formidable team. But as they commenced their bombing run over
the Maashaven dock, there remained precious few seconds before their young lives
would be snuffed out like candles.
As always, a reconstruction of a crash is not easy, particularly when there are
conflicting reports. Generally, I feel that more credence should be given to what the
courts would term 'expert witnesses', which in this case I have taken to mean the
aircrew who actually witnessed the crash.
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The question as to whether Tim had dropped his bombs before he was hit by flak is
an arguable one. Contemporary reports state that, of the four aircraft that were shot
down on the raid, two had completed their attacks successfully, scoring direct hits on
ships of 5,000 tons and 4,000 tons respectively. The 2 Group ORB, though strangely
not the 18 Squadron ORB, states that an aircraft that attacked the 5,800-ton Hermod
(actually 5,193 tons) crashed in the river north of Overschee and exploded. The
bombing report for Sqn Ldr Smythe, leader of the adjacent 18 Squadron vic, who also
attacked the Hermod, recorded a direct hit from another aircraft. However, Don
Smythe's observer, Tony Aldridge, was adamant that Tim Partridge had not bombed,
as he had been hit by flak before the dual attack on the Hermod.
The evidence is convincing that my cousin went down with his bombs, and that Sqn
Ldr Sydney Smith bombed successfully, so the question is one of deciding which of
the two remaining crews - Wg Cdr Partridge and Sgt Rost - carried out their attacks.
The Vorpostenboot reports add more confusion, by stating that the aircraft which
jettisoned its bombs in the park just to the north of Parkkade later crash-landed in the
centre of Rotterdam. One aircraft no doubt jettisoned its bombs, and one aircraft
crash-landed in the centre of Rotterdam (Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith), but they were not
the same Blenheims.
Plotting the attack track flown by Wg Cdr Partridge, by means of the photographs
taken by his Number Two, and extending it to the subsequent crash point, the
jettisoned bombs would have fallen some distance to the left of this track. As all the
returning crews from the second wave claimed successful attacks (and hence no
jettisoned bombs) then the odds are on Tim Partridge having completed his bombing
run successfully, in spite of the grievous situation he was then in.
The Squadron ORB states that the bullets were seen to enter V6267 just in front of
the turret, and that flames were seen inside the cockpit. It finally records that the
aircraft was seen to crash in a river and explode. The 'river' was the Noordsingel
canal, to the north of the centre of Rotterdam.
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The last moments of Wg Cdr Tim Partridge, in V6267 (WV:M), as he leads the Second
Wave during the attack on Rotterdam docks on 16th July 1941. The bomb bursts of
the First Wave are just visible on the horizon. This is the first in a series of shots by
Scotty Scotney, WOp/AG to Tom Jefferson, of his charismatic CO ( IWM, C. 1951)

Wg Cdr Tim Partridge again (via Mrs Mary Hurst)
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Wg Cdr Tim Partridge, penultimate photo of run-in (Mrs Mary Hurst)

Wg Cdr Tim Partridge, final photo of run-in, just passing the southeast corner of
Waalhaven (Mrs Mary Hurst)
The desperate last moments of Tim Partridge and his crew are tragic enough to
imagine. But the recollections of Tony Aldridge are bizarre, to say the least; and not
only from my point of view but also from that of Tim's widow, Mary.
'The last thing I noticed', Tony recalls, 'we were in a port turn, and I looked up, and
just on my right, quite close in, was this aircraft. And this character was smoking a
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cigar - it was strictly forbidden to smoke whilst flying, but we did, by the way. The
smell of fumes - well, we did, nevertheless. It must have been Tim Partridge - must
have been - it couldn't have been anyone else, and I know he was smoking. And I
suddenly took a second look, just as we were over the middle of Rotterdam; and there
was this terrific amount of flak - it was absolutely solid - and they seemed to be
getting more than we were. And what is glued in my memory is that he was calmly
looking dead ahead, and flying this thing, his head quite well back; and I suddenly
looked again and noticed that the whole aeroplane was a holocaust of flame. It was so
strange, because he'd got this cigar in his teeth, and he must certainly have realised
that the aircraft was just one cauldron of fire, and he was flying it as if nothing had
happened. He didn't seem to be blinking. And then, quite slowly, the aircraft banked
over to the left and went into quite a steep spiral dive. He went splat into the middle
of the town - I know it was in the middle of the built-up area - and there was a great
big explosion when he hit: a great big burst of flames and debris.'
Scotty Scotney, who was Jeff (Tom) Jefferson's WOp/AG, and in the Number Two
vic position on Tim Partridge's immediate right, wrote me the following letter prior to
our in-depth interview: 'Having left the target area, and whilst returning over the
Channel [southern North Sea], I clearly recall my observer, Ralph Millns, talking to
Jeff Jefferson and I remember the conversation coming as a shock to me. The
substance of it was that my observer had seen Tim Partridge's aircraft roll over and
crash into the bank of a canal - I remember vividly a remark that a red glow was
clearly visible in the belly of the machine as it turned over and hit the ground. No one
could have survived the crash. The loss of our C/O was a shock to me: I remember
him with affection as a tall, kindly, quiet, gentlemanly man. I certainly experienced a
sadness, a sense of loss, and the beginnings of fear for subsequent operations. Wg Cdr
Partridge's aircraft was the first of three aircraft to be shot down whilst flying in close
formation to us.'
Further controversy was added to the last moments of Wg Cdr Partridge and his
crew, when Hans Onderwater wrote the following letter to Tim's widow, Mary:
'Shortly after bombing the docks,' he wrote, 'the aircraft "WV:M for Mother" was hit
by ack-ack and started to pour smoke from the port engine. According to eyewitnesses, the pilot first tried to force-land his aircraft in a park with a large
playground. But when he noticed people rushing for cover, the pilot pulled up the
aircraft and tried to gain altitude again. Whilst doing this he had to fly sometimes
between roofs on one engine. When the aircraft was high enough to circle, the pilot
must have seen the "Noordsingel" canal. It is believed that he tried to land in the canal
since the aircraft was now burning. During his approach to the canal, the starboard
wing hit the roof of the courthouse and then crashed next to the canal on the lawn; the
plane exploded and immediately was a burning cloud. Some people tried to come
nearer but due to the immense heat this was impossible. It is believed that the whole
crew died instantly when the plane exploded. The people I talked with are 100% sure
that the crew sacrificed itself to save civilians from being hit by the aircraft. For this
reason the first monument and later the stone one were erected by the people who
lived in that part of Rotterdam. They celebrate their war dead every year on 4th May
at the site of the memorial. I think Mary that you - and the relatives of the other two
men - can be proud of Tim and his companions. They saved many people by
sacrificing themselves.'
At a very late stage in my research, I was lucky enough to interview the pilot of the
Blenheim flying in the Number Two position to Tim Partridge. Tom 'Jeff' Jefferson
was well placed to observe exactly what happened to his CO. I took the opportunity of
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pumping him on several occasions for his Rotterdam memories, particularly Tim's
crash, so this version may vary slightly to that recorded under Tom's biography: 'I
could see the flak going straight into the aircraft, and then it seemed to catch fire
inside; and there was a great stream of fire and sparks, starting from the front and
going back inside the aircraft, and enveloping poor old Dvorjetz [Tim's observer]: I
could see him struggling in there.' At this point, Tom veered to the right, to attack his
ship in 'Dock 28' - Westerkade. He then regained formation on his CO, shortly before
Tim crashed. Tom continues: 'Suddenly Tim Partridge started to turn over to the left
and go down. As he passed underneath me, I gradually drew ahead, and didn't actually
see him go in.'
I was interested in any clarification of the 'cigar incident'. Tom has this to offer: 'No,
I don't remember anyone sitting up smoking a cigar, but there's something about this
that rings a bell. I wouldn't put it beyond Dvorjetz - he was that sort of chap - he
could well have done it.'

All that was left of V6267 (WV:M), and Wg Cdr Tim Partridge, Sgt George Dvorjetz
and Flt Sgt John Smith after their crash on the bank of the Noordsingel canal on 16th
July 1941 (Rotterdam Archives)
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Another photo of the sad crash scene of Wg Cdr Tim Partridge and his crew
(Rotterdam Archives)
Such is the stuff of memory. When all is said and done, it is gratifying to record the
existence of a memorial dedicated to the courage that Tim Partridge showed on this
and other occasions, and indeed to all, including my cousin, who died in the liberation
of the Netherlands. But more of the aftermath later, while we return to the progress of
the remainder of the second wave.
Australian Sgt Ronald Rost, with his crew of Sgt John Hughes (observer) and Sgt
Stanley Winter (WOp/AG), was most probably flying to the left of Wg Cdr Partridge.
The withering hail of flak from one or all of the Vorpostenboots found its mark on his
aircraft as well. By the previously mentioned process of elimination, he must have
been flying the aircraft which jettisoned its bombs in the park north of Parkkade. He
was obviously now in dire straits, but tenaciously managed to get as far as Ypenburg
before crash landing. The 18 Squadron ORB succinctly records the demise of Z7496
(WV:W) as follows: 'Seen by Sgt Dunham to crash in flames east of Ypenburg.
Reason for crash unknown.' The crew were taken to the Bronovo hospital in The
Hague where they all died from their injuries later that day. They lie buried in
Westduin Cemetery, near The Hague.
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The Right Wing of the Second Wave on 16th July 1941
On the extreme right of the formation, and on Tim Partridge's immediate right, Tom
Jefferson lined up on his target - a ship on the north side of the New Waterway. For
reasons of continuity and clarity, I need to include Tom's recollections here, as well as
in his biography later! I hope I may be excused a certain amount of duplication! Fiftytwo years after the Rotterdam raid, Tom's memory was still vivid: 'I remember being
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Number Two to Tim Partridge, and had to keep in formation on him, so that half my
attention was focussed on that and the other half was spent looking at the harbour, any
flak concentrations, and so on. And then I saw my ship, moored on the far side of the
river; so I went down to bomb that, right in close; and as I came over the top of it, my
impression - which I'm sure is still, right - was of an area around the docks which had
been bombed [by the Germans in May 1940].' This ties in well with the estimated
location of 'Dock 28'. However, the ORB records hits on a 2,000-tonner, while Tom's
observer, Ralph Millns, claimed a 4,000-tonner. Tom explains: 'I couldn't swear to the
size of the boat, but I know I hit it and I could see smoke coming up. If Ralph said
"4,000" - I'll tell you what: that's more likely right!'

The view of a WOp/AG on the Second wave, looking across the New Waterway to
Katendrecht Haven I & II and Maashaven. Note the Tail-end Charlie threading his
way through the bomb bursts. ( IWM, C. 2095)
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Bomb bursts on Katendrecht Haven I & II. On the horizon, the eastern edge of
Waalhaven. Rotterdam 16th July 1941. ( National Archives AIR 37/47)

The view from the turret of Z7489 (WV:T), as captured by WOp/AG, Scotty Scotney,
18 Sqn, flying in the No 2 position to Wg Cdr Tim Partridge, leader of the Second
Wave. Note the bomb bursts on Katendrechthaven I & II. ( IWM, C. 1949)
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Scotty's view a few seconds later, as the aircraft passes over the edge of the area
flattened by the German bombardment of 14th May 1940. ( IWM, C. 1948)

Part of the area devastated by the German bombardment on 14th May 1940, as seen
by an aircraft on the right flank of the Second Wave. The tower to the west (top left) is
part of the City Hall, which escaped damage. Sydney Smith pancaked on similar
ground to the west of the City Hall. ( National Archives AIR 37/47)
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The same area a few seconds later. ( National Archives AIR 37/47)

A moment in time - just past 5 o'clock. A little north of the New Waterway, with the
City Hall (top left) and St. Laurens Church (top middle) clearly visible.
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The old Rotterdam Hofplein railway station in the northwest corner of the bombedout area. It seems to have escaped major damage as a result of the bombing by the
Germans on 14th May 1940.
Neither Tom nor his WOp/AG, Scotty Scotney (who was busy taking evocative
photos of the raid), were aware of any flak from the Vorpostenboots. However, the
coast was not yet clear. Tom continues: 'Coming down a street the other side of this
bombed-out area was a motor-cycle and side-car, with a machine-gun mounted on the
side-car. I remember thinking how comical it looked because the side-car was
mounted on the "wrong" side! Anyway, they started pooping off at me, so I dived
down at them and gave them a squirt with my Browning.
We whipped over them and then flew up a big wide street; and I remember seeing
what looked like a bank building on my left, which had a dome at the top; on top of
that dome was a weather vane, in the shape of a horse rearing up, with a big bushy
tail. [This sounds like the City Hall, which has a dome with an angel with outstretched
wings!]. We were well below the top of this, so I thought, Oh God!, there will be
some wires across the road - I'd better bring it up a bit: which I did, and went over
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these buildings. Then we went down really low across all these greenhouses - that
must have rattled the glass quite a bit!' Tom's harrowing experience of witnessing the
demise of his CO, Tim Partridge, has already been recorded and will appear again in
his biography.
Leading the second vic in Tim Partridge's box of six 18 Squadron aircraft was Sqn
Ldr Don Smythe: today a flight commander, tomorrow a squadron commander. He
also attacked the Hermod, probably moored in Katendrechthaven 1, with a degree of
success ranging from 'Direct hits obtained: explosion and fire seen' to 'Results
unobserved', depending on which ORB is referred to. In this case, however, two crew
members can add their testimonies to this perplexing variation in accuracy. Plt Off
John Welch was the WOp/AG, and his contemporary broadcast, Mast High Over
Rotterdam, leaves no doubt where the bombs fell. 'We bombed Rotterdam at 4.55 in
the afternoon', he broadcast. 'As we flashed across the docks, the observer saw "our"
ship - a bulky black hull and one funnel. We nipped across the last building and from
mast-height we let our load drop. She was a medium-sized ship - I should guess about
4,000 tons. I could feel the bomb doors springing to, and then we were away over
towards the town. In ship bombing of this kind, often you don't see your results; but I
had a very clear view of our own results this time. There was a terrific explosion and
instantaneous smoke and flames. I have seen lots of these explosions by now, but this
one was by far the biggest.'
In March 1983, Wg Cdr John Welch DFC noted that his logbook recorded direct
hits on a 5,000-ton M/V. He was surprised to, learn that it was the Hermod and said
that he would amend his logbook accordingly!
Don Smythe's observer, Tony Aldridge, a Pilot Officer of four days seniority on the
raid, but demoted to Sergeant by the compiler of the 18 Squadron ORB, had a similar
entry in his logbook. For the 16th July 1941, it reads: 'Low-level attack Rotterdam direct hit on a 5,000-ton motor vessel.' (The Hermod was powered by steam-engines.
Inevitably, the abbreviations MV [motor-vessel] and M/V [merchant vessel], or viveversa, caused some confusion!). His memory of the flak encountered was more vivid
than Scotty Scotney's, whose formation position was but a hair's breadth away. 'By
the way', Tony added, 'the flak over Rotterdam was amongst the worst I've ever come
across. But it was small calibre machine-gun fire: ball and tracer. And to get an idea
what it was like - it was like sparks coming off a grindstone in all directions: the
whole sky was filled with these bright sparks, from all directions. It was a funny thing
with tracer - it seems to come up very, very slowly from the ground, seems to spiral,
and then suddenly goes at a terrific speed and goes whoop: past! They were obviously
determined to defend the harbour.' Tony's memories of his bomb-run are also vivid:
'There were a hell of a lot of boats in the harbour', he recalls, 'more than you see from
these photos. I remember an awful lot of these dockyard cranes: they seemed to be
everywhere - difficult to avoid. And I remember these chimney stacks, sticking up
like sore fingers everywhere, which was just another worry... The point was to get
onto this target, which seemed to me to be quite a big ship; and we were quite low
down, and I was determined to hit this ship... I was extremely busy, trying to pick a
target, and get Don Smythe round to it; and you had to go through all these sequences
- like fusing the bomb-selector and taking the safety-catch off the Mickey Mouse
distributor - and there was such a fantastic amount of activity, split seconds, and such
an incredible amount of flak too.'
Questioned as to whether he saw the damage inflicted by the first wave, Tony
replied: 'Yes, I did. I think it was mostly off on the left: a hell of a lot of smoke. But it
was more a pall of smoke: it was very much like the first jump at the Grand National,
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because, when we were spread out, everyone was for himself without getting knotted
up with anyone else. You'd still got to get over the jump, or get your target - the same
sort of thing. It was a bit like these unfortunate jockeys must feel when they hit the
first of the bloody jumps!'
The remaining two crews of the 18 Squadron box recorded successful attacks, with
spectacular results. Plt Off Malcolm Walkden attacked a 4,000-ton M/V in the same
dock as Tom Jefferson's victim; his claim of the total destruction of the vessel was the
logical conclusion after witnessing a 'terrific explosion with flames and smoke up to
200 feet'. Canadian Sgt William Dunham found his prey on the western side of the
large dock of Maashaven. Though he and his crew were unable to see the results of
their attempt to change the silhouette of the 3,000-ton vessel, another aircraft had a
better view and recorded a direct hit by Sgt Dunham and that the target was destroyed.
The Canadian's bombs also hit a warehouse on the quayside to the north of
Maashaven, blowing out one complete side and leaving the whole building in flames.
Immediately to the left of the 18 Squadron box roared the 139 Squadron hybrid. As
mentioned earlier, the Oulton-based squadron were unable to field a full team and had
to request the temporary loan of two crews from their neighbours, 18 Squadron at
Horsham St Faith. Plt Off Tony Powner and Sgt John Stewart Wood found
themselves listed in a strange Battle Order and led by a non-constituted crew, itself a
hybrid. But, as any gardener knows, a hybrid can turn out to be an impressive result of
man's permutations. And so it was with the leading crew of the 139 Squadron box.
Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith DFC, Plt Off Adrian White, and Flt Sgt Ted Caban DFM
made a formidable combination of talent, and their first and only sortie together as a
full crew was not to prove dull - not one bit...
It will be recalled that the 139 Squadron box found itself in an undesirably
claustrophobic environment, with no room to spread out in the normal way. The
consequent reshuffle from the briefed formation positions almost certainly contributed
to the relatively low casualty rate on this raid. Affected crews would have further
proof of the magic of their lucky charms and mascots. Or can Fate really be tampered
with?
Tony Powner, now on the extreme left wing of the second wave, instead of in the
middle, managed to sidestep the wrath of the gun emplacement on the Spijkenisse
bridge over the Oude Maas, and opened his account with one bomb directed against a
500-ton vessel lurking in the river. He dropped his remaining load of 250-pounders
and 25-pounders on a 3,000-ton motor tanker being towed upstream in the New
Waterway, to the northeast of Waalhaven. His bombing report candidly states that the
results were not seen. Speculation as to the reasons for this lack of observation could
be twofold. Firstly, according to his WOp/AG, Fred Daniels, Tony got vertigo at
heights exceeding ten feet above the surface. Secondly, the Vorposten Flotille that
Tony was heading for would have required an immediate maximum rate turn to the
left, in the interests of good health and longevity.
And then there were five - or were there? The Vorposten Flottille reports all show
Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith's box reduced to three aircraft. So what happened to the other
two? One can be explained with not too much difficulty. Canadian George Menish
zoomed up to 1,700 feet, and, if the bombing report is accurate, he made for the far
right of he formation, bombing the same dock as Tom Jefferson. His reasons for this
unbriefed attack height can only be guessed at; but my money would be on the big
squeeze, and the fear of being caught in the bomb-bursts of the preceding aircraft,
rather than an attempt to avoid the flak. (AIR 37/42 in the PRO [Defence against
Ground Fire] states that the 20mm gun comprised about 70% of the German Light
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Flak defence and that the ideal target height for the gun was 1,000 - 2,000 feet!). He,
or more probably his observer, Plt Off Peter Brown (on this 'high-level' run), aimed
his load at a 4,000-ton M/V. 'Results not observed', according to the 139 Squadron
ORB, while the 2 Group ORB records direct hits and the target destroyed! The Group
version also adds that Sgt Menish, with his grandstand view, saw one of the missing
aircraft score two direct hits.
It would seem reasonable to assume that the third 'detachment' from the original 139
Squadron box of six was Sgt John Stewart Wood, an 18 Squadron guest, who
recorded an attack on a 2,000-ton vessel in the river opposite the same dock as was
bombed by his 'high-level' colleague. John Stewart Wood's crew, however, were
unable to verify the results of their efforts.
Throwing further confusion into the problem of identifying the final three is the
bombing report submitted by Sgt John Gibbs, who claimed to have attacked a 4,000ton Danish M/V in the same dock as that attacked by Sqn Ldr Kercher on the first
wave. However, John Gibbs's claim of direct hits on the centre of his ship, causing a
terrific explosion and flames, was confirmed by photographs, according to the 2
Group ORB. The only photographs of the raid, which I have seen, that show smoke
emanating from ships attacked are those of the Oranjefontein and the 2,301-ton
Danish Hafnia, both present in Waalhaven. The evidence, therefore, is weighted in
favour of Sgt Gibbs crossing the eastern edge of Waalhaven, and still part of the
original 139 Squadron team.
Sgt Bob Hatton recorded an attack on a cargo vessel of 1,600/2,000 tons in
Waalhaven, his WOp/AG - Sgt Bob Bennett - observing an explosion in the centre of
the ship. The tonnage is consistent with the Danish colliers Hafnia and Cimbria, both
of which were definitely hit on the raid. One of these - the Hafnia - is seen just to the
south of the coaling quay, which forms the north-eastern mole of Waalhaven.
Whether Gibbs and Hatton attacked the same ship, or both sister-ships in near
proximity is open to speculation, but I would suggest that these two crews were the
remaining wing men of Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith.
Bob Bennett summarises this part of the raid with the following words: 'The dock
area came into view in the distance, and as we approached, puffs of black smoke
appeared, dotting the sky all around us... The docks appeared to contain a large
number of ships of various tonnage, and it was fairly easy to break formation [perhaps
not from his pilot's point of view!] and select one for attack. The barrage increased as
we were above the docks, and I noticed what appeared to be a "flak" ship or a naval
vessel of some kind on our starboard, which was pumping out shells at the low-flying
aircraft with an accuracy too close for comfort. I saw two of our aircraft go down and
crash, but all we got was a smashed panel in the gun-turret Perspex cover. Made it a
bit draughty, but it could have been a lot worse. The raid appeared to have caused a
lot of damage to the shipping and dock buildings as far as could be judged through the
smoke, although, because of our low altitude and speed over the ground, it was
difficult to ascertain the damage accurately.'
And finally, the leader of the 139 Squadron contingent, Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith: he
was about to face his moment of truth, just one of many that this colourful personality
was to experience in an action-packed career. How better to describe the amazing
crash-landing than in the words of the accomplished Daily Express reporter himself?
In a letter addressed to his WOp/AG, Ted Caban, dated September 1981, he writes:
'As far as our shooting down is concerned, these days I do occasionally think about it,
but it seems so remote and unreal that it is as though it happened to someone else... As
we came across the docks, everyone looking for his own target, we were lucky
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enough to be running practically broadside on to a cargo ship, quite a good sized one,
loaded, which was manoeuvring or being towed across the docks. It only needed a
very slight adjustment of course to cross right over it, practically amidships. I had to
lift the nose a bit to get over it just after letting the bombs go. Immediately the other
side I put the nose well down again towards the water and then saw that we were
flying straight into the guns of a flakship, moored about 500 yards away on the far
side of the dock. I could see the ship sparkling from end to end with gunfire and I
could hear and feel some of it hitting us. Within a few seconds you called on the
intercom to say that the port engine was on fire. I took a quick glance at it and saw
that thick black smoke was pouring out from the whole topside of the engine
cowlings. I got busy at once opening the cowlings and switching whatever it was to
put the fire out. I probably switched the engine off, but we did not have feathering
props then and the propeller kept turning. All this had only taken a very few seconds
and when I looked up again, out of the cockpit I saw what looked to me like a church
tower. It seemed to rise well above us and it was so close that my first reaction was
that there was no way to avoid it and that perhaps we would crash into it and be held
up there. However, in the micro-seconds necessary for my mind - subconsciously - to
analyse this idea, it rejected it and without any calculated intention, I heaved full back
on the controls and went straight up and over. If there had been a weathercock on top,
I doubt if it would have still been there afterwards. We came down on the other side,
now with only one engine working, practically stalling, and carried on over the rooftops flying tail-down and nose-up with a nasty sinking feeling. We had started from, I
suppose but I am not sure, the SW edge of the city and were still heading NE. We
were too low and too slow to try a turn and I felt the safest way to find a space into
which we could do a wheels-up crash-landing would be the countryside on the other
side of the city. But I felt it had to be soon, as we would either blow up or crash
among the roof-tops. Suddenly there was an almost blank area ahead of us. It might
have been about the area of a football pitch. I cut the one engine still running, I forget
whether I put the flaps into the "Down" position, but they would not have worked
anyway, turned slightly left and then right; sideslipped to the right and straightened up
at the last moment into a straight and level position. We did not seem to hit the ground
- it was of cleared bomb-damage - very hard and we bounced along it for a
comparatively short distance before coming to a stop with the fuselage still more or
less in one piece and upright. I was unhurt except for a very slight bump on my
forehead, though my straps had held. Both wings, with their engines, had been cleanly
torn off from the fuselage and left behind and the fire had gone out. I knew at that
time that you had been injured, so you must have told me so at the same time you told
me the engine was on fire; also that some material, I believe it was canvas engine
coverings on the floor near the gun turret, were on fire. I was not wearing my jacket,
nor collar and tie, but in shirtsleeves. I unclipped my harness and the aircraft rescueaxe, and climbed out of the cockpit and down onto the port wing-stump to go and get
you out of your gun-turret position. Almost as I stepped to the ground, crowds from
the streets around the bombed-area were rushing towards the plane and within a few
seconds, before I had any time to do anything, the first man to reach me snatched the
axe from my hand and started attacking the turret - not in a hostile sense, but to get
you out. A few seconds more and the crowd was so thick around the plane that I
couldn't get anywhere near it. I went round towards the nose and over the heads of the
crowd, on tip-toe, I saw Dickie White being attended to. I have the impression that he
was smiling with an assuring air and I either knew, or thought, or someone told me,
that he had a broken leg. In any case he was being looked after and I was being
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pushed further and further back from the plane by the crowd. No one paid any
attention to me so I decided to clear off. I walked quickly to the nearest bit of street,
crossed it and walked along the pavement in a direction away from the plane. After a
few moments a man fell into step beside me and started talking in a low voice. He
said, in English, "Are you from that plane?" I said "Yes", and told him that I would
like to try and find the American Consulate. He told me that he was a merchant
seaman usually employed on a ship running regularly to London, where he had a
girlfriend. The US Consulate he told me was back in the dock area. I told him I had no
idea how to get there and no money. He gave me a handful of small change and told
me the tram number to take to the docks, where the consulate was and also where the
ferry office was and how much to pay without saying anything. The tram I needed
was standing at one side of the bombed-area where our plane wreckage was. There
were a number of German soldiers in it as well as civilian passengers, all standing up
and watching what was happening around the plane. A military ambulance had
arrived and some German troops, who fired into the air to disperse the crowds of
civilians. We stood in the tramcar waiting, quite a long time, I should think almost
half an hour, and then the conductor started shouting and pushing everyone out. There
was no current. We had cut through the tramlines as we came down, but I had not
noticed it at the time.
I got out and looking in what I still remembered to be the general direction of the
docks I was surprised to see the spire or tower we had nearly hit, on the skyline. So I
made that my general line of direction and started walking. At one time I had taken a
smaller street, to avoid what looked like a general thoroughfare, when I passed a shop
which looked like a dry cleaners, with a notice in the window saying: "English spoken
here". I went in. There was a customer talking to a fairly elderly man behind the
counter and I waited until they had finished and the customer left. Then, in English, I
said to the shopkeeper, "I would like some money please". He looked petrified with
fear: I remember how pale he went and then he too asked if I was from the plane that
had been shot down. When I said I was he seemed almost about to have a fit and told
me to get out at once; he would be hung if anyone had seen me enter the shop. I
assured him that no one had seen me and said I only wanted money, and I would leave
at once quietly. He continued to rant and rave but I said "I'm sorry, but I'm not going
until you give me some money". Finally he opened the till, shoved some money at me
and told me again to get out. I felt sorry for the chap. But it was a very peaceful holdup and I did not even stop to count the loot, but got out at once and headed on towards
the tower. I arrived quite easily at the US Consulate but did not like the look of it.
There were German sentries patrolling the pavement on each side of the main
doorway. It was almost on the very edge of the docks and I realised I had taken
practically the identical line we had flown, so much so that in a very few moments I
saw a flakship tied up along the quayside, and out in the middle of the dock beyond it,
"our" ship, sitting on the bottom. I realised this was the flakship which had shot us
down. The crew, all talking and shouting like mad, were busy cleaning the guns and
putting things in order. I stood for about a minute on the quayside, not ten feet from
the gangway, watching and listening, almost with a certain envy to go up the gangway
and say "Well you got us a bit too late and we're all alive". It would have been an
amusing piece of theatricality, but certainly not worth it, so I moved on. I found the
ferry office, paid and crossed the whole dock area without trouble. (Incidentally when
I had stood looking at the flakship, bristling with multiple pom-poms and other
armament I found it hard to imagine we had not been blown to shreds and I felt that if
I had ever seen a flakship at close quarters before It would have had a horrible effect
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on what the RAF discreetly called our "moral fibre"!). Anyway after that and a long
walk, contact with one or two Dutch civilians, including a little girl who gave me
some bread, I stopped a small ramshackle truck full of second-hand junk, that was
about to cross a very large iron canal bridge with a German sentry box on the other
side. I asked the two men in the truck if they could smuggle me across. I had a stupid
and complete confidence in all Dutch civilians and these two were a scruffy, shifty
pair and I realised almost at once that I had been careless, so I took off across country
to try and find another place where I could swim the canal without being observed.
Anyway I failed and at some time or other late in the evening a Dutch policeman on a
motorcycle, with a sidecar, caught up with me and told me that the Germans were
combing the area for me and I had no chance of getting anywhere. I suppose that if
this had been a film story, I should have run for it, chancing that he wouldn't shoot.
He was a very friendly type and only had a small calibre automatic which he did not
even take out of its holster. Not being Tyrone Power or someone of that kind, I got
into his sidecar and he took me off for a beer and a sandwich before he delivered me
to a Luftwaffe guard post nearby. Before we separated I gave him my pair of RAF
enamelled cufflinks. I thought it might be a good thing to have him on our side one
day.'
Reconstructing Sydney Smith's flight-path, his target would have been in the middle
of the New Waterway, and the flakship moored on Parkkade. The 'church tower' was
most probably the prominent spire of the Museum Boymans Van Beuningen. The
American consulate, at that time, was situated at Park Lane, having been forced out of
its previous accommodation on Wijnhaven by the German bombing of the city on
14th May 1940. The ferry across the New Waterway, later superseded by a tunnel, left
from the Parkkade. The bridge that crossed a canal is open to speculation. Most
probably Sydney Smith picked up the first westerly road south of Waalhaven and
followed it to Tony Powner's bridge at Spijkenisse. In the early '50s, Sydney Smith
would visit Rotterdam again. His absorbing encounter with the people involved in his
limited escape is covered in the biographical section of this book.
Sydney Smith's observer, Plt Off Adrian White, naturally has his last flight of the
war indelibly imprinted on his memory. 'Our bombs were dropped on a vessel lying in
a river or docks', he recalls, 'but we were not able to see the results. Our engines or
one engine must have been hit about this time. I was aware of a loss of power, and
seeing church spires and other obstacles immediately ahead of us, I thought that our
end had come. By some miracle of airmanship, however, our pilot - Sqn Ldr Sydney
Smith - was able to avoid these obstacles and achieve a belly-landing in the midst of
ruins of that part of the city which had been devastated by the Germans in the course
of their 1940 invasion. As observer/navigator/bomb-aimer, I was sitting in the
Perspex nose of the aircraft and was catapulted through the Perspex to land some
distance ahead of the crashed plane. Alive, like a fish out of water: completely
stunned and breathless. On coming to my senses, I found a crowd around me: some
kind person having cut away my collar and tie to help me regain breath. The next
thing I knew was being conveyed by the Germans in an open car through jeering
crowds to a military hospital. I remember, such were the demonstrations of hostility
by the Dutch population to my captors, that one of the guards stood up in the car,
threatening the crowd with his gun, while I sat in the back with another guard holding
a pistol to my ribs. I was only slightly injured, and after a few days in hospital, was
transferred to a Luftwaffe reception at Dulag Luft.'
Flt Sgt Ted Caban, the WOp/AG, completes the crash trilogy with the following
recollections, initially commenting on the points raised in his pilot's letter: '"Airfield
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five minutes before target" - no idea! "Port engine" - it was definitely the starboard
engine, even allowing for looking back! We did not seem to hit the ground: I will say
that - it was very good. "Canvas engine coverings on the floor near the gun-turret
were on fire" - I can't remember that. I decided to clear off. Now that's a funny thing: I
was incapable of getting out of the crash, because the turret had collapsed on me, and
I'd got a shell-burst underneath my foot. I didn't know until after we crashed that my
shoe had been blown off. When I saw that we were going in to land, I put my arm on
the two gun bastions, and I waited for the crash. And I remember saying to myself:
"Well, you're dead!" Passage of time: I don't know how long. Then I opened my eyes,
and I didn't know, you know: I had been so obsessed that that was my lot, I didn't
realise that I was still alive until a brief second afterward. I laid there, and I tried to
push out with this foot. And then I found that my shoe had been blown off, and I'd got
a wound on my right leg and foot. Soon after that, I heard footsteps, and a voice said:
"Are you all right?" (In English). I recognised it - "Bill" Smith - and I said: "Yes!",
and he said: "Are you sure?" I said: "Yes - I can't get out because I'm trapped." I think
I also told him that I'd also got this wound in my foot. "Hold on", he said, "I'm going
to make a start." Some time later, I don't know how long it was, I heard: "Oi, Oi!" I
shouted back: "Aye, aye!" And there was an enquiring look of a man coming through
the debris. And he said: "Have you bomb?" And I thought he said: "Have you
bombed?" I nodded my head, like that, and I never saw his arse for dust! He took off
like a jet! A short while after that, he came back and said: "Have you bomb?", and I
then realised that he wanted to know if we'd got bombs on board. So I said: "No!"
And then he started to get me out of the turret.' Ted felt every blow of the axe resound
through his body! 'This chap was a Dutchman', Ted continues, 'It wasn't very long
after that, shortly after I'd given him my camera, that the Germans were on the scene.
"Raus! Raus! Raus! Schnell! Schnell!" etc, and they just pulled me out. They put me
in the back of what was a little Ford car, or appeared to be, but obviously wasn't: a
little black one. It was round about 5.30, I would think, on this July afternoon. The
sun was shining. And that's the worst trip I have ever had: this bloody driver was a
madman. There were millions and millions of cycles about, and the roads were
cobbled. And that was the most hair-raising trip I ever had, including every
operational trip I did in an aircraft! I'd still got some, well, I suppose it was classified
material then - about callsigns etc etc - on a piece of paper which they gave you, for
identification afterwards. And this trip was some distance from where we crashed:
and in that distance, I asked for the window to be wound down, because I was a bit
shocked, obviously. And I put this piece of paper, small pieces in my mouth, and what
I couldn't chew, I surreptitiously put out of the window. Not that that made any
difference, anyway - they knew it all.'
Ted also made a nostalgic visit to Rotterdam, some 30 years after his pilot. But
more of that later. The last six Blenheims of the second wave have yet to be
accounted for.
Not much more than a gnat's whisker to the left of the 139 Squadron box remnant,
Flt Lt Bryan Smithers led the 105 Squadron contingent across the vast expanse of
Waalhaven. Despite the fact that the occupants of this famous dock had just been
roughed up by Tom Webster and his merry men, there were still pickings by the
handful, and Smithers's crews quickly selected suitable targets. Not unnaturally, the
very prominent cargo-liner, the 10,547-ton Oranjefontein, drew no less than three
crews like a magnet., and the unfortunate vessel experience a second shower of
bombs within two minutes. Sergeants Victor Farrow, Ronald Scott and New
Zealander Ronald Taylor (on his very first operation) claimed the '7,000-ton liner' as
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the Baloeran: an understandable error in the heat of the moment. Not so forgivable is
the debriefing officer's error in failing to point out that the tonnage of the Baloeran
was 17,001, and were they sure of their assessment? Or perhaps it was a typing error,
breakdown in communications - one could go on.
At least one of these three crews was seen to bracket the cargo-liner with a stick of
bombs, two falling between the bow and the funnel and the other two overshooting.
Sgt James Bruce, on encountering the multitude of barges moored on the southern
perimeter of Waalhaven, may have thought that they were of the invasion type and at
least worthy of one of his 250-pounders. His remaining three were aimed at a 6,000ton M/V on the eastern side of the dock; the bombing report claimed direct hits
amidships, causing clouds of black smoke and the total destruction of the vessel.
Bryan Smithers's WOp/AG, Sgt John Fisher, reported smoke from the 6,000-ton
M/V which they attacked. Perhaps this was a joint effort with Jimmy Bruce?
The last 105 Squadron crew to bomb may have been commanded by Flt Lt Ben
Broadley, who was holding his fire until he could see the whites of their eyes, or
found himself running down the land to the west of Waalhaven. He must have felt
relieved when the Rotterdam Dry Dock Company presented him with a nice big
8,000-ton M/V on stocks, partly built, but nearing completion. The building
programme of this vessel may have suffered a severe setback when Ben's bombs observed by his WOp/AG, Sgt Vernon Marsh - scored direct hits amidships, causing
clouds of black and brown smoke.

'Do we fly low?' was the caption appended to this photo taken by WOp/AG Stuart
Bastin (105 Sqn). It might be the southwest corner of the Rotterdam Dry Dock
Company (via Stuart R. Scott)
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On the face of it, 105 Squadron seems to have run the gauntlet of the Rotterdam
defences virtually unscathed. However, the report made by the commander of the
flakship Vp 1107 - responsible for the shooting down of my cousin - claims otherwise.
After reporting that the Oranjefontein had received two bomb hits from an aircraft in
the first wave, Oberleutnant zur See Fehlberg continues: '1½ minutes after the first
attack, a second and third wave, each of 8-10 Blenheims appeared from the same
direction. Whereas the third wave flew around the Waalhaven in a wide arc towards
the east, the second wave set course for 1107 in front of the boom. Permission to fire
on the second wave given. The leading aircraft were brought under fire from all
weapons. The aircraft thereupon veered somewhat from 1107, and likewise flew over
the boom. One of the leading aircraft received a number of 2cm A/A and M/G hits.
The aircraft trailed smoke, and jettisoned its bombs in emergency, partly in the water,
and two bombs hit the stone bank on the northern spit of land. This aircraft crashed as
it flew over the town. Here again we had to cease firing because of a restricted line of
fire. Except for the steamship "Asien", which opened up with its 2cm A/A gun in the
dying stage of the engagement, I observed no firing from the land A/A sited in and on
the Waalhaven.'
This claim by Vp 1107 is one of the jokers in the pack and helps explain why the
final German tally of downed Blenheims was five and not four. This and the other
Vorpostenboot reports will be discussed in the assessment chapter.
At the very most, the rain of bombs during the entire raid would not have lasted for
more than three minutes: virtually hit-and-run tactics compared with the relentless
punishment meted out by the bomber streams of Air Marshal Harris's strategic
offensive of the subsequent years.
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A lucky escape on 16th July 1941 for the 12,150-ton Holland-America liner
'Westerdam', moored at Wilhelmina Kade, just to the north of Rijnhaven (Dock 7).
Later air raids, action by the Dutch underground and scuttling by the Germans for
use as a blockship delayed completion of this ship until 1946, when she became the
first Holland-America liner to sail to the USA post-war ( National Archives AIR
37/47)
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Chapter 6

Homeward Bound

No 226 Sqn during their return to Wattisham after bombing Rotterdam docks on 16th
July 1941. Note the stepped-down line-astern formation at the much more
comfortable height of about 1,000 feet (via Arthur Asker)
With some elation, tinged with regret for their not so fortunate colleagues, the 31
surviving crews regained some semblance of formation after the completion of their
bombing runs, and veered left in the general direction of The Hague. The satisfaction
of a job well done and of running the gauntlet of the Rotterdam defences must have
been considerable.
The pre-flight advice, to attach oneself to any likely lad in front, seems to have been
adhered to. Memories of this part of the raid are mainly of R/T calls such as: 'Formate
on me! Formate on me!'
Tom 'Jeff' Jefferson recalls: 'As I was number two to the CO, I assumed I was
deputy leader and would therefore take over if anything happened to Tim Partridge.
This was not covered at the Rotterdam briefing. Later on in the war, when I was doing
the briefing and the leading, I always nominated my number two as deputy leader, to
take over from me in the event of my incapacitation.'
Tony Aldridge's experience appears typical of the home run. 'We came back in our
vic as it was', he recalls, 'but lost all the rest of them: that was it! And I don't think it
was until we got back in the circuit that others sort of appeared. It was every man for
himself on the way back.'
Most crews remembered the vast number of glasshouses to the north and west of
Rotterdam and heeded the advice at the briefing. Just before coasting out, however, a
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fair target presented itself to Sgt Bob Carey, 'Daddy' Kercher's WOp/AG. 'We passed
at about 300 feet distance, alongside the length of a factory', Bob relates, 'and I
remember the windows shattering inwards, along the length of the factory in a wavelike motion as I fired: twin-Brownings at 1100 rounds per minute each is a pretty
hefty punch. Regretfully, one could see people inside.' Understandably, perhaps, the
bombing report recorded the machine-gunning of what was thought to be a barracks
five miles south of The Hague, with no activity seen around.
Robbie Robertson, Tom Webster's observer, remembers his pilot as having 'turned
slightly to see how the other aircraft were doing, and we began a slight dive, crossing
the coast a few miles north of Hook of Holland.'
Though the exit route was carefully selected to avoid the worst of the coastal flak
concentration, Tony Aldridge remembers otherwise. 'This vicious A/A fire went on all
the time', he stresses, 'and we went through another lot as we got towards the coast.'
More-pleasant memories were evoked when I asked him about the fighter escort.
'Yes, I do remember seeing some Hurricanes', he replied. 'I remember one who came
out over the estuary and out over the sea again. And there was one which came to the
side of us, fairly high up, and did a roll, and then disappeared.'
Bob Bennett, a WOp/AG on 139 Squadron, recalls the exit leg with the following
words: 'We were by this time out of range of ground fire from the harbour defences,
but had to concentrate hard on scanning the sky for the approach of enemy fighters at least until our own escort of Hurricanes appeared, when they would, no doubt, take
care of anything the enemy tried to hand out. Luck was with us, however: none
appeared and we were glad to see our fighters waiting to cover our final run-in to the
British coast and home.'
The sea transit was uneventful. Robbie Robertson recalls: 'We set course for the
English coast, height 1,000 feet, and reached it near Aldeburgh about 33 minutes after
leaving the Dutch coast. We returned to Watton, landing at 1810.'
First of the bombers to land from the raid, at about 1800 hours, were the 226
Squadron contingent, who had peeled off after coasting in, and recovered to their
home base at Wattisham. All other returning aircraft were reported as safely down by
1810 hours. In the case of the 21 Squadron ORB, this also erroneously included my
cousin's crew in V6240.
The 105 Squadron crews returned to Swanton Morley, except for Sqn Ldr George
Goode, who had some fraternisation to do with the fighter boys at Coltishall.
The three remaining 139 Squadron crews joined their 18 Squadron colleagues at
Horsham St Faith for the debriefing.
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How to vacate a Blenheim. Pilot Shaw Kennedy, with seat-type parachute, leads the
way, followed by observer Arthur Asker and WOp/AG Johnnie Brett, both equipped
with chest-type parachutes. Circa July 1941 (via Mrs Jane Kennedy)

Smoking within 50 feet of an aircraft? L to R: Arthur Asker, Johnnie Brett and Shaw
Kennedy of 226 Sqn. Circa July 1941 (via Arthur Asker)
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No 21 Sqn WOp/AG, Sgt William Spriggs vacating V5580 (YH:X) at Watton on 4th
July 1941, watched by his pilot, Sgt William Taylor. V5580 led the Rotterdam raid on
16th July 1941 ( International Center of Photography/Magnum Photos)
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Suggested key to Dock Numbers in Bombing Reports and areas covered by individual
Waves.
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Chapter 7

Debriefing
At each station, the overworked and indispensable groundcrew waited anxiously for
the return of 'their' aircraft. One such stalwart was 21 Squadron crew chief, Flt Sgt
F.J.R. Gillow, to whom fell the privilege of welcoming back John Wotherspoon and
crew, in Z7435 (YH:S). John clambered out of his Blenheim, uttering the following
words in a matter-of-fact tone of voice: 'Flight - I think you had better take a look at
my left wing. I might have hit something!' Flt Sgt Gillow noted with some satisfaction
that the recent wing leading-edge modification had actually worked, and one cablecutter fitment had been triggered successfully, with very little associated damage.
The groundcrew in general must have been astonished at the variety of samples of
the Dutch countryside and industry which were liberally attached to various parts of
the returning Blenheims.
And then there were the sorrowing groundcrew, whose charges had failed to return a not uncommon occurrence if you happened to work on Blenheims during the early
years of the war. To some extent, this grief would have been assuaged by the obvious
high morale of the survivors, who were just itching to recount their success stories to
the awaiting debriefing officers.

Intelligence Officer at Watton debriefing Sgts Lister (far right), Sherrot (centre) and
Pile of Z7438 (YH:D) after their return from a raid on 4th July 1941. This aircraft
was flown by Sgt Taylor on the Rotterdam raid and was shot down on 23rd July 1941,
with Sqn Ldr Campbell-Rogers at the controls ( International Center of
Photography/Magnum Photos).
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This debrief looks set to continue for a while! ( International Centre of
Photography/Magnum Photos)
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Sure enough, they are still there! ( International Centre of Photography/Magnum
Photos)
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Watton Intelligence Officer, Flt Lt Tunks, debriefing Sgt Lawrence Maguire after a
raid on 4th July 1941( International Center of Photography/Magnum Photos)

Debriefing on 21 Sqn, Watton, almost certainly 4th July 1941. From L to R: Sgt
Lister, Intelligence Officer, Sgt Albert Derrick?, Sgt Colin Buchanan, Flt Lt Charles
Tunks, Sgt Jim Marsden, Flt Lt Denis Graham-Hogg and Sgt Pinkney. Note Sgt
Taylor's mascot on the table. (Via AVM Sir Laurence Sinclair)
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Debriefing on 18 Sqn, Oulton, after the raid on Le Havre on 10th July 1941. Standing
round the table from L to R: Sgt Albert Cutler, Plt Off Bernard Matthews, Plt Off
Malcolm Walkden,...?..., Wg Cdr Tim Partridge (note the undone belt - 2 Group's
answer to the top button of the fighter boys!) The pilot in the background, top left, is
Plt Off Tony Powner: when this picture appeared in the 'Birmingham Gazette', Mr
Powner recognised his son by the way that he held his cigarette! (Mrs Mary Hurst)
As an example of a typical debriefing of that period, I can do no better than quote
from an article that appeared in the Birmingham Gazette on 12th July 1941, which
covered the successful attack on the docks at Le Havre just two days previously:
'Now we join the crews as they assemble in a large room covered with plans, maps,
diagrams, pictures of aircraft and ships, and listen as they are subjected to a searching
interrogation by the intelligence officers.
What did you see? What time did you bomb? How much "flak" was there? Was it
heavy or light? Was it accurate or wild? Did you meet any fighters? What type? What
happened? Where did your bombs land? What did they do? What did the gunner shoot
at? Did you get any pictures? Any balloons? Any warships? Anything in the docks not
marked on your plans? Where did the "flak" come from? Did you see what Smith's
bombs did? See any German troops? Were the ships defended? And so on.
Reports of pilots, observers and gunners are checked against each other. Reports of
aircrews are compared and contrasted, and within half an hour, a preliminary report is
on its way to Bomber Command.'
An astute reporter added the following rider: 'Attacks on docks are regarded as
"death or glory" shows.'
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OK chaps - you can relax now! We've got the nicely posed picture for the
'Birmingham Gazette'! (Mrs Mary Hurst)
As each crew was being debriefed, it must have felt like a General Election when it
starts to become apparent that one's party is going to win by a landslide. Each station
recorded a high degree of success and the correlated effort was obviously going to hit
the jackpot. Group and Command will be pleased, and the British population were
more than ready for a tale of success amongst all the setbacks.
In Briefed To Attack (Hodder & Stoughton 1949), Air Marshal Sir Hugh Pugh
Lloyd states that the bombing of Axis shipping was not 'hot' news and was even
unglamorous. 'It was a nice action to shoot down one's opponent in the air; it was in
the best of traditions, knightly in fact; but the sinking of a ship was a craven act,
something not done in the best of society - not with aeroplanes, anyhow. It was
treated like smells that come up from the kitchen.' Nevertheless, the Rotterdam raid
made front page news the next day. Sir Hugh Pugh Lloyd was no doubt prompted to
make this statement as a result of the lack of publicity afforded his courageous Maltabased crews.
The resultant Air Ministry communiqué summarized the highly successful raid as
follows:
'In all, seventeen ships of an estimated tonnage of between 90,000 and 100,000 tons
have been put out of action either permanently, or for a long time to come. Five more
vessels, totalling between 40,000 and 45,000 tons were severely damaged.'
At least my cousin and his brave colleagues had not died in vain. Destruction of
enemy shipping on this scale, if sustained, could have proved highly embarrassing to
the Germans and would have gone some way towards bringing the war to a speedy
conclusion.
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Chapter 8

Assessment
My first indication that all was not quite right presented itself in the Guildhall
Library, London, repository of the entire collection of Lloyd's Marine Records. Much
chastened, I studied the list of shipping lost or damaged in Rotterdam docks on 16th
July 1941, and I could not believe my eyes. There were just two such vessels recorded
in the Lloyd's War Loss Records (Second World War), and these were both classed as
'damaged by aerial attack'. They were the 5193-ton Hermod and the 5749-ton Knute
Nelson.
Here was a major discrepancy. Some leeway could and should be allowed for, but
11,000-odd tons versus an absolute minimum of 130,000 tons? How could this be so?
I did not have to wait too long before I discovered the first of the contributory
factors in respect of this alarming differential. Sqn Ldr 'Arthur' Asker DFC DFM, one
of the most experienced observers on the raid, expressed these sentiments in an
interview just before Christmas 1982: 'Very hard to make a claim. Does not go off
until eleven seconds after. One, two, three, four... Long way away - difficult to see
which bomb was which. I did not see any results as I was looking forward all the
time. Tiny 250s - all that way for nothing! I don't think it was a terribly successful
raid. Certainly, we did not achieve much damage on the first wave, but perhaps the
second wave may have had more success than we did. We didn't have the feeling that
it was all that good. Not sure if we had direct hits or not. The only sure way is to have
photographic evidence. That smoke could have come from this side, the other side...
Bombs have gone clean through and out the other side, and gone off, and done no
damage to the ship itself. It is as bad as that. Eleven-second weapon - you've got to
make it stop right in the ship. A lot of them went clean through; after all, they were
semi-armour piercing. Quite a heavy, reinforced, pointed nose. So, unless you had
photographic evidence, I defy anyone to say: "I sank that ship!"'
Arthur's shrewd appraisal of the validity of the bombing reports is revealing. The
onus of observation rested fairly and squarely on the shoulders of the WOp/AG, who
was as likely as not to be preoccupied in replying to the origin of the nasty tracer
whipping past his aircraft. Those who fired back with their hand-held Leicas were, of
course, in a better position to assess their pilot's bombing prowess, provided that they
were able to peer over the roof-tops at a target which was by then over half a mile
away. It is interesting to note that many bombing reports state that the air-gunner
observed the results of individual attacks.
But what of the pilots who were positive that they had scored direct hits, and that
they had slammed their bombs deep inside the hull of their targets? What return did
they get from their investments?
I was indeed fortunate to contact Jacob Aarnoudse who, as previously mentioned,
was on board a trawler which was moored next to the Baloeran when Jack Onions
made his attack. As Jack was by far the most experienced pilot on the raid, no better
indication of the overall bombing effectiveness can be provided than an analysis of
his attack. The letter I received from Mr Aarnoudse in March 1983 was both
enlightening and perplexing. One's memory tends to be sharpened by the recollection
of standing in the midst of a load of cascading bombs. The bomb pattern Jacob
described was easy to digest, but the reference to a crashing aircraft gave me chronic
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indigestion, and introduced yet another dimension into what had already become an
absorbing piece of research.
'During the first raid on the Wilton-Fijenoord yard (16th July 1941) around 1700
hours', Jacob wrote, 'I was on board a small trawler, which was moored alongside the
No 4 Dry Dock (46,000 tons lifting capacity) having a meeting in the captain's cabin,
so that I only heard the planes passing over and bombs exploding. Immediately, all of
us went on deck to see what was going on, as there had been no air-raid alarm at all.
The moment I came on deck, I saw a plane explode just outside the yard (the crew of
the plane was killed instantly) in the midst of other planes. Most probably the plane
had been hit by anti-aircraft fire from German speed boats in the WF harbour.
Through several eye-witnesses, I learned that it had only been a small number of
planes, most probably only five or six, which flew over the yard and dropped several
bombs of which one was a direct hit on the MV "Strassburg" (ex- "Baloeran",
belonging to the Rotterdam Lloyd) which had been converted to a hospital ship. The
bomb, however, bounced off a derrick and exploded on the No 4 Dry Dock floor. A
second bomb also fell on the dry dock floor but did not explode. Just beside the
trawler on which I stood, another bomb fell into the harbour and exploded, causing
the trawler to get a heavy list to one side, after which she was thrown against the dry
dock over the other side, causing not too much damage. The total damage was
practically next to nothing as most bombs fell into the harbour.
Another flight of planes passed the yard on the east side. There was a lot of panic
amongst the shipyard people as it was the first attack on the yard, so everybody,
including me, ran to get away from the yard as quickly as possible.
The MV "Strassburg" (ex-"Baloeran") had been taken over by the Germans. The
vessel had been in Rotterdam harbour at the time the war started (10th May 1940) and
could not leave in time. She was converted into a hospital ship by the Germans and
was not yet in use at the time of the attack.
The decision of the Germans to dry dock the vessel was only taken after WiltonFijenoord had confirmed that the yard had never been under attack before.'
Jacob very quickly proved a most valuable contact. There was no line of research he
was not willing to undertake on my behalf. In his next letter he wrote: 'I feel happy to
be able to tell you that I have found all docking data and other data about ships on the
yard during the war. Enclosed you will find a plan view of the WF yard on which I
have marked the following particulars...' He then listed and marked all the ships in dry
dock or afloat in the yard on both the 16th July 1941 and the later 2 Group raid on
28th August 1941. I felt gratified to receive both lists as the report of a crashed
aircraft had planted a seed of doubt in my mind concerning possible confusion
between the two similar raids.
Of particular interest in Jacob's sketch was the red-funnelled vessel adjacent to the
Baloeran (or Strassburg) which Shaw Kennedy had claimed to have destroyed after
achieving four direct hits. The occupant of No 5 Dry Dock was no less than the
12,000-ton German motor tanker Breisgau (Jacob's spelling - Kreisgau - caused me
some extra research into the Lloyd's Shipping Indexes but I was nonetheless grateful!).
The letter continued: 'No hits have been placed on the MT "Kreisgau" (No 5 Dry
Dock) for I have asked again a couple of eye-witnesses and they are even prepared to
give their oaths on it.
Of the eighteen aircraft which carried out the first wave, only the left wing (five or
six planes) passed over the yard, of which one of them crashed outside the yard.
The time you mentioned, 1655 hours, is exactly right. The second wave of 18
aircraft, of which the right wing flew over the Holland America Line quay, did not fly
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over the yard, as we surely would have seen them as everybody was watching at that
time.'
There were three interesting conclusions to be drawn from this latest account.
Firstly, as anyone moving in Blenheim circles then or now would confirm, Shaw
Kennedy's expertise and professionalism were the envy of 2 Group. If his bombs had
actually missed after they had been claimed as direct hits, then what price the rest of
the claims on the raid?
Secondly, the letter confirmed what I had established to my own satisfaction, that
the many claims of having knocked the Baloeran (really the Oranjefontein) for six
had been a case of mistaken identity, and that the only pilot who actually attacked the
red-cross vessel was Jack Onions.
Lastly, Jacob reaffirmed his previous statement that a Blenheim had crashed just
outside the yard. I shall deal with that mind-boggler a little later.
In the meantime, we must return to an assessment of the bombing. From the
evidence so far, it is clear that very few crews were in a position to observe the results
of their endeavours, and must have filed claims based on either good trajectories,
certain hits or just a 'feeling in the water'. Even the Squadron, Station, Group and
Command ORBs disagree, recording claims for particular crews which vary from
'total destruction' to 'results unobserved'.
I still could not believe that the raid had proved such a dismal failure, and I ferreted
around for more clues. The most convincing evidence arrived by courtesy of Mr R.M.
Coppock, of the Naval Historical Branch of the Ministry of Defence. What a bonanza!
His explicit covering letter and 18 Photostat foolscap copies of the War Diaries of the
German Naval Commander in the Netherlands, the Vorposten Flottilles and individual
Vorpostenboots moored in Rotterdam on 16th July 1941 were pure magic, and proved
indispensable to the writing of this book.
Translated, two consecutive sentences say it all, effect and cause: 'No great damage
caused anywhere. A large number of the bombs were duds.' The Wehrmacht weekly
report is more specific and states that the total number of dud bombs was 14.
The War Diaries of the German Naval Commander in the Netherlands also confirm
that no less than eight ships were actually hit on the raid. Latest score: Germany 8,
Lloyd's 2. We were getting somewhere. But what of this claim: '5 English aircraft shot
down by A.A. defences and patrol boats'?
To summarize so far, it would appear that many claims were based on what were
honestly believed to be direct hits. Some of these bounced straight off again and
exploded elsewhere; others that stayed in their target failed to detonate, thereby
causing only superficial damage. In only two cases is there photographic evidence of
direct hits on ships attacked.
To approach the tonnage reported in the Air Ministry Communiqué immediately
after the raid, it is necessary to take the most optimistic interpretation of each
bombing report, select the upper figure of any approximate tonnages quoted,
disregard the fact that in certain cases two aircraft attacked the same target, and add a
bit to the final result. But what propaganda value! Who can blame the authorities for
grabbing the maximum mileage from this audacious raid?
If anyone should know the effect that aerial bombardment might have on shipping,
it is the Royal Navy. As frequent recipients of bombs various during the war, the
Senior Service developed a natural ability for damage assessment and compiled a set
of realistic guidelines. When their rules are applied to the bombing reports of the raid,
the overall tally is significantly reduced, becoming 22,000 tons of shipping sunk or
constructive loss, 13,000 tons seriously damaged, and 77,000 tons damaged. The
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definitions of damage assessments for the Royal Navy are found in Appendix VIII.
The rider that the effect of a 500lb bomb should be taken as double that of a 250pounder appears to be an important factor which was overlooked by the planners.
Moving one step further in the argument, the destructive capability of a 250lb bomb
was just plain inadequate for the task in hand - a sentiment endorsed by Arthur Asker
and many others. Robbie Robertson was clearly surprised at the bomb load,
emphasising that the normal anti-shipping configuration was two 500-pounders.
Adding the tally of the Lloyd's War Loss Records to that of the German Naval
Commander in the Netherlands, the following ships were damaged in the raid:
Baloeran (Strassburg) - 17,001 tons - Dutch
Cimbria - 2,653 tons - Danish
Hafnia - 2,031 tons - Danish
Hermod - 5,193 tons - German
Knute Nelson - 5,749 tons - Norwegian
Merwede (Gotha) - 5,334 tons - Dutch
Oranjefontein - 10, 547 tons - Dutch
Treuenfels - 8,456 tons - German
One gunboat, which was being fitted out.

The 17,001-ton liner D.M.S. 'Baloeran' before her capture by the Germans (KLM)
This chapter would be incomplete without an earnest attempt to establish the extent
of the damage sustained by the above ships, and therefore the true value of the raid
itself towards the overall war effort.
No 2 Group staff officers eagerly awaited the next sortie to be flown by No 1 PRU
over the docks at Rotterdam. They had to wait until 25th July, nine days after the raid,
before this was possible, owing to excessive cloud cover over the target. Although the
photographic quality was described as poor, the CIU at Medmenham, as always, did a
splendid job of interpretation on the very next day. I doubt if the ink was allowed to
dry before the report found itself in the hands of the intelligence officers at Group
Headquarters. Their first reaction must have been pure amazement. Where were the
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references to all those ships destroyed? Perhaps they had been sent an interpretation
report for some other place? But no, here was a reference to the Baloeran: now that
vessel was the recipient of a large proportion of the high explosive dished out on the
raid, so let's see what happened to her...
One can hazard a guess at the feelings evoked by the following entry in the CIU
report: 'The Rotterdam-Lloyd liner "Baloeran", which was present in floating dock at
Wiltons Wharf (West) on 16/7/41 - [photo] PCR 188E 226 - has left and is now
berthed in the Schiehaven. As was suggested in Report No 1923 on 18/7/41, this
vessel has been converted into a hospital ship; in addition to the red cross painted on
the funnel, another cross has been painted on the forward deck. All her lifeboats have
been replaced and give the impression that she is ready for service.'
How right they were! The War Diary of the Navy Office (Kriegsmarinedienststelle)
in Rotterdam recorded that, in spite of the Baloeran being struck by three bombs - one
of which was a dud - she was commissioned on 20th July as the hospital ship
Strassburg. She apparently left her home port at the end of the month, and her
absence was noted in the CIU report of 6th August. Just over two years later, on 1st
September 1943, she hit a mine just an few miles north of IJmuiden, when in transit
from Rotterdam to a German port. Though taken in tow the same day, she grounded
two miles north of IJmuiden pier and the same distance offshore. Her final demise
was assured when several hits were registered during an aerial attack on 19th October
1943, while she was still aground.
Lloyd's List dated 21st October 1943 makes interesting reading and would have
eased the conscience of Jack Onions had he been aware of this information at the
time. It reads: 'London October 19. An Air Ministry Communiqué states Beaufighters
of Coastal Command escorted by Spitfires of Fighter Command attacked enemy
shipping today off the Dutch coast [off IJmuiden at 1111 hours], including the
German vessel "Strasburg" [sic], which has been aground for some weeks, and was in
tow. The enemy wireless has alleged that the "Strasburg' is a hospital ship. This is not
true. When our aircraft approached the 'Strasburg" she fired pom-poms from
amidships and 40mm cannon from her stern, and one of our aircraft was shot down.
Several hits were made on the "Strasburg" and three of the escort vessels were
damaged.'
Heavy seas completed her break up, and in 1947 she was recorded as a wreck in the
position that she went aground: the end of the elegant and enigmatic Baloeran.

The 2,031-ton Danish collier 'Hafnia'. Her cousin, the 2,653-ton 'Cimbria' was very
similar (author's impression)
The two Danish vessels, owned by De Forenede Kulimportører, fared much better
in the long term than the Baloeran. They both survived the war, with the Cimbria still
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going strong in the '60s. Her cousin, the Hafnia, had the dubious distinction of being
one of the two targets photographed on the raid which showed evidence of a direct hit.
Both of these colliers were probably plying their trade, at the time of the raid, via the
north-eastern coaling pier of Waalhaven.

The 5,193-ton 'Hermod' (Seereederei 'Frigga' A.G. of Hamburg)
The Hermod, owned by Seereederi 'Frigga' A.G. of Hamburg, led an interesting life.
Recovering from the pasting she received from the bombs of Don Smythe and,
probably, Tim Partridge, she was repeatedly damaged by aerial bombardment during
1943-1944, when, in September 1944, she hit a mine in the River Elbe near
Brunsbüttel. More evidence that the RAF practice of sowing mines here there and
everywhere, known as 'gardening', played a significant part in the anti-shipping
campaign. A few months later, on New Year's Eve, she was again attacked by aircraft
while in her home port of Hamburg, the resultant damage being sufficient to take her
out of the war. In 1949, she was reported as lying aground at Hamburg with a broken
back. As an example of the remarkable industrial progress made by Germany after the
war, the Hermod was repaired and made fit for service in January 1950. Finally, in
February 1958, she was sold for scrap at the age of 36. Her name survived in the form
of the 300-ton fishing vessel Hermod, owned by Glückstädter Heringsfischerei A.G..
The Norwegian vessel Knute Nelson, owned by P. Olsen, is the only ship listed by
Lloyd's as damaged on 16th July 1941 that is not confirmed by the German records.
Even after contacting two of her crew, who were on board at the time of the raid, I
still cannot be certain that she sustained any damage whatsoever. Fred Olsen & Co
were unable to trace any records which might be of any help.
The Knute Nelson had a distinguished start to the war: she rescued 449 passengers
(one of whom was the American fighter ace, James A. Goodson) and crew from the
Donaldson vessel Athenia, after the unfortunate ship was torpedoed on 3rd September
1939. She herself was torpedoed off the Norwegian coast, in September 1944, when
in ballast between the west and east of the country. She sank and became a total loss.
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The 5,749-ton Norwegian merchant vessel 'Knute Nelson', one of the recorded
casualties of the Rotterdam raid of 16th July 1941. Crewmen on board at the time
could not remember any bombs hitting her, but did confirm that they saw a Blenheim
(my cousin's aircraft) crash nearby (Fred. Olsen & Co.)

The 5,334-ton Dutch merchant vessel 'Merwede' (renamed 'Gotha' by the Germans).
On 16th July 1941, she was moored at one of the buoys in Waalhaven and was hit by
one bomb on the port side, amidships, which caused damage to the engine room and
'tweendeck (Vincke & Co)
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The Dutch vessel Merwede, owned by N.V. Houtvaart, was a brand new ship, and
was just ready for sea trials when the Germans occupied the Netherlands, after which
she was laid up. Commandeered by the German navy on 1st July 1941, she was
renamed Gotha, and adorned with the German flag. A full civilian German crew was
placed on board, all ex-employees of the German shipping company Norddeutscher
Lloyd.
At the time of the raid, the vessel was moored at one of the buoys in Waalhaven.
One bomb hit the ship on the port side, amidships, and damaged the engine room and
'tweendeck. It is believed that some of the German crew were killed or injured as a
result. Soon after the war, the vessel was returned to her home port of Rotterdam,
where she was extensively overhauled before being handed back to her rightful
owners. Reverting to her original name, the Merwede faithfully served her owners
until she was sold in 1963 to a Panamanian shipping line, becoming the Bork Logger.
Three years later, she was renamed Sielt Logger.
The vessel which probably received the most damage from the raid was the Dutch
cargo-liner Oranjefontein, owned by United Netherlands. Clearly a victim of mistaken
identity, she came in for the lion's share of the bombs, which were rightly intended for
the Baloeran. The CIU interpretation of the photographs taken during the raid states:
'This vessel is being handled by tugs, and may be about to leave port.' As the
Oranjefontein was undergoing a degaussing run through the larger boom on
Waalhaven's Pier 8, the tugs would have been necessary for this manoeuvre. As for
the intention of leaving port, 2 Group caused a slight change of plan. Strangely
enough, flakship Vp 1107 only recorded two bomb strikes on the cargo-liner, both of
which were from the first wave. Perhaps the Vorpostenboot's attention had been
diverted elsewhere!
The War Diary of the German Navy Office in Rotterdam faithfully records two hits,
placing them on the forecastle of the Oranjefontein, and adding that the vessel was
making water. It would be safe to assume that she was one of the two vessels referred
to in the report of the German Naval Commander in the Netherlands, which in
translation reads: 'Two ships which were taking on water were brought into dock.'
Over the next few months, the damage plus that inflicted by the 2 Group raid on
28th August (when the forward end of the ship was sunk) proved sufficient to warrant
the skilled and undivided attention of the employees of P. Smit's shipyard, who were
no strangers to the vessel, having built her the previous year. Thereafter, the
Oranjefontein must have kept her head down, as no further war damage was recorded.
After the war, she continued to serve her owners faithfully for many years.
The Bremen-registered vessel Treuenfels, owned by D.D.G. 'Hansa', caused some
confusion. The hand-written report of the raid by the Harbourmaster of Rotterdam can
easily lead to another case of mistaken identity, namely confusion with the sister-ship
Frauenfels. This line of enquiry came to an abrupt end when I discovered that the
Frauenfels was lying at the bottom of an Eritrean harbour (Massawa) on 16th July
1941. Luckily, the typed War Diary of the German Naval Commander in the
Netherlands came to the rescue and revealed all.
The Treuenfels lived to fight another day and continued to feature in Talbot-Booth's
Merchant Ships until 1944, after which she disappeared off the scene. There is no
record of her in the Lloyd's War Loss books, and my letter to D.D.G. Hansa was
returned to sender: the company had ceased activities. The ship's name, however, was
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resurrected in 1959, when a new and improved version of the Treuenfels was
launched.

The 8,456-ton German MV 'Treuenfels' (author's impression)
The last listed casualty to be investigated is the 'one gunboat which was being fitted
out'. The last CIU Interpretation Report before the raid, dated 12th July 1941, listed
three gunboats as being fitted out, all of them Dutch. Two of these were present in P.
Smit's shipyard, which lay well to the east of the area covered by the raid, and was not
listed in the German War Diaries as one of the docks attacked. The remaining
gunboat was being fitted out in A.F. Smulder's Yard (Werf Gusto), which was not
only in the line of attack but also mentioned in the Diaries as being bombed.
The next good photographic coverage of A.F. Smulder's Yard was not until 12th
August. The CIU comments make interesting reading: 'One Dutch gunboat has left
A.F. Smulder's Shipyard, and is now found at Giessens & Zienen's Shipyard.' This
was corrected three days later, after a further PRU sortie had secured some better
photographs of the docks. The amendment stated that, on further inspection, the
Dutch gunboat had been moved to the Rotterdam Dry Dock Company, and not
Giessens & Zienen's Shipyard. The fitting-out facelift seems to have been upgraded to
major structural repair, and it would appear that this was the casualty referred to on
the raid. In the CIU Report dated 2nd September 1941, it is noted that the gunboat has
been moved back across the river to A.F. Smulder's Yard to continue her fitting-out
process.
CIU Interpretation Report No 2046, dated 15th August 1941, not only includes the
above correction. Tucked away in the narrative, and much against the run of play, I
was surprised and delighted to read the following extract concerning 'Wilton's Dry
Dock Company (West)', i.e. Wilton-Fijenoord: '...and that the after superstructure of
the large tanker 560', at present in the floating dock, appears to be damaged.' So the
Breisgau appears to have received the attention of Shaw Kennedy's bombs after all!
Sudden gems of information such as these make research that much more rewarding.
The CIU Report of 2nd September, which immediately follows the subsequent and
more disastrous 2 Group raid on Rotterdam docks, states: 'The large tanker has now
left floating dock at Wilton's (West) and has moved to the East wall of the Basin.'
The 13,291-ton Breisgau is another vessel having an interesting life. Originally the
French tanker Salome, she became a German prize after the capitulation and was then
renamed Breisgau, entering service with the German navy as a supply ship. On 27th
September 1944 she was sunk in Waalhaven, where she remained until after the war.
Raised and repaired, she reverted to her original name Salome, and in 1959 was sold
to Panama, becoming the Ocean Confidence. Later in the year, she was sold to the
Nationalist Chinese and renamed Lee Yung.
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Finally, there is one report which cannot be ignored, and provides ample scope for
speculation. The German report for the military situation in the Netherlands during
the week of 13th-19th July 1941 states that one merchant ship (1,200 tons) was sunk
by bomb hits. The eminent Dutch historian, Gerrit Zwanenburg MBE, whose sound
advice stopped me jumping to conclusions on many an occasion, confirmed that this
vessel was in Rotterdam during the raid. Unfortunately, he was unable to name her.
Now, the lowest tonnage of the vessels listed so far is 2,031 - the Danish collier
Hafnia. One must assume that, with the Germans' penchant for accuracy, the Danish
vessel can be discounted and a 1,200-tonner must be sought. Furthermore, the
German report uses the word Handelsschiff (merchant vessel), so a large gunboat can
also be ruled out.
Allowing a certain leeway in the assessment of tonnage by aircrew flying at 50 feet
and four miles per minute, one of about seven crews could have attacked this 1,200ton merchant ship. Roughly speaking, the length of the vessel would have been 225
feet, or nicely inside the bracket '200-250 feet' used by the CIU in its interpretation
reports. Assuming that the sunken or capsized vessel would have been detected by the
eagle-eyed enthusiasts at Medmenham - as is evident by their various other reports then the place to look would be in the floating or dry docks.
Reports subsequent to the raid, where changes since the 11th July 1941 are
highlighted, show three vessels of 200-250 feet entering floating dock. Two of these
were observed in the Rotterdam Dry Dock Company and the other in
Wilhelminahaven. In the latter dock, the thought-provoking entry '1 half M/V 250' '
appears. Granted that this report immediately follows the subsequent 2 Group attack
on 28th August, it is not placed in the changes column, and hence was already in situ.
Scanning Lloyd's World War Two List for the arrivals and departures in the port of
Rotterdam prior to the raid, there are a total of seven vessels which fall inside the
1,100 to 1,300-ton bracket. Three are Norwegian:
1,221-ton Vim
1,140-ton Karma
1,268-ton Kis
Four are Swedish:
1,274-ton Wasaborg
1,264-ton Mathilda
1,265-ton Magdalena
1,226-ton Magne
The Norwegian vessels Karma and Kis were almost certainly in port on the raid,
having arrived just two days previously. Perhaps it was the fate of the Karma to be
sunk on this occasion (pun intentional!).
But my money would go on one of the Swedish pair Wasaborg and Magne, owned
by Stockholms Rederei AB Svea. The ships of this company had black funnels with a
single white band around them, and could fit the description of the ships attacked by
Sqn Ldr Kercher and Sgt Paton of 226 Squadron. The dock attacked by these crews
was probably Wilhelminahaven, which, as previously stated, was subsequently found
to contain half an M/V of suitable size. But there are two flies in the ointment
regarding this highly conjectural exercise. Why was the 1,200-tonner not named in the
German naval report, and Wilhelminahaven not included in the docks attacked? I
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suggest that the wide dissemination of the news that a neutral country's ship had been
sunk in Rotterdam would not have contributed a great deal towards the Nazi cause.
Too much of that and the war zone would have become bad business and not worth
the risk to life and material. Sweden traded with Germany for purely commercial
reasons, and their vessels did not have the persuasive influence of a Nazi guard or
two, as did those of the occupied countries.
The cutting of supplies, such as iron ore, would be a setback and to be avoided at all
costs: a cover-up would certainly be on the cards.
The following extract from the appropriate Air Ministry Weekly Intelligence
Summary says it all: 'As a result of recent attacks off the Dutch coast and at
Rotterdam, there is a growing desire amongst businessmen against routing their
goods, especially for Scandinavia, through Dutch ports.'
In my opinion, the possibility of forcing a rethink upon Swedish traders would have
proved the raison d'être of the raid, and worth far more than the destruction of
individual ships.
Grossed up, then, the final tally reaches ten vessels, totalling some 71,500 tons,
none of which, with the exception of the 1,200-tonner, appears to have been seriously
damaged. Not really the stuff of the official communiqué.
I asked Robbie Robertson, the lead observer on the raid, for his comments on this
discrepancy. 'The reports at that time, and shortly afterwards,' he replied, 'were all
very glowing: you know, corroborated everything that everyone thought. And it was
only quite a lot later that the facts came out: that it wasn't nearly as successful as we
had thought. They didn't want to disconcert the crews, that was the point.' Sentiments
with which I heartily concur. It was bad enough facing the prospect that the chances
of completing a full tour on Blenheims were none too generous.
Other damage was caused on the raid from the mixed bag of 250lb bombs and 25lb
incendiaries. The projectiles cascaded on wharfs, warehouses, factories, cranes and
other appendages of the docks' establishment. The official photographs clearly show
large plumes of smoke emanating from the unfortunate recipients, confirming the
many claims in the bombing reports.
Inevitably, there was a human toll. The War Diary of the German Naval
Commander in the Netherlands states succinctly that the casualties from the raid were
15 dead and 60 wounded. The Wehrmacht report for the week is more specific in
breakdown, but does not clarify whether the casualties were entirely caused by the
raid on 16th July. (It should be pointed out that Wehrmacht, literally 'the [fighting]
services', includes the Heer [Army], the Luftwaffe [Air Force] and the Marine [Navy].
The term is often misused when referring to the German Army alone). The report
reads:
Service personnel:
Dead 1
Wounded 7 Of these 6 severely.
Civilians:
Dead 18
Wounded 69 Of these 18 severely.
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Material damage, again, is for the week, but some, if not all, is probably attributable
to the raid, and gives some idea of the variety of destruction. It reads:
Material Damage
Military objects:
4 army sheds and wiring of a searchlight destroyed.
Non-military objects:
6 houses destroyed, 55 houses damaged, one repair shop, one gas distribution plant,
one dock warehouse, one transformer house, one museum, one engine shed, 2 garages
and 2 trucks destroyed. A few cattle injured.
In marked contrast to the German naval assessment, the overall (Wehrmacht) view
was that: 'Considerable damage, material as well as personal, was done.' However, the
Wehrmacht report strangely dismisses the shipping casualties with: 'One hospital ship
and one gunboat damaged by bomb hits', in the military section, and : 'One merchant
ship (1,200 G.R. Tons) sunk by bomb hits' in the non-military section.
As always, it is sad to read of civilian casualties, but it is a measure of the quality of
the Dutch that they accepted this situation as part of the overall war effort and never
harboured any ill feelings towards the Allies as a consequence.
The question of what the planners in 2 Group were actually trying to achieve by
launching this mass Blenheim raid has been covered in part already. The anti-shipping
campaign waged by the Blenheim operators was the aerial equivalent of what the
Royal Navy was achieving largely by their fleet of submarines. Denial of trade by the
destruction of the enemy's merchant shipping was a tactic that very nearly brought
Great Britain to her knees, and she was not slow to realise the importance of 'an eye
for an eye' retaliation.
The mystery is why this style of raid was not conceived before mid-July 1941.
Rotterdam was not suddenly crammed with shipping. Photographic evidence shows
that this was an ongoing situation, and that there was always a massive turnover in
shipping, indicating a bristling trade. Not only that, but Rotterdam was also the largest
port in continental Europe.
The thought that the raid was intended primarily to show solidarity with our new
allies - the Russians - by drawing off some of the fighters from the Eastern Front
horrifies me. That tactic was used to great effect, but in a slightly less hazardous way
for the Blenheim crews, in Circus operations. These entailed launching about a dozen
Blenheims against 'fringe' targets, normally in France, with a fighter cover of about
one hundred Spitfires and Hurricanes. What the Blenheim crews felt about being used
as bait in this fashion is best left unwritten, but the tactic often had the desired effect
and an enormous fighter mêlée would develop.
The Rotterdam raid was not a Circus operation. In fact, the Blenheim bombers
outnumbered their fighter escort by over 2:1. The dreadful carnage from enemy
fighter involvement in the subsequent 2 Group raid on Rotterdam docks on 28th
August 1941 is chilling testimony that this style of raid had no Circus qualities.
That stated, it is in black and white in No 2 Group Operation Order No 47, dated 8th
July 1941, and written to cover the attacks on shipping in the ports of Le Havre and
Cherbourg, that: 'It is present policy to increase the offensive action on Germany's
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western front, in order to split his fighter forces and so to some extent relieve the
pressure on Russia.' Ours is not to reason why...
There is no doubt that the Luftwaffe was caught flatfooted on 16th July 1941, and it
would be reasonable to assume that a few heads would roll as a result. It would not
fall for the same trick again.
An analysis of the Rotterdam defences produces some interesting results. Clearly
the direction of attack and the extremely low altitude caught the flak merchants
completely by surprise. I cannot help wondering how the second wave would have
fared had it not been for those extra few seconds alert that the blazing guns of Vp
1107 provided. The alert gunners on the Waalhaven-based flakship certainly gave an
audible alarm to their colleagues further to the northeast, in advance of the obvious
one generated by the bomb explosions. By and large, the fixed defences only had time
to blink at the first wave - there being no air raid warning - and do not appear to have
reached fever pitch until the time that the second wave thundered through. At least,
that is the impression created after reading the naval diaries!
It was necessary to closely study the various Vorposten Flottille and Vorpostenboot
reports in order to sort out the wheat from the chaff. At first glance, it would appear
that every single flakship had a slice of the action and virtually annihilated the entire
second wave. However, on further inspection, certain similarities can be detected and
an appraisal is possible.
First of all, the shooting down of my cousin (on the first wave) by Vp 1107 is not
contested. This flakship's further claim that it downed an aircraft from the second
wave will be discussed later in terms of the 'phantom' fifth aircraft.
Secondly, of the six flakships of the 13th Vorposten Flottille moored on St Jobskade
or in St Jobshaven, three were certain that each caused the demise of the three downed
aircraft. Vp 1302 claimed certain hits on the cockpit of one aircraft, causing it to catch
fire. Vp 1306 stated that she shot parts off the tailplane of a second aircraft, the
burning parts falling onto sheds in the St Jobskade. Vp 1308 reported giving
supporting fire to Vp 1306, while Vp 1309 claimed to have hit another aircraft flying
over Parkhaven. From this aircraft a trail of smoke was clearly visible and parts of the
fuselage and tailplane fell off. The War Diary of the commandant of the 13th
Vorposten Flottille summarizes the action:
'The observations tally with the shootings-down reported to the Harbour
Commandant.
(1) 1 A/C shot down, and went down half-way Rotterdam-Delft.
(2) 1 A/C down at the Luxerkine [Inzinking: bombed area?].
(3) 1 A/C down, crashed on the Noordsingel.'
Nothing too contentious here, but poetic licence may need to be applied to the
diagram submitted of the flight path of the aircraft, which does not correspond too
closely with the more easterly disposition reported by the 11th Vorposten Flottille
I feel that the latter's version of events has more of a ring of truth about it, not only
because of the considerable detail included, but also because it ties in very closely
with the flight paths I had already calculated.
Sifting for the common denominator in the reports of the 11th Vorposten Flottille,
the fate of two of the downed Blenheims can be traced. For ease of reference, I shall
call them aircraft A and aircraft B.
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Aircraft A crashed 1,200-1,500 metres past the flakships. It was hit hard. One report
(Vp 1106) states that the port engine actually fell away from the aircraft! The other
flakships agree that the port engine was hit, as well as the fuel tank, causing flames to
burst from these two positions. Losing height and burning fiercely, it flew north
before crashing 'quickly'.
Aircraft B crashed 1,000 metres past the flakships. It received numerous hits in the
cockpit, fuselage, wings, and tail unit, losing height rapidly and flew at roof-top
height before making a belly-landing.
Aircraft A was obviously flown by Wg Cdr Partridge, and aircraft B by Sqn Ldr
Sydney Smith.
Vp 1106 and Vp 1108 both claimed to have shot down both aircraft, which the
Vorposten Flottille commander tended to agree with. Vp 1109 was just as certain that
she had delivered the coup de grâce. Vp 1110 claimed the credit for aircraft B and
reported seeing a plume of smoke issuing from another aircraft which jettisoned its
bombs in the park as an emergency measure.
Vp 1106 thought that the bombs had been jettisoned by aircraft A, and Vp 1109
believed that aircraft B had been responsible.
I think that it was neither, and the 'another aircraft' in Vp 1110's report is just that. In
the heat of battle, Sgt Rost's fight for his very survival seems hidden in the various
accounts, and I believe that his aircraft was the one trailing smoke and which
jettisoned its bombs. As discussed earlier, there is convincing evidence that both box
leaders had let go their bombs conventionally before being crippled by flak.
Perhaps a case could be made for the park-destined bombs to be those which fell
from the bomb-bay of that high-flying Blenheim pilot, Sgt Menish, whose accuracy
from 1.700 feet may have been somewhat shaky.
The 11th's diagrams and reports add speculation to the final disposition of the
second wave's right flank. All agree that of the five or six Blenheims overflying
Katendrechthaven I and II, only three continued on heading, while the remainder, in
aviation parlance, 'did a quick 180'. I would like to record here that this is the kind of
manoeuvre with which I can thoroughly sympathise!
Oddly enough, this little piece of the jigsaw puzzle proved most useful in the final
analysis: it prompted me to try and establish which three maintained course after
Katendrechthaven. It will be recalled that Tony Aldridge, who was Sqn Ldr Smythe's
observer, had observed an aircraft on his right, the pilot of which was calmly smoking
a cigar as flames spread around him. Tony was sure that this was Wg Cdr Tim
Partridge, but he could also have been looking at Sgt Ronald Rost. A moment's lapse
of concentration just before Tim Partridge keeled over and crashed into the
Noordsingel and Tony could have jumped to the wrong conclusion. Australians are a
tough breed: Rommel considered them among his most formidable opponents, and it
is easy to visualise Ronald Rost calmly dealing with the serious situation so vividly
described by Tony Aldridge.
The WOp/AG to Don Smythe and Tony Aldridge was John Welch, who afterwards
made the famous broadcast Mast High Over Rotterdam. Propaganda manufacturers
must have leaned quite hard on John for him to summarize the raid thus: '...it had been
a great day.'
Returning to the three crews who apparently did an about turn, things do not look
quite as black as they might first appear. It would seem likely that Sgt Jefferson and
Plt Off Walkden simply gave the flakships a wider, and healthier, berth, and selected
vessels to attack in the popular 'Dock 28' further upstream. In fact, when I interviewed
him, Tom 'Jeff' Jefferson admitted that he never saw any flakships, but merely veered
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to line up with his target on the far side of the New Waterway! After his bombing run,
he regained formation with his CO, Tim Partridge, whose aircraft was by then on fire.
Tom Jefferson's WOp/AG, Scotty Scotney, actually took some of the official
photographs which clearly show his track over the bombed-out area just to the west of
the Willemsbrug bridge. Sgt Dunham, having planted his bomb load on a ship in
Maashaven, would have been only too pleased to execute an evasive 'S' turn.
The vic remnant led by Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith appears to have made a slight 'S'
turn to port, commensurate with the leader's account. The Germans interpreted this as
a formation break-up caused by their accurate firing, adding: 'One group broke away
from the formation and came at the boats from astern. These aircraft came under
heavy fire from the stern 2cm guns of boats 1106, 08 and 09.' The multiple pom-poms
that Sydney Smith had seen in close-up later! One interesting point is that the
Germans were delayed in opening fire on the 139 Squadron Blenheims by the ferry
crossing the New Waterway from south to north - the same ferry that Sydney Smith
would catch not long afterwards!
There were, naturally, some self-congratulatory remarks included in the Flotilla
reports, together with a few observations. A translation reads: 'The attack showed that
even in port a number of magazines of 2cm A/A must be kept filled. It would be
advisable to change the magazines daily in order to avoid too heavy a demand on the
springs...The two A/A crews filled the magazines in an incredibly short time in the
face of hostile M/G fire, so that the 2cm A/A guns were able to join the battle...As
there was no firing from any side at these aircraft, it presupposes a high level of
alertness on the part of the crews, that these aircraft were immediately recognised as
hostile, and straight away brought under fire. It has shown to an extraordinary degree
the value of filling out rest periods in Rotterdam with combat exercises, so that the
crews were trained for sudden attacks.'
And lastly, one report containing a word of praise for the Blenheim crews: 'It is
thanks to the alertness, readiness for action and accurate shooting of the guncommanders on all boats that the skilfully launched attack by the English aircraft was
beaten off.'
It would be appropriate now to discuss the claim that five aircraft were shot down
and not four. Mindful of the exaggerated claims that both sides made during the war,
this assertion would, at first glance, not seem to pose any particular problems.
However, the testimony of Jacob Aarnoudse, who categorically stated that he saw an
aircraft crash just outside Wilton-Fijenoord, could not be ignored. Since he was
moored next to the Baloeran at the time of his observation, it is not easy to dismiss his
evidence, as the hospital ship had departed Rotterdam by the time that the second
mass low-level Blenheim raid was launched on 28th August.
For once, the War Diaries of the Wehrmacht and the naval authorities in the
Netherlands agree on this point, and the Wehrmacht report goes into more detail in the
breakdown of the fate of the 'five' crews. It states: 'On 16.7 five Bristol Blenheims in
Rotterdam area by Flak after daylight attack. Crash of two aircraft into the water of
the Waalhaven. Of the crews, 3 were killed, 6 taken prisoner, more have drowned.
1700 hours. On one of the aircraft Dutch markings were found.'
Vague in some respects, thought provoking in others. My first reaction on reading
this was to mull over any connection there might be with my concurrent investigation
into the total disappearance of my cousin's body. Who were these extra three POWs?
Only Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith and his crew had gone 'into the bag', to my knowledge.
The other wild card was the additional Blenheim that crashed into Waalhaven. Could
there be some confusion here, if a badly-injured airman had been pulled out of the
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water? There are more than a few cases of very late notification of POWs,
misidentification and even inclusion on the Roll of Honour, to the utter amazement of
prisoners returning after the war. But this is not the place to discuss my absorbing
investigation into why Len Mynott's name appears on the Runnymede Memorial. I
shall attempt to do this later.
The second aircraft in Waalhaven was dismissed when Mr J.P. Diefenbach, of the
Port of Rotterdam Authority, kindly sent me a copy of the chart which recorded all the
bomb strikes and crashed aircraft in the dock of Waalhaven during the Second World
War. Only one aircraft was marked on this chart.
The strange statement that Dutch markings had been found on one of the downed
aircraft can be easily explained by the shared colours of red, white and blue.
What, then, prompted the German authorities to reach a total of five Blenheims shot
down? I believe one possible reason is the report of Waalhaven-based Vp 1107, which
recorded an aircraft in obvious difficulty on the second wave. This aircraft was seen
to jettison its bombs in Waalhaven and was presumed to have crashed shortly
afterwards in the city. I could find no evidence to substantiate this claim, other than
the possibility that Sgt Rost was way out of position. Information on the young
Australian is virtually non-existent, and no one reported him to be in any difficulty
until at the very last moment, when Sgt Dunham observed him to crash in flames east
of Ypenburg. The 18 Squadron ORB states that the cause of the crash was unknown.
Most disturbingly, however, is the report by Jacob Aarnoudse of an aircraft crashing
just outside the Wilton-Fijenoord yard.
It was fairly common practice in 2 Group, at that time, to launch with any raid a
reserve aircraft which would return to base from the English coast if all went well
with the main formation. But on this raid all did not go well, as is evidenced by Flt Lt
Campbell-Rogers's losing battle against the increased drag of a semi-retracted
undercarriage. Did the reserve aircraft fill the vacant slot in the 226 Squadron box?
Adding fuel to the fire was the fact that the only Blenheims which bombed WiltonFijenoord belonged to 226 Squadron.
No comfort could be gained by checking the 226 Squadron ORB for a possible
reference to a reserve crew. None of the other ORBs even hinted at it. But with my
cousin's crew recorded as safely returned, in the 21 Squadron ORB, I had little
confidence in this line of enquiry.
What finally convinced me that the correct total of downed aircraft on the raid was
four was the unambiguous information contained in a letter from Mrs E. Boyd of the
Casualty Department of the Air Historical Branch. She confirmed that there were no
casualties on the raid other than:
Wg Cdr Partridge and crew killed.
Sgt Rost and crew killed.
Sgt Bevan, Plt Off Slade killed. Sgt Mynott missing.
Sqn Ldr Sydney Smith and crew all POWs.
There could be no other conclusion than that Jacob Aarnoudse must have confused
the two very similar Blenheim raids, and remembered seeing, almost certainly, Jimmy
Alexander going in on 28th August 1941.
So that was it: four aircraft lost from 36 despatched to bomb shipping in the docks
at Rotterdam. Put into perspective, compared with the normal casualty rate suffered
by 2 Group, this was a tremendous achievement and rarely, if ever, to be repeated by
the Cinderellas of Bomber Command.
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Chapter 9

Congratulations and Gongs
Their Airships were not slow to recognise the considerable success of the raid, or
the professional skill of the aircrew who took part. The accolades came tumbling in
almost before the first pint of beer was drawn. The AOC 2 Group, AVM D.F.
Stevenson, sent the following signal:
'I am filled with admiration for the leadership courage and determination displayed
in the crushing blow which was inflicted on the enemy at Rotterdam today. My
heartiest congratulations to W/C Webster, formation leaders and crews who took part
in this magnificent operation.'
The AOC-in-C Bomber Command, Air Marshal Sir Richard Peirse, was no less
enthusiastic in his signal:
'My warmest congratulations on the magnificent attack carried out by you today.
This is another crushing blow which will have a far reaching effect on the enemy in
the Battle of the Atlantic.'
Winston Churchill was no doubt also delighted. But it was the subsequent raid on
Rotterdam, on 28th August, which compelled him to put pen to paper the following
day. In his letter to the Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles Portal, he
appears to have formed the impression, quite rightly, that Blenheim crews were being
used as cannon fodder. The Prime Minister wrote:
'The loss of seven Blenheims out of seventeen in the daylight attack on merchant
shipping and docks at Rotterdam is most severe. Such losses might be accepted in
attacking "Scharnhorst", "Gneisenau", "Tirpitz", or a south-bound Tripoli convoy,
because, apart from the damage done, a first-class strategic object is served. But they
seem disproportionate to an attack on merchant shipping not engaged in vital supply
work. The losses in our bombers have been very heavy this month, and Bomber
Command is not expanding as was hoped. While I greatly admire the bravery of the
pilots, I do not want them pressed too hard. Easier targets giving a high damage return
compared with casualties may more often be selected.
Let me have a return showing all bombers written off in August for any cause,
including crashes on landing, and also the number of bombers received from M.A.P.
[Ministry of Aircraft Production], and the number manufactured and imported.'
The Vice-Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal Sir Wilfred Freeman, handled
this hot potato. He pointed out, in his letter to the Prime Minister, that the raid was
part of the agreed strategy of hitting the Germans as hard as possible in the West in
order to bring some relief to our new allies, the Russians: surely a 'first-class strategic
objective'.
Churchill was placated. The tone of his letter of reply to the VCAS, dated 30th
August, had changed considerably. He wrote:
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'Good. The devotion and gallantry of the attacks on Rotterdam and other objectives
are beyond all praise. The charge of the Light Brigade at Balaclava is eclipsed in
brightness by these almost daily deeds of fame. Tell the squadrons and publish if you
think well.'
These famous words were duly despatched by signal on 1st September to all
concerned. Well, not quite. Although 'Station Commander Swanton Morley' was one
of the addressees on the AOC's signal, he was not asked to convey the message to the
Squadron Commander and crews of 105 Squadron. A pity, as the Prime Minister was
clearly referring to both attacks on Rotterdam.
The Charge of the Light Brigade was an heroic but ill-fated venture, which resulted
in an unnecessary loss of life. The Blenheim crews were not slow to grasp the
significance of this comparison which emanated from arguably the finest mobiliser in
history of the English language.
No less powerful than the words of the Prime Minister was this accolade from
Group Captain Leonard Cheshire:
'We consider ourselves pretty tough flying over Germany under cover of darkness at
vast heights, but what of these Blenheim and Coastal Command boys who come over
in broad daylight at zero feet and think nothing of it? Makes you think, doesn't it?'
On to the thorny subject of gongs and medals. The award of decorations in the
Second World War was, in my opinion, nothing short of scandalous. (See Pablo's
War by Sqn Ldr Pablo Mason [Bloomsbury 1992] for an update on how the RAF
awarded decorations following Operation Desert Storm. Nothing changes...) Here
were aircrew risking life and limb, virtually every day of their young lives, and only
likely to receive any recognition if it were politically expedient. So-and-so squadron
had fallen a bit short on the gong ration of late, so they were due for a batch. It was
essentially a lottery: how can a mere mortal differentiate between these daily acts of
bravery? All should be decorated, or none at all.
A very honest retired squadron leader (not on the Rotterdam raid) admitted to me
that he was once in a position to write his own recommendation for a DFC, and got it!
Perhaps the best-known travesty of justice concerns the air-gunner of Fg Off Donald
Edward 'Judy' Garland, of Maastricht bridges fame. Both Don Garland and his
observer, Sgt Tom Gray, were awarded Victoria Crosses, posthumously. The airgunner, who was also killed in this suicidal Fairey Battle attack, received nothing. At
the time of his death, Lawrence Royston Reynolds was a humble LAC. Perhaps the
authorities considered that his lowly rank precluded the conferment of the only
posthumous award available at that time - the Victoria Cross. But, under AMO
A552/39 issued in December 1939, all air-gunners and WOp/AGs on completion of
their training were to be promoted to sergeant, if not commissioned. In other words,
this regulation had been in force for some five months prior to the attack on the
Maastricht bridges, but the bush telegraph had not extended as far as the AASF in
France. It is not too late to confer a posthumous VC or GC on Sergeant Lawrence
Reynolds.
Slightly less well-known is the case of Sqn Ldr John Seymour Sherwood DSO
DFC, who led his squadron - No 97 - on the audacious Lancaster daylight raid on
Augsburg on 17th April 1942. His citation for the Victoria Cross, glowing enough,
received a further boost when his AOC-in-C appended his remarks at the foot of the
page: 'Strongly recommended, A.T. Harris, AM'. The citation finally arrived in the in148

tray of a mighty chair-bound warrior in the Air Ministry, who picked up his pencil
and scratched the barely legible comment: 'To be recd for DSO if later found to be
still alive.' Sqn Ldr Sherwood consequently received the DSO!
My comments are not meant in any way to detract from the awards that were
actually made: I just feel that too many brave souls missed out.
The final insult was that at the conclusion of the war, no Bomber Command
Campaign Medal was struck. A half-hearted attempt to redress this outrageous
situation was the launch of a clasp to the 1939-1945 Star in 2013 - nearly 70 years
after the cessation of hostilities of the Second World War. A huge number of Bomber
Command veterans, out of the dwindling number still alive, understandably boycotted
this derisory recognition of their incredible courage. Thank goodness that the
magnificent Bomber Command Memorial, unveiled in Green Park in June 2012 by
HM The Queen, provides a lasting tribute to all those gallant souls.
Enough said. At least some lucky ones received their just desserts as a direct or
indirect result of the Rotterdam raid of 16th July 1941.
Thoroughly deserved was the award of the DSO to the leader of the raid, Wg Cdr
P.F. Webster DFC & Bar. Flt Lt A.B. Broadley of 105 Squadron had the raid
mentioned in his citation for the DFC, as did Sgt Jock Paton of 226 Squadron, who
received the DFM.
I cannot resist just one last comment before leaving this subject. That officers were
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, and NCOs and airmen received the
Distinguished Flying Medal has always caused me some irritation. I decided to ask
the Old-Timers if they would kindly offer me an explanation. Their reply did not
really surprise me: 'This was due to pure snobbery - the pre-war RAF stank of it. It
was also much easier to win a DFC.' Oddly enough, this had the reverse effect, and
the rarer DFM was actually more coveted. A double DFM, as in the case of Jack
Onions of 226 Squadron, was something else.
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Chapter 10

The Netherlands at War
An assessment of this raid would be incomplete without due consideration being
given to the situation and morale of the Dutch people at that time of the war.
In an article entitled RAF above Rotterdam, which appeared in the newspaper Vrij
Nederland (Free Netherlands), published in London on 26th July 1941, an
astonishing confidence in the RAF is evident. Translated excerpts read: 'We knew that
these British bombs will not fall on our heads but only on the Germans', and that is
the reason why we were not afraid of these air-raids...Notice also how the bombs fell
only on the German ships in the harbour and the German-used warehouses. "Come
Tommy come, and drop another bomb" (having been read in "Free Netherlands")
were the words that the Dutch were singing during the British bombardment.
According to the British department of aviation, the RAF did not miss one German
target.'
The Sunday Times of 20th July 1941 reported that the German Military Commander
in Holland, General Christiansen, was not amused by the pro-British demonstrations
by the Dutch. The General had warned the Dutch population that the cheering of
British pilots who had been captured by the Germans will in future be considered
'imprudent demonstrations'. He had, however, not ordered any drastic action to
prevent such demonstrations. Such restraint would not last for long, as the Manchester
Guardian reported on 14th August 1941. By then, General Christiansen had ordered
his troops to fire on any members of the public demonstrating their sympathy with
captured Allied airmen.
In Free Netherlands dated 23rd August 1941, it was reported that five Dutchmen
had been sentenced to death for helping British bomber pilots.
In the Annual Register 1941 for the Netherlands, edited by M. Epstein MA PhD, the
general political and economic situation is reviewed. German policy towards the
Netherlands is said to differ in many respects from that in other occupied countries
such as Belgium and France, because the Dutch were considered to be of Germanic
origin. The article describes the vain attempts to win the Dutch over to the Nazi cause,
and concludes with the following lamentation, which almost makes one fell sorry for
the Occupying Power: 'Nazis complained bitterly that they were considered as
outlaws by the rest of the population, and that anything was done to make life
unbearable for them. All Nazi campaigns like the Winter Help and Aid for the Troops
in Russia were boycotted. The spirit of resistance in the occupied territories was
stronger than ever, in spite of the often insurmountable difficulties in the way of
active resistance.'
The Air Ministry Weekly Intelligence Summaries for February-July 1941 capture in
essence the state of morale of the Dutch, and help explain why the appearance of the
Blenheims on 16th July 1941 was greeted with such heartfelt enthusiasm. The
following numbered paragraphs are extracted from the section sub-titled Morale in
Occupied Countries: Holland:
70. With very few exceptions, all reports indicate that not only is the morale of the
Dutch high and unshaken, but that their powers of passive resistance and their hatred
of Germany is the strongest that the Germans have yet encountered. Also, to the
complete bewilderment of the Germans, it is combined with a subtle sense of humour.
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74. A British victory is confidently expected in 1942, and there is almost excessive
optimism about the results of American aid to Britain.
75. Royal Air Force raids are welcome.
76. Every opportunity is taken for both active and passive resistance, both of which
are on the increase. Surprisingly little fear is shown of the Gestapo.

The wreckage of a Blenheim on a Dutch quayside. Unfortunately, I was unable to
establish the source of this photograph, so it may or may not be my cousin's aircraft,
V6240 (YH:B) (via Hans Onderwater)
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Chapter 11

Reflections of a Decade
As the 50th anniversary of the Rotterdam raid approached, a host of feelings welled
up inside me. First and foremost, the content of this book is not what it was originally
intended to be - the many and varied avenues of research into the exact location of my
cousin's final resting place. My energies in that direction were nothing short of
obsessional, and I clung resolutely to the belief that the solution was just around the
corner, which it so often appeared to be. It was only after I reached a disappointing
impasse in 1988 that I set about in earnest to complete this volume. On further
reflection, when I started my research in 1981 I truthfully had no intention of writing
a book. I was eventually persuaded by a combined effort on the part of the Blenheim
veterans I had the great pleasure of interviewing, who expressed the sentiment that so
little had hitherto been written about their aircraft. I have not for one minute regretted
my decision, and am quite certain that it was right to cover the raid in depth before
moving on to the search for Len Mynott's grave. As should become apparent in this
book, I returned to that quest with renewed vigour. In the meantime, I would like to
savour the warm memories evoked in climbing the various rungs of the ladder of
enlightenment.
There was the first reading of Mike Bowyer's account of the raid in his 2 Group
RAF: A Complete History 1936-1945. Then a photograph of my cousin's Blenheim V6240 - doing an engine-run at Watton. A letter to Leslie Hunt, author of an earlier
and shorter history of 2 Group, who put me on to Alan Jasper, who in turn led me to
Hans Onderwater. Hans was about to publish his book En Toen Was Het Stil (And
Then It Was Silent), which describes various raids on Rotterdam, including those on
10th May 1940 and 16th July 1941. He was going to visit Ray Aveyard, Chairman of
No 600 (City of London) Squadron Association, in September 1981 - would I like to
come along?
Hans added more to the pot, and had done some very useful spadework in
contacting some of the survivors from the raid that I was researching. He also showed
me a photograph of the remains of a Blenheim on a Dutch quay, guarded by a German
soldier. It is badly out of focus, but the major points are recognisable. 'That's your
cousin's aircraft!' Hans told me. What a scoop, I thought, but I never did establish the
source of that photograph...
Hans and Ray were making final arrangements for a nostalgic return visit to
Rotterdam for the members of 600 Squadron Association. It was planned to coincide
with the launching of Hans's new book. Would I like to join them? I was more than
delighted to join such esteemed company for my first visit to Rotterdam since the
early 1960s.
It was a poignant time, those four days spanning 5th/8th November 1981. No 600
Squadron had lost five of the six Blenheim Mk I fighters despatched on that fateful
day of 10th May 1940. Attacking Waalhaven airfield, they had been hacked out of the
sky, only one badly-damaged Blenheim managing to stagger back to England. The
pilot, Sqn Ldr T. Norman Hayes DFC, was in our party. So were the relatives of the
downed crews, some of whom were visiting graves that had hitherto been marked
Unknown Airman. After researching the raid, Hans Onderwater had submitted his
findings to the Commonwealth War Graves Commission. His case had been accepted
by the Commission and the graves duly received named headstones.
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A part of the itinerary was a visit to Rotterdam/Crooswijk Cemetery. It was a
chance to pay my respects to my cousin's crew and to Tim Partridge and his crew. It
was also a time to regret that there was no grave marked Unknown Airman: 16th July
1941 near those of Sgt Eric Bevan and Plt Off Ralph Slade.

Self standing on the northeast corner of Waalhaven, during a visit in November 1981.
This was as close as I could get to the spot where my cousin crashed. The large
cranes are on the north-eastern mole. (Peter Groenveld)
During a lull in the tight schedule, Peter Groenveld, a photographer colleague of
Hans, kindly took me to Waalhaven dock. Standing on the end of Pier 1, the nearest
point to where V6240 crashed, I took stock of my feelings. How I wished to be able to
visualise those final moments: a time-warp perhaps or a psychic slip - I doubt if I am
alone with such thoughts. Nothing untoward happened. I had expected to experience a
deep feeling of sadness when I visited the scene of Len's demise, but this did not
materialise. Instead, it was more a feeling of deep contentment, similar to that which I
often feel when visiting one of the beautifully kept Commonwealth War Graves
cemeteries - a profound belief that death cannot be the end...
Four months later, the opportunity arose to visit the departure airfields of the raid.
Accompanied by my wife, Carol, and Mrs Mary Hurst (Tim Partridge's widow) I set
off for RAF Watton. Years previously, I had received a radar service from the home
of Eastern Radar. But on this day, we were to receive red carpet treatment.
The CO of the small RAF detachment at Watton, Flt Lt Gardner, was on leave.
Stepping into the breach at short notice for duty on a Saturday, Corporal Hayes
proved a PR man par excellence, and gave us a magnificent guided tour of the station.
We met Corporal Hayes at Station Headquarters. 'You're Wing Commander
Partridge's widow', he said to Mary, who confessed afterwards that, even after the
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passage of all those years, the terms 'widow' or 'late husband' still came as a shock.
Our guide was not to know the depth of feelings that Mary still harboured.

RAF Watton main entrance, circa 1990 (Author's photo)

The old Watch Tower at RAF Watton in March 1982, now in a sad state of disrepair.
(Author's photo)
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The first point of call was the old control tower, or watch tower, the focal point of
all airfield activity. It was now, like many contemporary watch towers, in a sad state
of repair: broken glass, doors hanging off hinges, and yards of exposed wiring.
Coincidences abound in life, a phenomenon which Jung termed 'synchronicity'. From
our vantage point on the balcony of the watch tower, we watched a visiting Chinook
helicopter, which was taking part in a local army cooperation exercise. It was from 18
Squadron Odiham. Tim Partridge had been the CO of 18 Squadron when he was
killed. The connection did not escape Mary's attention.

The view from the old Watch Tower across one of Watton's hangars, and
encompassing a visiting 18 Sqn Chinook - quite a coincidence! (Author's photo)
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A 1939 pre-war view from the RAF Watton Watch Tower of No 21 Squadron
Blenheim Mk Is. Note the aircraft code 'JP', which changed to 'YH' at the outbreak of
the war (Via Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)

The Officer's Mess RAF Watton in 1939, before the outbreak of World War Two (Via
Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)
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Another view of the Officers' Mess RAF Watton in 1939, just prior to the outbreak of
World War Two (Via Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)
And so on around the perimeter track, where 21 Squadron's Blenheims were
dispersed prior to their launching on the Rotterdam raid. With not much effort, the
existing runway could be removed to picture the grass airfield as it was in 1941. The
respective Messes were next on the itinerary: the Officers' Mess frequented by Tim
Partridge when he was a flight commander on 21 Squadron, and the Sergeants' Mess,
home to Len Mynott and Eric Bevan for twelve days. Other contemporary buildings,
such as aircraft hangars and bays for MT, fire-tenders and ambulances, bore witness
to the war years.
I cannot now recall if I was asked to sign the RAF Watton Visitors' Book,
presumably held in Station Headquarters. I doubt if I did, as I fear I could not have
ranked alongside the very famous signatures it contained! Apart from Their Majesties
The King and Queen, it looks like Lord Trenchard, AVM Donald Stevenson (AOC 2
Group), officers from the Chilean Air Force (Press Day on 4th July 1941) and that
great character Johnnie Monroe have also signed the book. Julian Horn kindly passed
me photocopies of these pages.
One memory of my visit to Station Headquarters was the RAF Watton Honours and
Awards boards. Just seven years later, in 1989, Julian Horn established a superb
Museum on the station, and placed these boards in it for safe-keeping. The Museum
changed location several times - a Transit Block, the Education Block, Old
Guardroom then finally the Officers' Mess. In the year 2000, the MOD decided to sell
off RAF Watton to civilian contractors. Since then, most of the major buildings,
including the Officers' Mess have been bulldozed down, and this once glorious RAF
station has been changed out of all recognition. I feel these places, where such valour
was evident, should be preserved under Grade II Listed status, at least. As always,
such decisions are made on monetary grounds. Our heritage, and the debt we owe to
these brave souls of yesteryear, do not come into consideration. I advise anyone
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interested in 2 Group history to avoid a heart-breaking visit to this lovely old RAF
station.
Julian still has some of the Museum exhibits, and is keeping the memory going with
his website (rafwatton.info).

The RAF Watton Museum (1987-2000), which was run by curator Julian Horn. The
Honours and Awards board was in Station Headquarters when I visited RAF Watton
in March 1982 (Via Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)

The Museum, showing the Airfield Plan post-war (Via Julian Horn)
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The RAF Watton Visitors' Book for 1941. Signatures include Lord Trenchard, AVM
Donald Stevenson (AOC 2 Group), Chilean Air Force officers on the Press Day of 4th
July 1941, and that great 2 Group character Johnnie Monroe (Via Julian Horn,
Watton Wartime Exhibition and rafwatton.info)
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RAF Watton airfield in 1954, south facing (Via Julian Horn, Watton Wartime
Exhibition and rafwatton.info)
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A later page of the RAF Watton Visitors' Book for 1941. Their Majesties, The King
and Queen (Via Julian Horn, Wartime Watton Exhibition and rafwatton.info)

RAF Watton Airfield Plan just after World War Two
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RAF Watton Honours & Awards Board No 1 (Via Julian Horn)
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RAF Watton Honours & Awards Board No 2 (Via Julian Horn)
Cups of coffee later, and our grateful thanks to our guide, we set off for Swanton
Morley, wartime home of 105 Squadron and, in particular, Mary's good friend 'Eddie'
- Wg Cdr Hughie Edwards VC (later Air Cdre Sir Hughie Idwal Edwards VC KCMG
CB DSO OBE DFC). Some years previously, I had spent a pleasant few days
operating from this airfield flying Chipmunks on a Civil Defence exercise. The
station, I noted, had not changed much since that time, or indeed since the Second
World War.
Oulton, the satellite airfield home of 139 Squadron at the time of the raid and of 18
Squadron just three days previously, had been allowed to return to nature. It was hard
to believe that from this farming land, Tim Partridge had led his squadron on the
successful low-level attack on docks at Le Havre on 10th July 1941, for which he was
awarded the DFC. The sadly dilapidated watch tower was one of the few remaining
sentinels. But during the war years, Oulton had a big plus - the quarters at nearby
Blickling Hall. The estate once belonged to the Boleyn family, and legend has it that
Anne Boleyn was born and spent her childhood in an earlier house on the site. The
magnificent building now standing is in the very capable hands of the National Trust.
Unfortunately, on the day we visited, it was closed, but a later visit made it easy to
imagine why all the crews who stayed there enthused so much about it.
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The old Watch Tower at RAF Oulton in March 1982 (Author's photo)

Blickling Hall in March 1982. Wonderful quarters for those serving at nearby RAF
Oulton (Author's photo).
Last port of call was Horsham St Faith, now Norwich Airport. Mary found the
whole atmosphere here thoroughly depressing, with a general air of decay prevalent.
Her comments when she saw all the paint peeling off the front of the old Officers'
Mess are best left to the imagination. This was the place where Tim had eaten his last
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meal. I feel strongly that such locations should be given the full status of listed
buildings and kept in a condition befitting the ultimate sacrifices of all the brave men
who passed through them. I am pleased to record that Norwich Airport has received
an extensive face-lift, while still retaining many of the features of its wartime years.
My next visit to Rotterdam was as a direct result of a letter which I received from
my Dutch contact and good friend, Wim Knop. Referring to the crash of my cousin's
aircraft in Waalhaven dock, he dropped the following bombshell: 'A colleague of
mine, who was close to the scene, says that he has seen two bodies recovered out of
the water and one survivor (name unknown). Your cousin?? This survivor was helped
by the population; they gave him civilian clothes etc. Later in the afternoon he was
arrested by the Germans when he was in a streetcar trying to get away from there.'
This piece of news naturally opened up many more avenues of research, and another
visit to Rotterdam was called for.
On what would have been my cousin's 67th birthday - 3rd September 1983 - I found
myself in the foyer of a Rotterdam hotel, tape recorder at the ready, eagerly awaiting
clarification of the survivor story from Wim and his colleague, Henk van den Adel.
What emerged would be termed 'hearsay' evidence in a court of law, but well worth
considering nevertheless. Henk's friend, now an old man, had witnessed the crash
from his flat on the north-eastern corner of Waalhaven, and had told Henk the details.
Unfortunately, the old man could not now remember there being a Second World
War, and was consequently out of the running.. But many legends are built on far
more tenuous information. It could not be ignored.
In an action-packed weekend, I achieved far more than I had set my sights on.
Armed with a loaded tape-recorder and camera, I faced each revelation with
enthusiasm.
With our respective wives pointed in the direction of the Rijksmuseum in
Amsterdam, Wim and I set off for Waalhaven accompanied by Henk. I was shown
where the eye-witness had lived on the 16th July 1941 - the top flat of a four-storey
building on the north-eastern corner of the huge harbour - from where a good
uninterrupted view would have been available on the fateful day. No argument here.
The police guarding the entrance to the north mole of Waalhaven were most
interested in my request for permission to enter with its explanation. As always, I
received nothing but kind consideration wherever I went, reinforcing my belief that
the Dutch are our best friends in Europe. Perhaps the officers might be able to identify
something from the photograph of the Blenheim wreckage on a quayside? Possibly
Pier 2, they ventured, but were unable to help further. The pier had been used as a
submarine base during the war, but was not accessible now for security reasons. We
strolled along the north mole, and Henk pointed to the alleged spot where the survivor
had swum to, roughly in line with the end of the original Pier 1.
Pier 1 has been lengthened and modernised since the war. In the years of conflict it
was little more than a beach, but with a sting like a scorpion's. Possibly as a direct
consequence of the two mass low-level Blenheim attacks on Waalhaven in mid-1941,
the Germans installed several flak units of multiple four-gun pom-poms of 20mm
calibre, with at least four searchlights thrown in for night coverage. Explaining this,
Wim added: 'They were not covered by camouflage - we could see them all!' In fact,
German security seems to have been surprisingly lax. Henk added: 'Every day, we
were allowed to walk up and down. We would collect the incendiary bombs, any day,
and take them home! Any night they bombed, we went back in the morning to collect
these things.'
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Working clockwise around the harbour, I noted the presence of barges at the
southern end: no apparent change in the situation which existed in July 1941, when
Jimmy Bruce clobbered one.
And so to Pier 8, on the western side. My ears pricked up as Wim and Henk gave
me a history lesson. There was no quay on Pier 8 at that time, they explained, so
floating cranes about 30 feet high were used and the ships were attached to buoys.
The crane that my cousin hit had been near the end of the pier, where the degaussing
equipment was situated.
During my stay, Wim showed me about every nook and cranny in Rotterdam: the
famous statue without a heart to commemorate the bombing of the city centre on 14th
May 1940; the spot where Sydney Smith pancaked - near the pancake house;
numerous harbours where invasion barges fitted with aero-engines once lurked in
readiness for Operation Seelöwe; towers which inevitably held flak emplacements
during the war - the tour omitted nothing. A trip to the top of the Euromast was
rewarded by an unparalled vista of the docks and city - much higher than the
Blenheims crews would have experienced!

View from the top of the Euromast across the New Waterway, with Waalhaven in the
distance. September 1983. (Author's photo)
Was there any place outside the city that I would like to visit?, Wim enquired. There
was, I replied, pulling out the evocative photograph of 21 Squadron running in for the
attack, and just passing a village with a windmill. 'I'd like to go there, please!' I asked
Wim, hopefully. It was a fast ball. Wim had no idea where it was. I suggested Rhoon
as a possibility. We set off, explored the village, made some enquiries, and promptly
kicked that idea into touch. The photograph must have been taken further back along
the line of attack. Tracing the bombing run of the first wave, we settled for two
possibilities: Oud Beijerland and Nieuw Beijerland. At a village called
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Goidschalxoord (even Wim had difficulty pronouncing this!) we asked a lady if she
knew of any white windmills in the immediate area. There were none at all in Oud
Beijerland, she replied, but we might try Nieuw Beijerland.
Her advice proved well-founded. There was a windmill. The shape was perfect, but
it was in red brick! Undaunted, we examined the brickwork at close quarters and
detected streaks of white paint...
We introduced ourselves to the owner of De Swaen, a Mr Bruyn (Brown in
English). He was most helpful. Studying the photograph, he confirmed without doubt
that that was his windmill. Built in 1703, it had been burned down in 1931, and rebuilt
in similar style. Yes, it used to be painted in white. The Bruyns had lived there for
five years. Though 60 years of age, Mr Bruyn had the looks of a film star, was
incredibly fit (he cycled 60km a day on his racing bike) and had discovered the secret
of happiness in life - no children, just pets! His wartime experiences would do justice
to the biographical section of this book. He was caught by the Germans whilst trying
to escape to England; he escaped again, this time successfully, and became an
engineer in the Merchant Navy, taking part in the D-Day invasion. His only problem
of late was the movement of his sails in a recent storm, which he solved by using
stronger chains.
Before leaving the village, we indulged in a spot of 'belt and braces'. We asked an
old couple if they could identify our photograph, and were gratified when they
confirmed that it was certainly Nieuw Beijerland. 'That black-looking house to the left
of the windmill used to be a café but it was burned down two years ago', they told us.
I wonder if they ever caught the pyromaniac of Nieuw Beijerland?
We returned to Rotterdam via the Spijkenisse-Hoogvliet bridge, which had given
Tony Powner such a warm welcome on that raid. The old bridge had been replaced,
but the original ends remain as silent witnesses, decorated in an attractive green.
Back in the Hotel Atlanta, we engaged in conversation with the manager. I had
already learned from Wim that the gentleman had been in this area within one hour of
the bombing in May 1940. 'Everything around here was on fire', the manager told us.
'Even the hotel was on fire.' There was more to follow. He sadly related how his
sister's friends - a complete family of five - had all been killed when one of the bombs
dropped on 16th July 1941 overshot its target.
I also had the pleasure of meeting another good contact and friend, Jacob
Aarnoudse. Jacob kindly took me on a return visit to Crooswijk Cemetery, and then
on to the Wilton-Fijenoord Yard where he had been employed for so many years. He
showed me where he had been berthed next to the Baloeran on 16th July 1941, and
gave me a guided tour of this impressive shipyard. I wished Jack Onions could have
been with us!
There was yet more hospitality to come. On our last day, my wife and I were invited
to spend the time as guests of the Rotterdam Port Authority. Mr Diefenbach had been
extremely cooperative with my research so far. This day, he gave us the kind of
treatment usually reserved for visiting heads of state. The day started with a film
documenting the history of Rotterdam as a great port, followed by a tour of the
facilities which serve to guide shipping safely along the New Waterway. The pièce de
résistance followed: an extensive tour around the docks by motor launch from
Merwehaven. PR is an art. Mr Diefenbach had thoughtfully stocked the launch with
liquor, and we were able to toast my cousin when we were established inside
Waalhaven. Docks that had hitherto been identified by name alone now had faces. I
was on a high, and not just from the effects of alcohol. Then back to the Port
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Buildings for lunch and more drinks. A chance to discuss in depth the implications of
my cousin's crash into Waalhaven.
The visit was properly brought to a close by the showing of some evocative archive
footage of the invasion on 10th May 1940 and the bombing of Rotterdam four days
later. The Rotterdam Port Authority had done us proud.
The monument to Tim Partridge and his crew, at the spot where they crashed on the
Noordsingel, is dedicated to all the Allied aircrew of the Second World War who lost
their lives in the liberation of the Netherlands. It was doubly poignant in view of the
firm friendship we had established with Tim's widow.

The temporary monument erected by the Dutch people in honour of Wg Cdr Tim
Partridge, Sgt George Dvorjetz and Flt Sgt John Smith, who died here on the bank of
the Noordsingel canal on 16th July 1941(Mrs Mary Hurst)
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The permanent memorial to Wg Cdr Tim Partridge and crew, erected at the spot
where they perished on the Noordsingel canal on 16th July 1941 (Mrs Mary Hurst)
We then decided to try and retrace the route that Sydney Smith would have taken
after his crash-landing, which is believed to be the location now occupied by the
Restaurant de Harmonie. The tower of the Museum Boymans van Beuningen stood
out well on the skyline. A short stroll took us to Parklaan, where Sydney Smith found
his access barred to the American Consulate, and finally to the moorings where he
watched the flakship cleaning her guns.
Before leaving Rotterdam, I decided to buy a book which pictorially covered all the
docks I was researching. I found a fine example, though not, unfortunately, in
English. At the cash desk I was given a very frosty reception: quite unlike anything I
had ever received from the Dutch. Puzzled, I examined the book after leaving the
shop and discovered that it was not written in Dutch, but German! Feelings still run
deep, like an underground stream. One Dutch wartime veteran whom I spoke to put it
this way: 'Every time I encounter Germans, I have that certain feeling. I always say
that the Germans are like water both friend and enemy: we can't do without water,
but, on the other hand, we have to fight against it.' Arrogance was the word this
gentleman used to describe the national characteristic: 'You should be humble' he
emphasised.
A year or two later, whilst we were on holiday in Sutherland, my wife and I had
good cause to recall that remark. Miles from anywhere (the charm of Sutherland) we
came across a lone hitch-hiker, carrying what looked like all his worldly goods on his
back. We never stop for hitch-hikers: it is far too risky a business in this day and age.
But for some unknown reason, we both decided to relax this rule and gave the young
man a lift. He was heading for a Youth Hostel many miles away and was most
grateful for the ride. Clearly of Nordic origin, his accent prompted me to ask him the
obvious question: 'Are you Scandinavian?' There was a pause. 'No', he eventually
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replied, in a hushed apologetic tone, 'I'm German.' His style of response caught me by
surprise. Before I had the time to study the reasons in depth, he continued: 'You
English are very lucky. You have a heritage to be proud of. We Germans have
nothing. I feel ashamed of what we did during the war. There is no excuse for it and it
will take generations to remove this stain from us.'
I cannot remember my exact response, but gathering my wits together after this
bombshell I replied something along these lines: 'Well, if you are typical of German
youth, your nation is going to recover a lot faster than you think.' When we eventually
dropped him at the Youth Hostel, we both shook hands with him and wished him a
pleasant holiday. We felt as though we were saying goodbye to an old friend. I do not
know where he lives now, but that young man shone like a beacon in an age that is
rapidly becoming the most selfish and greediest in history.
One of the perks of being a flying instructor (and there are precious few) is the
ability to influence one's students in their choice of venue for overseas training
sorties. These flights were always conducted after the students had passed their Final
Instrument Rating Test, so the pressure was off: they were relaxed and amenable to
any suggestions. 'Rotterdam OK?', I would tentatively ask them. 'Yes, sir! Anywhere
you would like to go, sir!' they would invariably reply. 'Splendid! We will make this a
VFR [Visual Flight Rules] arrival just for a change - good training for you', I would
tell them. The first of several such sorties in my decade of research was an absolute
gem. Tracing the route of 16th July 1941, just before coasting in exactly on track on
the western tip of Overflakkee island, we were informed by Air Traffic Control that
our VFR clearance was to 'remain below 1,000 feet'. The aspect of the terrain was
nudged in the right direction, perfectly legally. What more could I ask for? Just one
small request, as it turned out. The 'bombing run' complete, I asked for permission to
photograph the docks before landing. 'Negative' was the firm reply from ATC. 'You
will need written permission from the Government for this'. Disappointed, I asked if I
could at least fly around the docks for sentimental reasons, adding that my cousin had
crashed into Waalhaven during the war. 'You are so cleared', was the immediate reply.
'Call when complete, for joining clearance'. Good old Dutch!
The years came and went, and the emphasis of my research swung heavily towards
trying to find out exactly what happened to my cousin, and the whereabouts of his
earthly remains. Elsewhere, Graham Warner had turned an ancient Bolingbroke into a
truly magnificent shining Blenheim Mk IV. It lasted all of one month after its first
flight, its demise not attributable to technical failure. Like a phoenix from the ashes,
another one was started...
When the Blenheim Society was formed in November 1988, I naturally assumed,
along with many others, that this was as a direct result of a sudden need for funds to
rebuild the Blenheim. Not so. It was formed entirely independently. Suddenly,
Blenheims were back in vogue after so long an absence. I was given a tremendous
boost and my conscience was pricked for having dragged my heels for so long. Here
was a fund of living history, all gathering together from time to time. There were no
new additions to the Rotterdam crews, but a wealth of experience to tap as and when
necessary.
Suddenly, there were magazines, video tapes and TV programmes about Blenheims.
It had all started to happen.
Anniversaries of the Rotterdam raid are special days for me, but the 49th was more
memorable than most. First of all, I had been disappointed to note that I was tasked by
my employers to fly a fisheries patrol many miles from East Anglia, namely in the
Western Channel. In the blink of an eyelid, with no intervention by me, it was
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changed to Eastern Channel, Thames Estuary and Southern North Sea. Things were
looking up. The planned overnight stop was at Manston, in Kent. My boss then asked
me if I would mind staying a little further up country, as a change of plan required the
Irish Sea to be swept the following day. Perhaps Norwich? he suggested. Horsham St
Faith? Yes, please! 'Where would you like to stay?', my First Officer enquired. How
about the Ambassador Hotel?' he added. Where's that?' I replied. 'Right on the
airport', he said! The vibrations were increasing by the minute...
It did not happen on this occasion that I was airborne at the exact time of Len's
crash: I was standing on the tarmac at Norwich Airport instead. But this was after an
extraordinary incident two hours earlier. The stopwatch facility on my wristwatch
needs a powerful press to set it going, yet it started all on its own at five minutes to
three. Pointing this out to my First Officer, I remarked: 'Imagine how I would have
felt had it done this at five minutes to five!' He thought for a moment. His reply
stunned me: 'Well, Rusty, they were on Double Summer Time in 1941, so that would
be the correct time in Zulu [GMT]' Gulp!
During my first three years with F.R. Aviation, not one hotel that I had stayed at had
ever offered me a glass of Champagne on arrival. The Ambassador Hotel did, on this
of all days. I relaxed my no-alcohol-on-task rule on this occasion. A splendid day.
The next morning we had to cross over to the Irish Sea. The route would take us
overhead Watton, naturally, and our destination would be Liverpool Airport, where
Len's Blenheim - V6240 - was built, in the Rootes Shadow Factory. It had all just
fallen into place.
As this section of the book comes to a close, I feel it is an opportune time to take
stock of the countless sacrifices made during the Second World War. Were they all
worth it? It is tempting to judge by the depths that humanity has now reached to
answer: 'No!' But that would be foolishly short-sighted. Freedom is a valuable
commodity. Only now, Eastern Europe is just beginning to taste it. We in this country
never lost it, because these fantastic youngsters of yesteryear were prepared to give
their all. Jesus summed it up well: 'Greater love hath no man than this: that a man lay
down his life for his friends'.
The sense of self-preservation is a powerful one in the animal world, particularly in
the human species. It is not bypassed lightly.
I believe that, sooner or later, we all have to account for our actions and deeds in
this life. A loving God could not fail to have a deep compassion for the arrival of so
many souls from such young bodies. But what of the souls of those who indulged in
the depths of depravity on this Earth? I believe that when they pass over, they will
receive a nasty shock. They will discover that Fate acts like a boomerang, or, put
another way: 'As you sow, so will you reap'. A daunting prospect for their next
reincarnation...
My final words of this chapter must be devoted to my late cousin, Sgt Leonard
Richard Mynott. I realise that what I am searching for, in essence, appears to be
merely his earthly remains, or the final repository of the overcoat which his soul made
use of in that incarnation. But it is rather more than that. Did he survive - as was
suggested by the eye-witness report - and for how long? Protagonists of the theory
that no one could have survived such a crash are wrong. I could fill another book with
such occurrences - especially concerning Blenheim air-gunners, some of whom have
written to me describing their incredible survival stories.
Somewhere in the Netherlands, someone may know exactly what happened to my
cousin. With luck, he will read this book and realise how important his contribution
would be to the completion of a sequel...
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As I write this update, in November 2014, I intend to add a thought-provoking
Epilogue at the end of the Biographical Section.
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Part Two - The Crews
Introduction to Biographical Section
All told, 111 Blenheim aircrew took part in the 2 Group raid on Rotterdam docks on
16th July 1941. Miraculously, some of them lived to see the end of the war, often by
surviving hairy crash-landings or ditchings to become prisoners of war for the
duration. To be able to interview many of the participants of this raid was a great
privilege. I was lucky to have commenced my research in time for these first-hand
accounts: any later, and I would have fallen into the same category as an historian
writing about, say, the Battle of Hastings.
Here was a real link with history. Here was a chance to bring alive just one isolated
example of the courage that Blenheim aircrew needed in their battle for survival.
More to the point, it is possible to portray the personalities and life stories of most of
the aircrew on this raid: not only possible, but, to my mind, mandatory that such a
record should be made, lest we forget...The approach that I have tried to adopt for this
section of the book may be familiar to service personnel. When someone was 'dined
out' at the end of his tour of duty, of maybe 2½ years, the nets would be cast wide for
snippets of information to be assembled for the after-dinner speech delivered by the
President of the Mess Committee. Skeletons would be raided from their cupboards in
an effort to paint as comprehensive a picture as possible of the departing individual.
The wealth of material accumulated would then be reduced to the bare minimum
which, with luck, would normally be fair and often highly entertaining.
My intention has been just that. In many cases, my task would have proved far
simpler to have written a complete book about some of the extraordinary people
involved in this raid - e.g. Wg Cdr Tom Jefferson!
It is no exaggeration to say that Blenheim crews could live a lifetime in just three
weeks on operations - if they lasted that long. (Experience is as to intensity and not as
to duration - Thomas Hardy). The lifestyle must have prompted most of them to take
a deep look inside their souls to establish some sort of rhythm and driving force. No
one wants to die prematurely, at least, no normal person in his late 'teens or early
twenties. A strong faith in God and a belief in the after-life may have helped some of
these stalwarts, but the confidence of youth probably propelled the rest.
The aircrew depicted here, in common with all other aircrew, were volunteers. Their
biographies show differences in character as varied as chalk and cheese, except for
one aspect - courage. That quality was in great abundance, and this part of the book is
respectfully and gratefully dedicated to this bunch of wonderful people.
What follows is a brief word-picture of a selection of the participants of the
Rotterdam raid of 16th July 1941. This is their 'dining-out' tribute. Space prevents me
from writing about all the aircrew on this raid, but the Appendices are fairly
comprehensive.
These biographies are as scrupulously accurate as I could make them. If any
surviving individuals (I fear there are none left now) are embarrassed that I have made
them into heroes, then I offer them my sincere apologies. All I can say in my defence
is that, again, I have simply recorded the truth to the best of my ability.
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AIRCREW ON ROTTERDAM RAID 16/7/41 COVERED IN THIS SECTION
(Listed with last known ranks and decorations)
21 SQUADRON
Wg Cdr P.F. Webster DSO DFC & Bar
Sqn Ldr J.B. Robertson MBE DFM
Sqn Ldr R.E. Hunter DFM
Sgt J.E.S. Bevan
Plt Off R.M. Slade
Sgt L.R. Mynott
Sqn Ldr D. Graham-Hogg
Flt Sgt D.W. Wyatt
W/O J. Marsden
Fg Off J.H. Wotherspoon
Fg Off C.H. Buchanan
Fg Off A.J. Derrick
Plt Off P.B. Ashby
Flt Lt G.F. Lowes
Plt Off G.H. Seeley
Plt Off F.K. Orme RCAF
Plt Off S.F.M. Gunnis
Plt Off A.H. Collins
Flt Lt F.A. Reiss
Sqn Ldr E.M. Shewell
Sqn Ldr A.B.C. Nunn
226 SQUADRON
Wg Cdr J.O.C. Kercher DSO
Plt Off B.G. Evans DFM
Flt Lt R.O.C. Carey
Sqn Ldr J. Onions DFM & Bar
Fg Off H.P. Warmington
Flt Lt J.F.L. Morton
Fg Off N.J.A. Paton DFM (pilot)
Flt Lt J.G.A. Maguire DFC (observer)
Sqn Ldr F.L. Campbell-Rogers
W/O D.E. Bingham
Sgt J.P. Sullivan
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Gp Capt J.S. Kennedy DFC & Bar AE
Sqn Ldr H.A. Asker DFC DFM
Fg Off E.J. Brett
18 SQUADRON
Wg Cdr T.N. Partridge DFC
Sgt G.A. Dvorjetz
Flt Sgt J.O.N. Smith DFM
Wg Cdr D.C. Smythe DSO GM
Sqn Ldr A.S. Aldridge DFC
Wg Cdr J. Welch DFC
Sgt A.C. Cutler (WOp/AG to Plt Off M. Walkden)
Wg Cdr T.G. Jefferson DSO AFC AE
Flt Lt R.F. Millns
Flt Lt M.S. Scotney AE
Sgt R.J.B. Rost RAAF
Sgt J. Hughes
Sgt S.W. Winter
Flt Lt A.C. Powner MBE
Flt Lt J.B. Sands
W/O F. Daniels
139 SQUADRON
Sqn Ldr E. Sydney Smith DFC
Flt Lt R.A. White
W/O E.G. Caban DFM
Sgt R. Hatton
Sgt J. Holroyd
W/O R.C.H. Bennett
105 SQUADRON
Sqn Ldr B.W. Smithers DFC
Fg Off C.F. James
Flt Lt J. Fisher
Flt Lt A.B. Broadley DFC
Plt Off A.S. Ramsay DFC
W/O V.R. Marsh DFM
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Fg Off J.G. Bruce DFM
W/O A.H. Flett DFM
W/O H. Gibson DFM
Sgt R.J. Scott
Sgt W.B. Healey
Sgt S.G, Bastin
Sqn Ldr G.E. Goode DFC
Flt Lt F.A. Harbord DFM
Flt Lt E.W. Applebee DFM
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21 SQUADRON
WG CDR P.F. WEBSTER DSO DFC & BAR

Wg Cdr Peter Fitzgerald 'Tom' Webster made a lasting impression on anyone lucky
enough to have made his acquaintance. Without exception, he was described in terms
ranging from utmost admiration, through deepest affection, to outright hero-worship.
He was a natural leader of the same calibre as Sir Basil Embry and the Earl of
Bandon: all could easily coax the best out of their aircrew by sheer personality and
fine example. What a pity so few such mortals grace our shores.
Air Vice-Marshal Sir Laurence Sinclair GC KCB CBE DSO considered Tom
Webster to be one of the finest commanders in the history of 2 Group. He was not
alone in his assessment. Typical of the high esteem in which the wing commander
was held by those he commanded are the comments made by Gilbert Lowes, an
observer on 21 Squadron. Though the facts are not quite right, the sentiments
certainly are.
'He had a fabulous career', Gilbert enthused. 'Short Service Commission - not good
enough to be an officer permanently. Then, down on their hands and knees. Would he
be a group captain? Would he be an air vice-marshal? And they wouldn't let him fly,
and all that sort of thing. So he began making his own conditions before they
promoted him to air vice-marshal. We'd heard that he'd been promoted to group
captain and AVM, and they had to arrange to give him special permission to fly. We'd
heard that he was testing this aircraft [Fairey Firefly] for another crew - this is
hearsay, of course. He was a splendid commander: a great gentleman - the soul of
courtesy - and incredibly considerate in doing things for you. You'd never see him
hurry, or anything like that. At one time, the group captain at Watton [Laurie Sinclair]
was away, getting married, I believe, and Webster was acting-group captain for the
station. He was in charge of the station, and he went round doing all this briefing
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himself. And another time, he called the three of us in, and said that Philip Ashby
[Gilbert's pilot] had to go for a more detailed medical examination for his ear, or
something, at Halton, and he sent us on leave. And if we would go to his adjutant, he
would have all our passes...He would do that himself. He was a wonderful gentleman
- he really was. His authority, I think, was never questioned. He'd come into the mess,
and speak to you easily and friendly: you're off duty, and all that sort of thing. But he
was always the number one somehow - I think from the sheer respect he commanded,
rather than laying down the law. He was worshipped by everybody.'
Tom's observer, Robbie Robertson, remembers the impact that his pilot had on the
formations which he led: 'On some raids, in particular the high-level raids, when we
went over to France, he was very good. Yes, we did have R/T, and he spoke quite
clearly and was able to, you know, have a calming influence on people. Particularly
when we had young pilot officers and were getting new boys with us in formation.
Yes, he was very good.'
In an article written for the Sunday Express published on 1st July 1973, Bill Edrich,
famous cricketer and Blenheim veteran, described Tom Webster as 'a powerful
personality who inspired tremendous confidence'.
A Welshman, Tom was born in Merthyr Tydfil on 30th July 1914. He was educated
at Warren Hill, Eastbourne, Clifton College and the Technical College, Cardiff. His
initiation into the flying world was by way of the Civil Flying School at Prestwick,
from where he graduated with a mark of 85%. As is often the case, this outstanding
pilot of later years got off to a fairly slow start, earning the following comments:
'Average pilot, but his flying should be carefully watched'. His assessors did,
however, sugar the pill with the additional remark that he was 'keen and intelligent'.
Graduation brought promotion, or rather a change of status, to Acting Pilot Officer on
Probation in April 1936.
In June 1937, Tom Webster took over the duties of Squadron Adjutant, XV
Squadron Abingdon, from Fg Off S.C. Elworthy (later MRAF The Lord Elworthy KG
GCB CBE DSO LVO DFC AFC MA).

Pilots on XV Sqn, Condé-Vraux, late 1939. Tom Webster is 4th from right front row.
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Tom Webster (far right) and crew (Bob Hunter is probably far left) outside a XV Sqn
Fairey Battle at Condé-Vraux, late 1939 (Bob Hunter [son])
The day before Britain declared war on Germany, Fg Off Webster flew Fairey Battle,
K9303, from Abingdon to Bétheniville in France, as part of the Advanced Air
Striking Force.
By 25th September 1939, Tom Webster, now at Condé-Vraux, collected another
secondary duty: Officer i/c Transport, a task which grew rapidly in importance during
the hasty retreat in May 1940.
In November 1939, Flt Lt Webster flew a Battle in which a Vickers Gas-Operated
gun was successfully fired through the bombing hatch, with a Sgt Hopkins at the
trigger.
Of five flights of Battles returning to England on 9th December, only one managed
to cope with the foul weather and reach the destination airfield, Wyton. It was led, of
course, by Tom Webster. By the end of the year, Tom had collected yet another
squadron secondary duty, as an essential part of a General Duties officer's career
structure. This time it was Officer i/c Armoury, and probably earned as a result of his
prowess with the Vickers GO gun the previous month.
On that fateful day, 10th May 1940, Tom flew a kind of dress rehearsal for the raid
which is the subject of this book. On this occasion, the orders were to bomb the
airfield of Waalhaven, rather than the dock, the former being held by parachute
troops. Of the nine Blenheims despatched from Alconbury, Tom led a section of
three. Although all aircraft returned safely and without injury to personnel, several of
the machines were quite seriously damaged. Bob Hunter, Tom's faithful and longserving WOp/AG, recalls this day:
'The enemy had only recently moved in and was obviously not very prepared - little
in the way of camouflage and only light opposition from the ground. It was a low179

level attack and my only lasting recollection is of a person diving for cover under a
parked aircraft which promptly blew up. I have always hoped that it was at least a
Jerry and preferably a nasty one.'
Having survived this raid, which almost annihilated No 600 (City of London)
Squadron, Tom was then earmarked for 'the big one' - the bridges over the Albert
Canal at Maastricht on 12th May. Six of the twelve aircraft despatched were shot out
of the skies. The remainder, looking like colanders, limped back to Wyton. Tom's
luck held: although receiving a bullet wound in each foot, the damage was only
superficial. Bob Hunter's recollections of this day vividly portray what life was like as
a Blenheim WOp/AG:
'Over the target, I did what I sometimes think was a mistake and rotated my turret to
starboard to give me a comfortable view over the top of the aircraft during the dive. I
was not the least bit happy about the view, but naked and vulnerable as I personally
felt, I strongly recall that my concern was for my pilot - a very selfish concern
because he was driving. After noticing that whichever piece of aeroplane I looked at
seemed to give birth to a little jagged hole, I quickly assessed the probable result for
me if Webster gave birth to a similar hole between the eyes, and from thereon I
couldn't wait to feel the pullout. Rather like being a passenger in a car, and braking
before the driver does, I wanted to feel that pullout for what seemed ages before it
came. In the event my worst fears were very nearly realised because a bullet or piece
of shrapnel had neatly removed the toe-cap from one of Webster's shoes and gone up
behind the instrument panel putting most of the instruments out of action. As we
scooted for home, low level, I noticed we were streaming a trail of what I
immediately thought was smoke and promptly called over the intercom that I thought
our Port motor was on fire. "Don't think so, old boy, I think they have holed the petrol
tank", said cool calm Webster - which had a funny bearing on the next trip when
exactly the reverse happened. No further recollections on this one except probably the
usual trying to look nonchalant as the groundcrews counted up the holes and
estimated by how much such and such a missile must have missed so and so in its
passage.'
Back in the air again on 21st May, Tom's crew were tasked with impeding the
progress of AFVs (Armoured Fighting Vehicles) near Montreuil. The Squadron ORB
states that Flt Lt Webster failed to return from this sortie: quite correct, in the
accepted meaning of the term, but he returned eventually. There is a parallel here with
Sir Basil Embry, with whom I compared Tom earlier. Tom's WOp/AG LAC Bob
Hunter lucidly describes this day and aftermath:
'We were leading and really flying low - literally climbing over hedges and passing
between trees, with No. 2 and No. 3 slightly opened out picking their own way, a
most exhilarating sight. Then ahead of us and running directly across our flight path
was a road crammed with AFVs upon whom we unloaded our 250-pounders before
they saw us coming. As we raced towards them I remember seeing our No. 2 come to
at least line abreast, and converging, as though trying to beat us to the same bone.
(Eager beast). At the same time we spotted a similar convoy on a parallel road to the
first, a few fields further on, so we continued straight on intending to let them have
our 40-lb anti-personnel bombs (we had a mixed load). However, whereas the first lot
seemed to be taken completely by surprise the second lot were thoroughly wide
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awake by now and gave us a right old pasting as we went in. It was a very hectic and
noisy few seconds with one particularly large bang under my seat accompanied by a
very strong smell of hot angry cordite. I don't remember seeing our No. 2 and No. 3
after the first attack and I wasn't much interested in looking for them after the second,
because amongst other things I had spotted the familiar fuel streamer from the port
wing and announced over the inter-comm "They have holed the B---- tank again", to
which an apparently unperturbed Webster replied "Don't think so, old boy, I think the
port engine is on fire." I took a quick look round and, sure enough, the centre section
was full of smoke haze. Now, I am a highly strung, quick reaction type, and not for
the last time did I then query to myself the wisdom of flying with a panic proof pilot
as I listened to a matter-of-fact Webster discussing with the observer ("Hoppy"
Hopwood?) [Sgt R.A.M. Stone] whether to take it up high and bale out, whether he
could possibly get it home or whether it would perhaps be better to put it down in
France. What I didn't know at that time was that he was winding the wheel [control
column] from side to side to demonstrate to the observer that his aileron control had
been shot away. All that concerned me was that he should go up or down quickly and
never mind about getting it home.
First things first was my motto, and the first thing was to get out of that aeroplane. I
knew at that moment that I wouldn't mind a tiny bit making my first parachute jump dicey though it was reckoned to be from a Blenheim. Anyway, Webster elected to put
it down ("wheels up") and slowly we came lower and lower - too slowly for me. I
couldn't understand why he seemed to be holding off and wasting miles and miles of
lovely flat French countryside, but afterwards he explained that when a wing dropped
a bit he just had to wait for it to come up again, until, when everything was just the
way he wanted it, he pushed the nose on down into a field of reddish French soil
between Etampes and Boulogne. We made a perfect belly landing and slithered to a
stop in a smother of red dust. With fire on my mind this rosy hue did nothing to sooth
me and I was out of that aircraft like a scalded cat. When I took a sensible look round
I had to admit that the fire was not a raging inferno - yet - but the port motor was
burning nice and steadily as Webster lingered, with his bottom being warmed by the
flames, to enquire solicitously after the general health and well-being of his observer.
Meanwhile, I had noticed one of our 40-pounders jammed under the tail wheel with
others dotted about along the track we had cut, and which I thought were additional
reasons for leaving the area fast. We eventually left the aircraft for the nearby road
after Webster had satisfied himself that it was burning well enough to be of no use to
Jerry. We were still in earshot when things started exploding. Arriving on the road we
were faced with the silly situation of packed refugees going in opposite directions,
one lot heading for Boulogne and claiming the Germans would already be in Etampes,
the others claiming the same the other way round. We decided for Boulogne and
walked for I am not sure how long or how far. I recall us investigating the chances of
finding a serviceable aeroplane, or a lift, from some French airfield en route, but there
was nothing but wrecks and an odd apologetic and slightly agitated French officer just
waiting apparently to hand over his airfield. At some stage my left ankle became very
painful to walk with and a quick examination showed that something had sliced a neat
cut through my flying boot, across the ankle bone, leaving its small scar to this day
(my war wound) but without damaging the bone. The underside of my left thigh was
stinging and smarting but although my Sidcot flying suit was shredded in this area my
flesh was only peppered with surface scratches. I attributed this to the big bang under
my seat and imagine it was caused by bits of the aircraft as much as anything else.
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After a while we got a lift into Boulogne in an Army ambulance, after spending one
night with them pulled off the road, when I had my ankle professionally dressed. It
was a very slow process due to the refugees but we made Boulogne latish the next day
and spent that night in a hospital, dossing down somewhere or other. Here we learned
that "the last hospital ship" from Boulogne would be leaving the next day. Early in the
morning we wended our way down to the harbour noticing that every street and side
street was packed nose to tail both sides with army ambulances and lorries in
apparently new condition, and wondered if they would be destroyed or fall into Jerry's
hands.
Arriving at the dock I nearly had a further heart attack when on enquiring of an
Army officer, who appeared to be directing operations at the gang-plank, of our
chances of going aboard he gave a very abrupt and determined "No" and ended with
"go and find a rifle and fire a shot for Boulogne". I was even more sure I had picked
the wrong pilot when Webster appeared to accept this as a perfectly reasonable
suggestion. Before I could get my heart going again and enough breath to interject a
few cowardly NCO suggestions into the discussion Webster had quietly got it across
to the Army that we were operating from England and that it was a pity we couldn't
get back to operate another day. Either Webster's explanation or my white face and
knocking knees won the day, for after explaining that he thought we were grounded
stragglers from the B.E.F. he allowed us to go aboard for a nervous but uneventful
crossing to Dover. Phew!!'
You cannot keep a good man down, and Tom, despite sustaining injuries on his
previous two sorties, was back at the controls again on 30th May, having been
rewarded one week earlier with promotion to squadron leader, taking over as OC 'B'
Flight. During this phase of operations, Tom had a close call with a former chairman
of the Blenheim Society, the late Wg Cdr Hugh George DFC. Hugh remembers Tom
Webster flashing across his path so close that he could see the whites of his eyes!
Post-flight discussion revealed that Tom had not even seen Hugh!
Tom's luck held out throughout and beyond the Battle of France. His exceptional
skill was recognised on 9th July by the award of his first DFC. One incident, typical
of this great man, is recorded in the XV Squadron ORB for the night of 25th July
1940. On what was to prove his last sortie on the squadron, Sqn Ldr Webster was
tasked with bombing aerodromes in northern Germany, near Wilhelmshaven. Owing
to bad weather, it was impossible to identify the land from the sea, and a course was
set for the alternative target at Leeuwarden. A flare was dropped on ETA over the
target. In the words of the ORB: 'Immediately five small lights appeared on the
ground. The flare did not illuminate the ground, being dropped from 9,000 feet, and
while debating whether or not it would be ethical to bomb the lights, they were
extinguished, and numerous flaming onions drifted up on the port bow, about 4,000
feet below them. If meant to be fired at [that particular] aircraft, they were hopelessly
inaccurate and Sqn Ldr Webster banked his machine to watch the firework display!'
Bob Hunter, Tom' s Wop/AG, offers a different assessment:
'My main recollection [of this night] is how pretty and harmless "flaming onions"
look as they climb apparently ever so slowly towards you - until the sudden swoosh of
arrival which promptly changes one's attitude toward them.'
Then followed a spell as CO of No 17 OTU Upwood. Tom 'Jeff' Jefferson recalls
that time: 'One day, Webster was going on a short trip and asked if I'd like to go
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along. So I went with him, and there was a front coming along. And he flew into this
front for so long and turned round and came back out of it, telling me all about clouds
and fronts and things, and how you knew, and what the effect was of going towards
lower pressure and going toward higher pressure, and so on. This was very
interesting. He was just a helluva nice chap, being unusually helpful to some
miserable sprog sergeant.'
On 2nd May 1941, Wg Cdr Webster took command of No 21 Squadron Watton.
Back in his element Tom skated through the perils of numerous anti-shipping strikes
and Circus bombing raids on Continental 'fringe' targets. During this month he was
awarded a Bar to his DFC. On 2nd July, he had to go cap in hand to 226 Squadron
Wattisham and 'borrow' Sgt Jack Onions DFM. Jack bombed Merville aerodrome and
his logbook reflects a warm reception from fighters and flak. Tom attacked the nearby
power station at Lille. Although no mention is made of it in the 21 Squadron ORB
(not surprisingly), Tom's Blenheim - V6360 (YH:K) - was photographed after
returning from this raid. The photo of the badly shot-up Blenheim, in the 21 Squadron
Scrapbook, is further evidence of Wg Cdr Webster's incredible combination of skill
and luck.
For his leadership of the Rotterdam raid on 16th July 1941, Wg Cdr Webster
deservedly received the award of the DSO, to add to the two DFCs already won.
Over at Polebrook (3½ miles E/S/E of Oundle, Northants), 90 Squadron were
having real problems with the American Boeing Flying Fortress B17C (known in the
RAF as the Fortress Mk I), part of the vital lend-lease agreement. At short notice, and
only one week after the Rotterdam raid, Tom Webster was suddenly offered this can
of worms. The teething troubles of this new aircraft, the forerunner of its illustrious
successors, the B17E, F and G, were destined to be overcome, not by the powers of
leadership of the new CO, but by the technical skills of the aircraft designers. There is
no doubting that Wg Cdr Webster would have relished the challenge, but the highaltitude unpressurised flying was not at all to his liking. I learned this as late as the
Blenheim Society's AGM on 9th March 1991, when I had the pleasure of meeting
John W. 'Bunny' Moffat for the first time. He told me that Tom suffered quite badly
from the physiological effects of the high-altitude work, and that this inevitably led to
his early posting.
The 6th October 1941 was a memorable day for the CO of 90 Squadron. On that day
he returned to Watton for an audience with their Majesties King George VI and
Queen Elizabeth.
Four months after joining 90 Squadron, Tom Webster was to spend a similar period
at HQ No 2 Group, as Deputy SASO, before rejoining 21 Squadron as squadron
commander. Tom must have experienced a strong déjà vu feeling when told that his
squadron would pioneer the introduction of a new American aircraft: but this time it
was the Lockheed Ventura. Sadly, this cousin of the much more successful Hudson
never achieved Gold Star status, and it too had more than its fair share of teething
troubles. Fortunately, before the 'pig' became operational, the Powers-That-Be
decided that they needed a dynamic CO for their newly-formed Bomber Development
Unit, and who better to fill this important post than Wg Cdr Webster?
Incorporating 1418 Flight, the BDU operated Stirlings, Halifaxes and Wellingtons.
The variety of the aircraft flown and the complexity of the associated tasks could lead
Tom Webster in only one direction - the newly-formed Empire Test Pilots' School at
Boscombe Down, where he enrolled on No 1 Course in June 1943.
Any service pilot worth his salt should try to get onto such a course. Very few are
good enough to be selected. Tom's progress on No 1 Course can best be judged by his
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non-appearance in a photograph taken of the course during its visit to Filton. The
reason given was that he was 'absent flying', in other words, taking full advantage of
the visit to fly any new type that he could lay his hands on.
No 1 ETPS Course finished on the last day of February 1944. The very next day,
Wg Cdr Webster climbed into a Fairey Firefly Mk I - Z1839 - to conduct a spring-tab
aileron check. Tom's phenomenal run of luck was at last to come to an abrupt end,
and this gallant gentleman, who had survived all that the enemy had to throw against
him, ended his days in the Hampshire countryside. I am indebted to Terry Heffernan
of A&AEE (Aeroplane & Armament Experimental Establishment) Boscombe Down
for the following detailed account of the background to this tragedy:
'At that time the flying side of A&AEE consisted of Armament and Performance
Testing Squadrons (Arm T and Per T for short), each split into flights: A for fighters,
B for bombers, C mainly naval but some twins, and D for aircraft flown in support of
specific operations. Wg Cdr Webster was OC 'D' Per T.
Firefly Z1839 arrived at A&AEE on 20.10.43 for handling tests with spring tabs
fitted to the ailerons and rudder. The handling characteristics of the Firefly had not
been entirely satisfactory and the spring tabs were the latest in a line of changes to the
control surfaces. A spring was incorporated in the circuit and arranged so that for
small movements of the appropriate control in the cockpit the control surface was
moved directly. For larger movements the tab deflected in the balance sense to reduce
the force required compared with that for the standard control surface. The aircraft
was in A Per T and a general handling programme was undertaken. Instrumentation
was then fitted in the rear cockpit for a specific investigation of rolling performance
(in effect a research programme) which was started at the end of February 1944, the
aircraft remaining in A Per T but being flown by D Per T.
The crash occurred while Wg Cdr Webster was flying on the rolling performance
programme. My copy of the F540 gives the time as 1834 and the location as
Goodworth Clatford, which is two miles south of Andover and a mile south of Bury
Hill. It would still have been light at the time even if 1834 was GMT and not GMT
plus 1 hour (we had double summer time in 1944). The F540 also refers to Appendix
10. There were appendices for each accident numbered consecutively for each year.
They do not exist at A&AEE but are in the PRO, I think under AIR 29 [AIR 29/896].
I remember that the day after the crash the Scientific Officer running the trial, Alec
Wilson, described the wreckage as showing little forward speed at impact and it was
assumed that the aircraft had spun. Copies of all our Firefly reports are in the PRO
under AVIA 18/731, the results of the tests on Z1839 being in the 41st and 46th parts
of Report AAEE/780.'
In August 1983, I visited the village of Goodworth Clatford. Memories were vague.
Yes, an aircraft had crashed there during the war: a garden or allotment had suffered
from oil contamination over a protracted period. And, more poignantly, a letter had
been found nearby which was presumed to have been addressed to the dead pilot's
parents.
Some miles further west, and almost within hailing distance of Stonehenge, lies
Durrington Cemetery. With not too much difficulty I managed to locate the grave I
was seeking. On the headstone was the simple epitaph:
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Wing Commander
P.F. Webster DSO DFC
Pilot
Royal Air Force
1st March 1944 Age 29
As a measure of the esteem in which Wg Cdr Webster was and still is held, I can do
no better than quote the following extract from a letter from Mr M.J. Mochan: 'When
the RAFA Branch in Merthyr Tydfil was formed, we bought his old home and
converted it into a club. Since those days, we have gone forward to a rather larger
club, and have named it after him, Webster House.'

Wg Cdr Peter Fitzgerald 'Tom' Webster - 'one of the finest commanders in the history
of 2 Group', according to AVM Sir Laurence Sinclair, Station Commander of RAF
Watton at the time of the Rotterdam raid of 16th July 1941.
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SQN LDR J.B. ROBERTSON MBE DFM
(OBSERVER IN WEBSTER CREW)

Behind every good pilot sits a good navigator, and Tom Webster had a truly
professional one in the form of 'Robbie' Robertson. As Navigation Leader on 21
Squadron, Robbie earned nothing but praise from the other observers, as they were
then termed. Typical of the comments were those expressed by Gilbert Lowes: 'He
planned it all out, and we followed him. And he had the most intricate map prepared
with different tracks, according to where we picked up a landmark. He taught us a lot
of that sort of thing, beyond what you learned at Nav School and OTU: applying it in
practice - low-level map-reading, high-speed stuff.' Gilbert's comments about the
meticulous briefing that Robbie gave on the Rotterdam raid have already been
recorded.
Aged 31 at the time of the raid, Robbie would have been considered one of the
geriatrics of 2 Group, though Gilbert Lowes's WOp/AG, Gerald Seeley, at 38 years of
age, probably made Robbie feel relatively young!
Enlisting as an Aircraft Apprentice, Robbie joined the Royal Air Force in January
1926, less than eight years after it had been formed. After remustering as a Wireless
Operator Mechanic, he spent some 16 months attached to the Royal Navy, serving on
Swordfish aircraft aboard HMS Courageous. Robbie admits that for a good deal of
that time he was in charge of the radio and electrical department, and hence did not
fly that much. However, the air experience proved sufficient stimulus for him to want
to try his hand at poling (for you Old-Timers this is a modern term used to cover
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handling of the control column/stick/pole), and in January 1932 he joined No 2 FTS
as a u/t pilot. It was not to be, and a crest-fallen would-be pilot reverted to his
previous category of WOM.
As such, Robbie then served on 18 Squadron for a year and a half before deciding
that he would have a go at another category of aircrew - air-gunner. After graduating
from the Air Armaments School, Robbie was accredited a new title - WOM (AirGunner) Group 1 - from January 1934. Just one year later, an observant superior
recognised Robbie's potential in the RAF and allowed him to stitch a pair of chevrons
on each arm. From that point, there was no looking back, and Robbie, overwhelmed
by the sudden vote of confidence, signed on for a full 24 years.
By March 1935, the lure of the sea had yet again tempted Robbie and he served on
825 Squadron, Mediterranean Command and HMS Glorious for 2½ years. Back on
terra firma, Robbie was sent to school, or two schools to be precise: No 2 Air
Armaments School and No 1 Air Observers' School. He was consequently remustered
as Air Observer/Wireless Operator Mechanic, the Air-Gunner ingredient becoming
surplus to requirements. More importantly, in June 1938, he was confirmed in the
rank of sergeant.
Robbie had by now joined 101 (Bomber) Squadron at Bicester, operating
Blenheims, moving to West Raynham one year later. This time of his career was
certainly not one of the highlights. Robbie explains: 'I was put on instructing, which I
hated. Teaching gunners of all things, because I had been a gunner. I got very fed up
with it. And when Paddy Bandon lost eleven out of twelve of his aircraft, and was
determined to keep his squadron going, he looked around to see who he could get; and
I was one of the volunteers that went as a replacement crew: to 82 Squadron, as it was
then.'
So, on 15th July 1940, Robbie, by now a Temporary Warrant Officer, in the aircrew
category of observer, joined 82 Blenheim Squadron. Robbie continues: 'So to begin
with, I just flew as an odd man with anyone who wanted a navigator, and then I was
crewed up with the wing commander. From then on, I never flew with anyone else: I
always flew with the squadron commander from then on.'
By mid-September 1940, at the peak of the Battle of Britain, Robbie's courage,
expertise and leadership qualities were recognised by the award of the DFM and an
appointment to a commission as a pilot officer.
To have survived the length of time Robbie spent on Blenheims is hard to believe.
Statistically, the chances were virtually nil, and squadron commanders counted
themselves lucky to have retained their crews for more than three weeks. Perhaps part
of the answer lay in the fact that Robbie's pilots were normally very experienced; but
even then, flak did not always differentiate in this way, and many Blenheim
squadrons experienced rapid changes of commanding officers. One would have
thought that such prolonged near-death experiences would have left a lasting
impression on the nervous system of any normal person. Not so with Robbie: his
philosophy seems as calm as Tom Webster's. 'Life in those days', he recalls, 'was
either sitting in the sun and waiting for instructions, or whatever, going off on a trip,
coming back, sitting back in the sun, going out at night, and going and having a hectic
time of it.'
When I asked Robbie if he ever woke up in the morning and wondered if that day
might be his last, he replied: 'Well, occasionally, that sort of thing cropped up, but it
was so fleeting to my mind anyway, that it didn't bother me. It was only when you got
two or three chaps suddenly missing all at once, you know, that it came home to you
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that things were a bit hectic and you were losing people right, left and centre. Now
that put a bit of a damper on things for a time.'
Still pressing the point home, I asked Robbie if he personally felt that he would ever
get the chop. His reply: 'Never occurred really. Never thought about it seriously. It's
funny, you never thought, at least I personally never thought, that I could be one of
the ones that was going to go! Or anyone in my crew, you know.'
I felt that Robbie's philosophy might not have been entirely representative of all
Blenheim operators, and asked him if there were those to his knowledge who had to
really steel themselves before facing the hazards of each day.
'Oh, there were, yes', he replied. 'Quite a number. And there were people who were
literally shivering in their shoes, you know, who couldn't cope at all: particularly in
the days of Tom Webster, when he was the squadron commander. He was able to
cheer them up and buck them up quite amazingly: he was that sort of chap, able to
influence people.'
On 2nd May 1941, Fg Off Robertson was posted to 21 Squadron Watton. Hardly
given the time to unpack, he was sent on yet another course, No 21 Bombing
Leaders'. Back on operations, as Wg Cdr Webster's observer, Robbie describes the
summer of 1941 at Watton, flying Blenheims, as probably the most exciting time of
his career.
Accompanying his pilot on the ill-fated Fortress venture, Robbie then put in some
special guest appearances as Station Navigation Officer at Watton and Tactics Officer
at HQ No 1 Group, before rejoining 21 Squadron as Flt Lt Air Observer Bombing
Leader in March 1942.
Shortly after Tom Webster departed for the Bomber Development Unit, Robbie was
promoted to squadron leader and ensnared by HQ 2 Group, where he remained until
the end of the war. A cushy number? Not under an AOC like AVM Basil Embry, who
was very keen that all his staff should continue flying, particularly himself! Robbie
remembers his time on Mosquitoes as 'all so safe and mundane. At the end of the war,
we had only lost about two or three aircraft altogether, and we had sixty squadrons
actually. As I say, we used to borrow an aircraft from the squadron at Benson, and
then do a trip with it and then come back.'
The excitement of this 'ground tour' was enhanced when Robbie met his charming
wife Margaret. She recalls: 'Oh, I saw Robbie first; and, as I say, I was really
commissioned in photographic interpretation. I did some courses, and I was posted to
2 Group as an interpreter, I think, but no one knew why! And they looked upon me as
something that the cat had brought, you know, and they just thought that I might be
useful as an extra duty intelligence officer. And that's what I did in 2 Group HQ.'
The RAF is a small world. Margaret vividly remembers seeing Wg Cdr 'Cowboy'
Blatchford when they were both stationed at Digby. The wing commander led the
fighter escort for the Rotterdam raid, and Margaret's future husband led the bombers.
What the artist Eric Kennington did for the RAF as a whole, an intelligence officer
called Bill Lord specialised in for HQ 2 Group. Bill's caricatures are immortalised in
just a few books, owned by such lucky people as Robbie and Edwin Houghton. The
three-way conversation which developed on reaching Robbie's page is worth
recording:
(SELF) Who is this chap, 'F/L Robertson, nav - Battle Dress No 1'?
(ROBBIE) [Laughing].
(SELF) Is that supposed to be you then? [Long legs, rear view].
(MARGARET) We don't come out very well in this book, do we?
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(SELF) Are you in this as well?
(MARGARET) Yes, I think I am, somewhere. You probably won't recognise me.
[Correct].
(SELF) What's the 'HURRY, HURRY!' for [in Robbie's sketch] - is that a private
joke?
(MARGARET) Oh, he was always saying 'Hurry, hurry!'
(ROBBIE) Was I?
(MARGARET) Um, I think so!
(ROBBIE) Or so Bill Lord thought, anyway.
(SELF) And, did you smoke then?
(ROBBIE) Yes. I always had a long cigarette holder in those days.
I liked Robbie's explanation of his award of the MBE at the end of the war.
Replying to my assumption that it was in recognition of his staff work, Robbie agreed
on the whole, but added that it was also because of his being navigator to various
chair-bound out-of-practice staff personnel who were propelled into the air by Basil
Embry. Truly, this predicament was far more dangerous than merely running the
gauntlet of German flak, and consequently deserved a medal which took precedence
over the DFM.
Robbie served mainly as a fighter controller after the war, twice stationed in
Germany, before retiring from the RAF in November 1959.
Now over 80 years of age, Robbie still has that spark of enthusiasm which kept him
alight during those far off Blenheim days. It has been my pleasure to meet him on
several occasions, and his contribution to this book has been priceless.
There is an interesting postscript of concern to aviation historians. Robbie's letter
was in response to my poor assessment of the 21 Squadron ORB, which, among other
things, did not record the demise of my cousin and his crew. Robbie explains:
'I can understand your doubts about the wartime 540s. You may be interested to
know that there were complaints at the time about the compilation of these. The
Squadron 540 Officer had recently been killed and a temporary officer was doing the
job. Wg Cdr Webster asked me to take over this chore about that time, and I was
appalled by what I found. I studied some of the 540s from the First World War (RFC)
and realised how little information they contained and how much more interesting
they could have been. Of course, I could not judge their accuracy. I began by
spending some time preparing Notes for Officers Compiling Forms 540 because there
seemed to be no instructions regarding the contents of 540s - except that (I seem to
remember) the local weather at the airfield had to be included every day. My notes
were subsequently issued by HQ 2 Group and later a more detailed issue was
circulated by HQ Bomber Command.'
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SQN LDR R.E. HUNTER DFM
(WOp/AG IN WEBSTER CREW)

Wartime crews often stuck together through various postings. Mostly, it was
because they liked and respected each other; often, superstition was a factor, and to
break up a crew could well court disaster. From all accounts, Tom Webster and Bob
Hunter got on like a house on fire, and their partnership was to last from September
1939 until November 1941, from Battles on XV Squadron through Blenheims on 21
Squadron and finally Fortresses on 90 Squadron.

Bob Hunter's trusty steed on XV Sqn, Abingdon, in 1938 - Fairey Battle EF:F (Bob
Hunter [son])
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Employed as an electrician before enlisting 'for a change' in November 1936, Bob
Hunter naturally slotted in as a wireless operator. Promotion in this aircrew category,
even with the added bonus of 'air-gunner', was dreadfully slow, and Bob braved the
ordeal of the Maastricht bridges on 12th May 1940 as a mere LAC. The incident
relating Bob's crash-landing on 21st May 1940, and subsequent return to the UK, has
already been referred to in Tom Webster's biography.
Recognition was soon forthcoming, however, and by the end of the month Bob was
a 'temporary' sergeant and received the award of the coveted DFM some eight weeks
later, on 9th July (the same day that Wg Cdr Webster received his first DFC).
On 21 Squadron at Watton, Robbie Robertson remembers seeing Bob Hunter only
when they were due to fly together. He describes him as 'Nice, reliable and capable:
medium build, reddish face, slightly dark, slightly stocky.'
Fellow WOp/AG, Jim Marsden, contributes the following: 'He was a regular. He
was a quiet unassuming fellow. His wildest outburst I ever heard was over France,
where a spent bullet hit him. You know, do you remember, there was a period in the
lives of people when they wore, or they had, chrome mirrors - a piece of chrome that
high - that you could look at yourself in and comb your hair. They had one in their
tunic pocket there. And over France, and over the intercom, he said: "I've been hit right over the heart!" And when he undid his tunic when he came back - I was with
him - the bullet fell down! It had hit this mirror, and dented it: bruised his chest, and
he thought it was serious, and he sweated blood. But it wasn't. It must have been spent
or it would have...yeah! But that was quite something. He was a serious-minded sort:
nothing else I can say about him, really.'
This incident is best described in Bob Hunter's own words. It followed a determined
attack by a Messerschmitt Bf 109:
'He came down very quickly from a great height, diving directly at us, and I very
vividly recall my shocked surprise when whilst I was still looking with guns trained
for positive identification (with so many of our own fighters about one tended to
hesitate) my worst suspicions were confirmed when his leading edges began to wreath
in smoke and flickering flame. Before I could get off a single shot I saw pieces being
snatched out of the tail assembly and rear fuselage and sort of simultaneously an
enormous clang in my turret and a blow on the chest which half knocked me off my
seat...I was very rattled and confused and was concerned about a neat hole in my Mae
West just over where my heart should have been. Very frightened, I unbuttoned my
Mae West only to find a correspondingly clean hole in my Sidcot Suit underneath.
My courage failed completely at this point and I couldn't investigate any further. It
was a funny experience - unreal somehow - like a nightmare. I sort of felt that if I
didn't see the wound maybe I wouldn't die - or maybe I was dead and it was just my
spirit looking at myself from outside. Anyway, I just sat as still and quiet as possible
until we got home. Arriving back at base we landed unknowingly with a shot-up tyre,
amongst other things, and as our speed fell off and braking applied, of course, the
aircraft spun round a couple of times without collapsing the undercarriage before
finally coming to a stop in a cloud of dust. On observing our arrival, the Blood
Wagon, complete with MO, came haring out to enquire if all was well. After we had
all reassured him with regard to the landing I nervously but casually asked "Would
you have a look at this, Doc?", pointing to the hole in my Mae West. "Let's have a
see, then!" (or words to that effect) from a cheerful, unalarmed doctor, worked
wonders on my morale and I began to think that maybe I wouldn't be bound to die
after all. So right there and then, in the middle of the airfield, I opened up enough
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buttons and zip fasteners to give him a peek. Under the Sidcot Suit the hole continued
into my battledress blouse (just under the flap of the left hand top pocket and towards
inside corner) but wonder of wonders - no hole in my shirt - just a peppering of fine
small cuts. The chest itself had a big angry-looking bruise with only a few light
scratches and must have been numbed, I think, which probably enhanced the unreal
sensation I had felt. As I went through the stripping performance, I felt something
weighty slip down my Sidcot leg and come to rest against my foot - the sharp end of a
20mm armour-piercing cannon shell. The Doc suggested a check-over in Sick
Quarters and feeling very relieved and important I was carried off the airfield in the
Blood Wagon. The check-over confirmed nothing broken, just severe bruising which
progressively became more painful and spread from shoulder to waist, passing
through all the colours of the rainbow. The contents of my battledress pocket - a
stainless steel mirror (which undoubtedly saved more serious injury), fountain pen,
pencil and small metal cross with the Lord's Prayer on the back - were buckled and
shattered, but along with the 20mm shell [possibly 15mm] are my most treasured
souvenirs. My "line shoot" battledress tunic was eventually left behind on changing
stations and I could have cried my eyes out for it. For a couple of days I was the hero
of the hour and came in for special treatment in the Mess, the N.A.A.F.I. and amongst
the WAAFs generally - and I loved it. No doubt the shell was a ricochet off some part
of the gun mountings but it was as near a direct bull's-eye as one could ever get, and
get away with it, and I never recall this experience without associating it with a
mental picture of the evening beforehand - when I had been finding it difficult to get
off to sleep, going through a head counting session: you know the sort of thing, how
many had gone, how many were left. The Law of Averages said my turn was overdue,
how would it come etc etc - and I remember that I finally handed the problem over to
God. I told myself that if God didn't want me to die, it would be possible for a 109 to
have a close-range point-blank shot at me and still miss, and that is precisely what
happened that following day. I have never been particularly religious and I seldom
feel the need to go to church today, but I feel duty-bound and will always be happy to
say that "I believe there is a God".'

Memoirs of a near-death experience. Was it the stainless steel mirror (not shown) that
stopped the shell, or the power of the cross? (Bob Hunter [son])
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Commissioned in November 1941, Bob paid a fleeting visit to 82 Squadron,
followed by a few months as Gunnery Leader on 139 Squadron, before being nabbed
for instructional duties at No 1 Air Gunnery School. In October 1942, Bob's gunnery
skills and instructional talents were required in India, where he spent the remainder of
the war on various squadrons and units.
Sqn Ldr Bob Hunter saw the cessation of hostilities in the Far East, and following
staff and training duties back in UK, he finally left the service in February 1948.
In this strange world of coincidences, my letter to a Sqn Ldr R.E. Hunter proved no
exception. Not for the first time did the recipient of one of my hopeful letters have to
apologise for not being the correct person! Roger Hunter had been a pilot, and had
won the DFC. Disappointed at having failed yet again, I was intrigued to read from
Roger's letter that he was connected through marriage with the sister of Flt Lt Charles
Tunks, the Intelligence Officer at Watton at the time of the Rotterdam raid. And could
he have a photograph of that debriefing... Furthermore, Roger's favourite pub was the
Baker's Arms in Winchester, which at that time was run by my sister-in-law!
But technology does not stand still. My old-fashioned methods of trying to contact
veterans of the Rotterdam raid, or their next-of-kin, were well and truly superseded by
the launch of Julian Horn's excellent website, www.rafwatton.info. In September
2015, I had a call from Tony Lowe, Hon Secretary of the Blenheim Society. Much to
my delight, he informed me that relatives of Sqn Ldr R.E. Hunter DFM would like to
contact me, having read my online version of Mast High Over Rotterdam. In no time
at all, I received a letter from Mr R.D. 'Bob' Hunter, son of Sqn Ldr R.E. Hunter
DFM. This time, he was the real McCoy - the WOp/AG to Wg Cdr Webster. How
lucky is that? Bob's letter included a typewritten extract (concerning the Rotterdam
raid of 16th July 1941) from his father's freehand notes to R. Kirby dated 8th March
1970, as well as a photocopy of the relevant page of Sqn Ldr Hunter's logbook. I was
thrilled to get these memories of the raid, even though the account of my cousin's
crash, and the fitment of cable cutters differed from the information already received.
I drew a deep breath. This is what pukka aviation historians have to face all the time!
As noted in my section on the raid itself, I have presented the evidence and invited
readers to draw their own conclusions. However, I stand firm on my assessment (in
the Epilogue) of the exact causes of my cousin's crash into Waalhaven.

A proud moment for Bob as he strides out after being awarded his DFM in 1940
(Bob Hunter [son])
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Bon Hunter's logbook page for July 1941 (Bob Hunter [son])

Bob's end pages in his logbook - Units where he served and Aircraft flown.
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'Ellesmere Port Pioneer' of Friday 19th July 1940 proudly records the achievement of
Sgt R.E. Hunter DFM, the Port's first war decoration.
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'Ellesmere Port Pioneer' of the following month records Sgt Hunter's comparison of
operational stress with that of the Civic Reception in honour of his DFM award. It is
a mark of Bob's modest and unassuming character that he much preferred the terrors
of Blenheim Operations! 'I would rather go on any bombing raid than go through all
that again', said Sgt Hunter to a 'Pioneer' reporter.
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Bob Hunter progressing through the ranks and decorations. From Left to Right:
LAC WOp/AG, Sgt WOp/AG, to Sgt WOp/AG with coveted DFM (Bob Hunter [son])

Sqn Ldr R.E. Hunter DFM around the end of World War Two (Bob Hunter [son])
On leaving the RAF in 1948, Sqn Ldr Hunter moved to Barmouth, on the west coast
of North Wales, and with his brother Harry set up in business as 'Hunter Brothers',
utilising their pre-war skills of cabinet making and upholstery. He married a local lady
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- Jane Price - and together they brought up four children. In the mid-1950s, he left the
firm and joined 'Short Bros. & Harland Ltd' (Flying Services Division) at RAE
Llanbedr, initially as Technical Coordinator for the Drone Targets and later as
Operations Officer for drone operations at Llanbedr. During this time, I paid frequent
visits to Llanbedr in a Vulcan, as part of the V-Force's dispersal plan in time of war,
and operated even more frequently against their Jindiviks whilst flying Canberras
from RRE Pershore. I wonder how close I came to casually chatting to Bob, asking
him what he did during the war, and discovering to my amazement that he had taken
part in the famous Rotterdam raid of 16th July 1941? Perhaps my research would
have commenced at that time, and not in 1981? Sadly, Sqn Ldr Hunter passed away in
April 1973, and I missed the chance to have the great honour of interviewing him. I
was just too late. Thank goodness, however, that I started all those years ago, as I
managed to trace many veterans of the Rotterdam raid who are no longer with us. I
believe none are left now, as I write this in October 2015.
According to his son, Bob, Sqn Ldr Hunter had 'always been very reticent to
discuss his exploits during service with the RAF.' Thank goodness a change of heart
at the eleventh hour - just three and a half years before he passed away - led to a
liaison with a Mr Bob Kirby, during which many recollections and notes were
recorded for posterity. Michael Bowyer used some of these to enrich his mammoth
tome 2 GROUP R.A.F. Such memories relive what it was like to be Blenheim aircrew
at this very dangerous phase of World War Two. I believe they should be available for
younger generations to read, and I hope to see them reproduced in Julian Horn's
website.

Sqn Ldr R.E. Hunter DFM with his bride, Jane, on their wedding day (Bob Hunter
[son])
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SGT J.E.S. BEVAN

What sort of person was my cousin's pilot? To find the answer to that question, I felt
that the best plan was to try and contact his next of kin. My letter for redirection by
MOD Gloucester was delivered to the family's wartime holiday home in Lustleigh,
Devon, a charming village well known to me. By an extraordinary piece of good luck,
the little wooden cottage was still owned by the family, and Eric Bevan's sister,
Maurine, was more than a little surprised to find, on her next visit, my letter lying on
the floor.
'I must admit', she wrote to me, 'it gave me quite a jolt to see my brother's name on
the envelope. Eric and I were very close and I somehow knew on the 16th [July 1941]
that something had gone wrong, but I always felt that he didn't actually die until the
Sunday [four days later]. I have nothing to substantiate this. He was academically
very clever and the sad thing was that his exemption papers in order to attend
university came after his death.'
Maurine put me in touch with her other brother, Professor Stan Bevan. In no time at
all, Len's pilot began to take on an identity.
Now here was another coincidence. My cousin Len was a Londoner, but somehow
he teamed up with a pilot who had attended the same school as I had - Torquay
Grammar School! Stan Bevan had likewise been a pupil there. 'Although our school
dates are different', he wrote, 'we probably shared friendly acquaintance with several
members of the staff there. [It is highly likely that one of them would have been
Arnold Ridley, who played the part of Private Godfrey in Dad's Army. What a
privilege to have been taught by this First World War hero and wonderful actor of
arguably the most successful comedy series in history!] I enjoyed my TGS days very
much. One of the little things I remember about the time when both Eric and I were at
TGS together - between 1932 and 1934, that is - is that of finding one day that Eric, in
one of the junior forms, probably 2A, had inscribed his ruler "J.E.S. Bevan, brother of
S.C. Bevan, Prefect"! Eric and I were very good friends, as well as brothers, and July
16th is a very black day in my calendar. Eric was a really splendid chap, mentally and
spiritually as well as physically, and he realised what it was that he was fighting for
and fighting against.'
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When the family moved from Paignton to Exeter, Eric went to Hele's School (what
a formidable rugby team they fielded in my day!). Enlisting straight from school in
June 1940, just ten days after I entered the world, Eric completed five months of
initial training and basic flying training before presenting himself at the mighty RAF
College at Cranwell.
Eric's brother, Stan, has some treasured mementoes of this time. Contrary to popular
belief that the RAF never takes a blind bit of notice of preferences for postings, I have
detected the odd occasion when a kindly soul must have penetrated the impersonal
empire and granted a wish or two. Eric was born in Burry Port, Carmarthenshire. Was
it an accident that he completed his initial training at No 6 ITW Aberystwyth? Stan
recalls: 'I have a little gift he sent me from there - a comb in a leather case embossed
with a picture of a Welsh lady in national costume.'
Another cherished possession emanates from Eric's Cranwell days. 'With regard to
the period November and December 1940 and January 1941', Stan recalls, 'I have
Eric's laundry book headed "LAC Bevan, RAF College, in account with West
Bridgford Laundry and Lady Bay Dye Works, Nottingham".'
On 8th March 1941, Eric was awarded his pilot's wings and promoted to the rank of
sergeant. One week later, he had joined the course at No 17 OTU Upwood for training
on Blenheims. Here he crew up with Len Mynott, to be joined at a later date by his
combat-experienced observer, Ralph Slade.
Gilbert Lowes, who arrived at Upwood the same day as Eric, remembers him well.
'Stocky, fairly broad, dark', he recalls. 'Pleasant sort of face, and he always flew in
what I called a golf jacket with a brevet on it'. Questioned as to what the authorities
thought about this, Gilbert replied: 'No one ever said anything about it. I think they
insisted on badges of rank and uniform, but if you wanted to wear a roll-neck sweater
etc, you could do that. And I think they took it like that; I mean, he had blue pants on,
and badges with sergeant's stripes. He just liked this thing - it was comfortable - no
one was likely to say nay for that. But he was a good type: a sensible chap. I spoke to
him quite a bit, because I might have been his observer.'
Jim Marsden remembers Eric and Len arriving on 21 Squadron Watton on 4th July
1941. 'I remember talking to them, as we are talking now in the bar', he said, 'in the
Mess, when they came, for about half an hour, and like all newcomers they asked lots
of things. Nobody ever tells anybody - they let them find out, I think'. Jim recalls Eric
owning a car, and seems to remember a blonde young lady coming for him...All too
brief.
On 8th July, Eric, now with a fully constituted crew, took part in his first operation a search for a missing Wellington crew off the Dutch coast. Two days later, he was
involved in an attack on shipping in the docks at Cherbourg. On 12th and 14th July,
he formed part of the bait in high-level Circus operations against Hazebrouck
Marshalling Yards.
The first hurdle was over: Eric had survived one full week of daylight Blenheim
operations, and was well on the way to becoming a 2 Group veteran. On 16th July,
flakship Vp 1107 snuffed out his young life, together with those of his crew. Eric's age
was just 19 years and one month.
In 1962, Maurine took her mother and daughter to Rotterdam to see Eric's grave. 'I
was very puzzled', she wrote to me, ' not to find Lenny's there too. Now you have
given me the answer.'
Maurine recalls that one of the highlights of Eric's life was when he met his hero,
Douglas Bader, whom he considered charming and very modest.
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One item of interest concerning Eric proved impossible to cross-check: Maurine
clearly remembers Eric operating from Lossiemouth for a short period, during which
time a bullet grazed his neck and hand. Nowhere in Eric's Record of Service, Casualty
Report or any of the ORBs could I find any reference to this. Was Eric filling in time
between postings by gaining some buckshee combat experience? Perhaps he
scrounged a lift on a 21 Squadron Blenheim during his basic flying training between
September and November 1940? Highly illegal things happened regularly in wartime
- that is a fact. Perhaps there was a giant cover-up - always a good way out! We may
never know.
What we do know is that Eric enjoyed his short life to the full. In the thirties, Alan
Cobham's visits to an airfield near Exeter (Haldon?) caused a change in direction for a
would-be chemist. And just one day before war broke out, Eric was on holiday in
Freiburg, in the Black Forest - now that's cutting it fine!
In May 1988, Stan wrote me a sad letter. His sister Maurine had unexpectedly
passed away, aged 69, from a massive stroke. He had only just moved house to be
close to her. Maurine's husband was a wartime RAF navigator: Sqn Ldr Brian Dutton
DFC.
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PLT OFF R.M. SLADE
(OBSERVER IN BEVAN CREW)

The 4th July 1941 was quite a day for personnel stationed at RAF Watton. The
Press had arrived to cover not only the visit of General Bilbao and South American
officers but also a day in the life of American-born Sgt Lawrence Maguire: his
spectacular crash-landing on returning from an operation made a good story, and
Illustrated Magazine published some fine photographs of the event.
On that very same day, Sgts Bevan and Mynott arrived from 17 OTU Upwood and
were joined by Plt Off Ralph Slade from 114 Squadron Leuchars. A convenient
posting to form a constituted crew? Not according to Ralph's sister-in-law, Mrs
Margaret Athmer. Margaret informed me that Ralph had clashed with his CO over his
getting married on 1st July. Apparently, the wing commander - a well-known
character in 2 Group, who shall remain nameless - had taken a shine to Ralph's wife,
Barbara, and had made a pass at her. Whether the posting 48 hours after the wedding
was due to non-approval of marriage per se, unrequited love, or the fact that Ralph
was unafraid of his younger CO and told him a few home truths, is open to
speculation.
At thirty years of age, Ralph was one of the oldest aircrew on the Rotterdam raid.
More to the point, he had over two months operational experience on Blenheims totalling some 50 hours - and Eric Bevan must have been more than grateful to get
such a veteran as his observer.
Margaret remembers her brother-in-law well: 'He was very good looking', she
recalls. 'A real gentleman.. He had an Oxford English voice: we used to pull his leg
about the way he talked to our dog! Ralph's father was killed in the First World War.
His mother was a well-known actress - Olive Temple was her stage name - and she
appeared in Broadway and Hollywood. She took Ralph with her but had to bring him
back when she realised that he thought the American flag was his own!'
Perhaps Ralph considered the date of his arrival on his new squadron, American
Independence day, to be a good omen. It was not to be: just two weeks after he was
married, Ralph was dead. I was told a sad tale concerning the method by which
Barbara Slade heard of her husband's death. Apparently, Lord Haw-Haw made the
following broadcast via Radio Bremen: 'If Mrs Barbara Slade, wife of Plt Off Ralph
Slade, is listening, she will not see her husband again as we buried him today.'
Both Eric and Ralph are buried in Crooswijk Cemetery, Rotterdam. After the war,
Ralph's watch was kindly returned by one of the dockers, one of many instances
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where such mementoes were carefully held in trust and returned by a grateful Dutch
people.
Margaret remembers that her sister took a year to get over Ralph's death. Barbara
then joined FANNY and went to India, with the task of encoding/deciphering for
agents behind Japanese lines. After the war, about 1946, Barbara asked Margaret
which of the three suitors she should marry. 'None!' was the emphatic reply. She went
ahead, nevertheless, and married an RAF pilot. The marriage was not a happy one. In
1977, Barbara finally succumbed to leukaemia and rejoined her first husband.
Margaret recalls that Barbara had thought about Ralph at the exact moment of his
death - a not too uncommon occurrence when people are spiritually close to each
other.
Margaret did not survive the war unscathed. Her talented brothers were killed in
action. One died whilst flying a Swordfish aircraft from HMS Illustrious in 1941. He
ran out of fuel during a period when no wireless contact was allowed. Margaret still
felt bitter about this: 'No search', she recalls. 'Expendable.' Her husband, a Dutchman,
was pushed into forced labour for Germany during the war, in a meat canning factory,
but managed to help the Allied cause by passing on information on Luftwaffe A/A
sites to the Underground. He was also involved in various fiddles, such as blank
papers to get jobs and purloining food coupons from the locals.

Ralph Slade, my cousin's observer. 'He was very good looking: a real gentleman. He
had an Oxford English voice.' (Mrs Margaret Athmer)
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SGT L.R. MYNOTT
(WOp/AG IN BEVAN CREW)

For many years, my cousin Len was the more severe-looking of the Mynott brothers
staring at me from a photograph mounted on a table in our living room in
Kingskerswell, Devon. Such was the esteem in which Len was held by my parents,
that in my formative years I was much in awe of him and fervently hoped that,
perhaps, I might somehow be able to follow his example. I cannot be the judge of
that. But what I can say is that now I am over three times the age at which Len met his
death, I feel that I am at last in a position to attempt a reasonably objective assessment
of my cousin.

George Mynott and his brother Len. The photo on our living room table.
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In the words of my horse-loving father, Len was a true thoroughbred. My mother
was no less succinct in saying that Len had 'scruples'. In summary, he was the perfect
English gentleman, the like of which I have very rarely, if ever, encountered in my
lifetime. One thing is for certain: had he survived the war we would have been the
greatest of friends, and I now feel his loss as keenly as my parents did.
As I have already stated, the original objective was to try and trace Len's grave, if
any, and the actual raid was a mere spin-off. I feel now, that I owe it not only to him
but also to his many brave colleagues to try and record as faithfully as possible their
part in the war effort.
Len was born on 3rd September 1916, just a few days after one of my favourite
composers, Lt George Butterworth MC, was killed in action near Pozières during the
Battle of the Somme. A Londoner, Len's early life was turbulent. His mother, no
longer willing to be beaten up every time her drunkard husband returned from the
pub, left home in 1924 and took up residence with her French man friend in Orléans.
Len's elder brother, George, who had moved to Australia after the war, was able to
supply some details of Len's childhood, but regretted the paucity as he had joined the
army at the age of sixteen. 'He went to primary school at Broadwater Road, Tooting',
George wrote, 'then I believe to Ensham Central in Franciscan Road, Tooting (but I
am not too sure of that one as I was away). He worked for Levers, the soaps etc mob,
at their HQ at Blackfriars. [In Flying Colours (Hutchinson 1981) Laddie Lucas
describes how Douglas Bader very nearly took employment at Unilever House in
midsummer 1933]. They have his name entered on the Roll of Honour at the front
entrance and also in the Book of Honour which listed the world-wide casualties of the
firm. The actual title of his firm or branch was United Exporters Ltd.
He came to our wedding on 7th December 1940 and I saw him once after that when
I was stationed at St Albans and he and Joan [George's wife] and I spent a weekend
together. We were on manoeuvres around Watton about that time, so it is quite
possible we saw him take off as the squadrons seemed to be taking off all day'.
My parents' memories of Len are vivid, ranging from happy, carefree and humorous
to utterly poignant. My mother recalls his shy days of youth, when just before he was
about to leave her house on one occasion she said: 'Kiss Aunty Vera then!' Len
blurted out a quick 'No!' and fled! 'He was a lovely little boy', my mother added.
'Cheeky little face he had'.
The days spent in my paternal grandmother's house in Eswyn Road, Tooting were
hilarious. The innocence of that time would probably now, in this 'enlightened' age, be
misinterpreted. I asked my mother to recall that very cold winter in the mid-thirties.
'That was near Christmas time', she replied. 'And there was George [Len's brother],
and Dick [my father] and Bill [another relative] and Len: and they all had to get into
this one big bed! And poor old Len had the edge, and he didn't get so many
bedclothes. So he said: "Cor, I'm bloody cold! I'm going to do something about this!"
And he got up, got dressed - put all his clothes on - and got back to bed again!'
Another vivid memory of those bed-sharing days concerns the rendering, in the still
of the night, of a loose adaptation from Oliver Twist. All were awoken to the sound
of: 'Ere, Bill - supposin' Nance was to talk?'!
On yet another occasion, the night tranquillity of Eswyn Road was shattered when
'somebody came clonking along with his boots'. My mother continues: 'And old
George got up, opened the window, and shouted out in his sergeant major voice:
"Take those bloody boots off!" Woke the whole neighbourhood up! Oh, they had
some laughs...'
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Just after my parents were married, in 1936, and living in Stoneleigh, Surrey, they
invited Len and his girlfriend to come for a meal. My mother recalls: 'And when it
was time for bed we said: "You needn't rush home. Sit there and talk 'til morning if
you want to." ' What progressive broad-minded parents I had! In the morning, when
they were alone together, my father tentatively asked Len how he got on. Len replied:
'Oh, well, we talked!' My father explained: 'He sat in one chair, and she sat in another.
And that's as far as they got!' My mother added: 'He was so shy that he didn't know
how to approach a girl. He never seemed to get to the point. He was reticent
somehow.'
When my parents moved to Kingskerswell in South Devon in 1938, Len was a
regular visitor. In those early days, the furniture situation was somewhat sparse, and
the front bedroom - where I was born two years later - was graced merely by the bed.
Just before Len went to bed on one occasion, my father took a piece of chalk and
marked out the missing items on the bare floor, annotating them Len's wardrobe,
Len's mirror, and Len's pot. My cousin could not stop laughing!
Another recollection never ceases to amaze me, whenever I think about it. 'There
was a time when he stayed', my mother told me, 'when he had cold baths. Winter, just
the same, he'd come down the stairs: bare of carpet - we hadn't got any carpet then. I
used to shiver just to look at him. "You haven't had a cold bath have you, Len?" "Oh,
yes!", he replied. "What's wrong with that?" I said: "I don't know - you're wonderful!"
"Not at all!", he said. "I've always had a cold bath!"'
My parents had strange ideas about the airing of beds. On one occasion, they
considered that the visitor's bed did not meet the minimum safety requirements. I find
it hard to reconcile the following hilarious episode with the shy person I have
visualised. 'And there was a time', my mother recalls, 'when the beds weren't aired and
Len came to see us; and he slept in our bed - the bottom of the bed! Oh gosh! I had
you in bed with me, on my side, and Dick there, and Len's legs came up there. Did we
laugh! Three men in bed with me!'
Len never elaborated on the dangers of Blenheim operations. However, in a
philosophical moment, he hinted to my parents that he had given the situation some
thought. 'He said that if ever he was shot down, or anything happened', my mother
explained, 'he hoped he would be killed outright. He said he wouldn't like to have
been left half and half. He didn't want to be wounded, lying in pain and agony,
waiting to be picked up.' My research into what exactly happened after V6240
crashed into Waalhaven left me feeling distinctly uneasy after hearing these
sentiments. I asked my mother if Len had had any premonitions or misgivings. She
replied: 'No, never. Never said anything. I think he was quite keen on his job. He
wasn't frightened or scared, or anything.'
One black day, in July 1941, one of my father's sisters sent him a telegram. 'The gist
was that Len had been shot down on the 16th', my mother explained, with emotion in
her voice. 'And we nearly collapsed: couldn't believe it. Shook us to the core. Never
forget that - just couldn't believe it. A young lad like that.'
Len enlisted on 17th July 1940. The following extract from his letter to my parents
from 100 High Street, Blackpool, and dated 5th August 1940, describes his days at No
9 Recruit Centre. He wrote:
'Here we are working like blazes. Our daily radio school nearly drives one crazy
mentally, and the drill etc floors one physically. Today we had rifle drill, and of
course the majority had never handled one before. Fortunately, I had some tuition
from George, and so I knew a bit about it. Our NCOs nearly went mad and threatened
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to crown some of the chaps with a rifle butt, but finally all turned out well. However,
the drill takes the skin off your fingers and so tonight I ache both bodily and after
school mentally as well.
We had another test today [the examination room was above Burtons the tailors],
making the second we have had, and I received another grade 'A', and so I am not
doing too badly so far. I often think of you down in Devon, and after a hard day, wish
like blazes that I were there.
The paying of money to us is a washout. We have only received 10/- [50p] ever
since we have ever been here. We are told always that tomorrow will be pay day, but
it never is. However, I think we shall be paid this week for certain...Our digs down
here are alright but occasionally we have trouble when we come in late. Mrs Todd
goes mad, but she is getting used to it now.
The girls up here are very very easy, in fact so easy that one scorns to take them out.
But we have some pretty good times on the beach.
We are supposed to be home by eleven. After that the police can get us, and so we
creep home round all the back turnings on tip toe, so that no stray policeman will hear
our boots and come after us.
The chaps here are all very decent and we have a devil of a lot of fun. If we are
drilling, and some girls come along, our corporal always invites them to join us. He is
a boy in many ways, but a so-and-so in many other ways. We get large crowds
watching us every day, as we drill etc on the promenade, and do P.T. on the sands.
We are sometimes most upset when the crowd does not applaud our good drilling'.

Len Mynott (centre) strolling down the Blackpool promenade, Autumn 1940
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No 9 Recruit Centre, Blackpool, 7th August 1940. Len is 4th from the left, 2nd row
(via Richard Russell)

The current guide outside the former RAF Station at Yatesbury, Wiltshire, depicting
the layout as it was circa 1946: designed by P.A. Brown 7/4/96. Three of my family
were stationed here: my cousin Len, my father Richard and my brother Malcolm
(Author's photo)
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In October 1940, Len was posted to No 4 Wing, No 2 Signals School. RAF
Yatesbury in Wiltshire. On 27th November, he wrote again to my parents, from Hut
No 23, B Squadron:
'Hello folks. Here's your favourite nephew again, thanking you for the weekend. It
was great, and Vera, your cooking is as marvellous as ever - you quite spoilt me for
the dinners here.
I had a grand time coming back. I got to the station alright, and caught the train - the
blighter left on time, and for a little while all was well. However, near Bristol, she was
continually slowing down and stopping, and finally arrived hours late. When we got
there, I found out the reason. The Germans gave Bristol a hell of a pasting on Sunday
night, and it was in quite a state on Monday morning. Factories were on fire and
demolished, and the station had a direct hit. What a mess! Glass and debris all over
the place and smoke all over the city. Firemen were still working on the fires. Nobody
knew much about the trains and so I climbed through some debris and got a signature
on my pass, and after that it didn't matter how late I was. Finally the London train got
started. It was packed to the roof, and off we went crawling out of Bristol. All the
signals were destroyed, and men had to flag the trains in and out. The track was up in
several parts, but we got out. The way the railways carry on is grand. Finally we got
"home" at 3.30pm and were immediately put on flying, and funnily enough we flew
over Bristol - it looked all quiet then.
Today we have been flying again, and quite enjoyed it, but the pilot scared us on the
way back. He put the plane into a power dive - my goodness, I thought my last
moment had come. My heart and stomach shot into my mouth, and we absolutely
roared towards the earth. Finally, he pulled out, and that sensation is the greatest thrill
of all - one can feel the plane trembling under the strain on the wings. We felt great
afterwards and wanted more stunts but he wouldn't give us any more. Incidentally,
yesterday we had an air raid warning on the radio while we were over Bristol, and we
buzzed off quickly. We heard later that Jerry had been over again. A good thing our
trainer plane [Dragon Rapide/Dominie or Botha] got out of the way for it is slow
compared to active service machines, and we would be very easy meat for a Jerry
machine...
I am having one of my final exams tomorrow and the other next week. I hope they
go alright, but I don't feel too good about the one tomorrow.'
Before closing, he added the following sentiments with regard to my brother and
me, which were no doubt felt universally at that time:
'I hope this darn war ends soon so that they can start life in proper perspective.'
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A social gathering: my cousin Len is in the centre of the picture
In December 1940, Len was posted to RAF Swanton Morley in Norfolk. Two
months later, he was a fully qualified WOp/AG with the rank of sergeant. Len's next
posting, to Port Ellen, really baffled me. First of all, I had to find its location; and
then, what was my cousin doing on the Isle of Islay, Hebrides, Scotland for three
weeks? No 48 (Reconnaissance) Squadron, Coastal Command, operated a detachment
up there with Avro Ansons, but I could find nothing that Len might have been
involved in. I asked my parents if they could throw any light on this mystery. They
told me that Len loved the mountains, and had always wanted to go to Scotland. With
three weeks to kill before his OTU course commenced, Len had obviously used his
charm to achieve the near-impossible - a posting of his own choice! There would have
been one stipulation: to keep quiet about it in case everybody wanted to go...
On 5th March 1941, Len enrolled on the Blenheim course at No 17 OTU, RAF
Upwood, Huntingdonshire. At the end of the month, he again wrote to my parents.
The leave he refers to must have been the initial week, as Eric Bevan did not arrive
until 15th March.:
'How are you keeping these days? Many thanks for your letter. I am sorry that I
have not written earlier, but they gave me a week's leave, and as George is near town I
spent it in London. Joan [George's wife] was there and so I acted as escort for her,
part of the time.
You will be interested to know that I am in hospital here. My foot gave me trouble
last week, and this morning I reported sick. They are apparently going to slice my foot
open this afternoon - I am a lucky chap. Still, I feel great and it should be a nice few
days in bed for me.
George was up in town for the afternoon yesterday - he is stationed at St Albans but I had to leave two hours after he arrived. He is as hale and hearty as ever.'
The remainder of the letter is of a purely personal nature, with no reference,
unfortunately, to his Blenheim training.
Len arrived on 21 Squadron, RAF Watton, Norfolk, on 4th July. In his last letter to
my parents, just ten days before he was shot down, he wrote:
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'This is a jolly good place with good quarters and excellent food. The only trouble is
that we have no beautiful maids to call us in the mornings.'
The end of his letter reflected a nostalgia for the more peaceful days of yesteryear:
'Well, Vera, what is Devon looking like now? It must be great, and I suppose you
are taking the children for bags of walks. You lucky people.'
He signed off with:
'Cheerio for the present, love, Len.'
Bob Bennett, a WOp/AG on 139 Squadron, added the following: 'I do remember
your cousin, Len Mynott, as we were on the same course at Upwood, as you know.
We were also in the same barrack block and I got to know him, very well. We had a
few nights out in the town (Peterborough), on the few occasions when we had a few
hours freedom. The training schedule was quite intensive and we were airborne a lot,
on cross-country exercises etc. He was a great chap and I was very sorry to learn after
all this time that he had been shot down on the Rotterdam raid. After leaving Upwood
we were posted to different squadrons and never managed to meet again. I hope you
will be able to discover some new evidence as to his ultimate fate.' Now that is a
sentiment with which I heartily agree!
On 4th August 1991, I had the great pleasure of meeting Len's brother, George. He
and his wife, Joan, had been given a delightful golden wedding anniversary present by
their children - a six month holiday in the UK! Inevitably, the meeting added yet more
aspects of Len's life which this biography would be the poorer for their omission.
The first recollection staggered me. It concerns the pre-war years when Sir Oswald
Mosley and his blackshirted thugs were attempting to convince the British population
that their salvation lay in Adolf Hitler. True-blue Leonard Mynott thought that he
should take up the cudgel on this, and, accompanied by a few friends of similar
sentiment, would set off for a confrontation in Hyde Park. George explained that his
brother had expensive tastes in clothes and would wear his best for these affrays.
When Len came home, his clothes would be in tatters, but he would say to his brother:
'We had a grand time!'
Joan told me that when Len was promoted to sergeant he wrote to George advising
him, that they were now the same rank. George replied: ' Sorry old chap - I've just
been made up to Warrant Officer!' Joan was made privy to Len's response: 'Don't you
dare tell your husband, but I'm going for a commission!' Fate would dictate otherwise.
Joan clearly remembers Len's very last words to her: 'Don't worry, Joan: at least
George will come back home after the war.' Not, perhaps, a flash of clairvoyance but
a simple fact of life - if you happened to be posted onto a Blenheim squadron in 2
Group.
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